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A B S T R A C T
Particles that have been ionized from neutrals in the interplanetary space within
the heliosphere are called PickUp Ions (PUIs). The freshly created ions are injected
into the solar wind plasma with a characteristic non-Maxwellian Velocity Distribu-
tion Function (VDF) and carried outwards jointly with the solar wind and its em-
bedded Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF). They mainly stem from two sources.
On the one hand, interstellar PUIs are created from neutrals originating from the
Local InterStellar Medium (LISM). These neutrals enter the heliosphere as an in-
terstellar wind, because of the Sun’s relative motion with respect to the LISM. On
the other hand, inner-source PUIs are produced by a yet unidentified mechanism
within 1 AU from the Sun.
The most likely candidates for a mechanism creating inner-source PUIs are re-
lated to the interaction of solar wind ions with interplanetary dust grains. The
elemental composition of inner-source PUIs that is created by this process could be
a key property to identify and understand the inner-source PUI production. There-
fore, the composition of inner-source PUIs is investigated utilizing data provided
by the Charge-Time-of-Flight (CTOF) sensor onboard the SOlar and Heliospheric
Observatory (SOHO). Good agreement between the observed and the projected
composition based on a specific production scenario could be demonstrated. Fur-
thermore, an unexpected systematic variation of the composition as a function of
solar wind speed is uncovered. This finding adds another strong restriction for
possible inner-source PUI production mechanisms.
The interstellar wind, which constitutes the second major source for neutrals,
enters the heliosphere from a defined direction and forms a symmetric flow about
the Sun. As interstellar PUIs carry information about the velocity of their parent
neutrals in their VDF, this symmetry can be exploited to derive the longitude of
the interstellar flow by evaluating the measured VDF. In this thesis, we revisit a
recent approach to determine this parameter from the measurement of the He+
PUI VDF with the Plasma and Suprathermal Ion Composition (PLASTIC) instrument
on the Solar-TErrestrial RElations Observatory (STEREO) Ahead spacecraft. Various
systematic errors of the original method are identified and removed. Additionally,
an improved method to estimate the resulting errors is developed.
The PUI VDF has formerly been believed to be isotropic due to rapid pitch-angle
scattering, but this understanding has been revised recently. Instead, it has been ob-
served that the VDF of freshly injected PUIs exhibits an anisotropic torus structure
in velocity space that strongly depends on the ambient IMF orientation. Utilizing
CTOF data, we are able to confirm and complement on these observations. This
anisotropy also introduces another well hidden systematic error in the determi-
nation of the interstellar flow longitude that we are able to identify. A corrected
value for the interstellar flow longitude is presented, but also the limitations of the
method are discussed.
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Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G
Pickup Ionen entstehen, wenn Neutralteilchen im interplanetaren Raum innerhalb
der Heliosphäre ionisiert werden. Die frisch erzeugten Ionen werden mit einer
charakteristischen Geschwindigkeitsverteilung in das Sonnenwindplasma injeziert
und von diesem durch das mitbewegte interplanetare Magnetfeld hinausgetragen.
Für die Neutralteilchen gibt es vorwiegend zwei Quellen. Einerseits entstehen in-
terstellare Pickup Ionen aus Neutralteilchen, die aus dem lokalen interstellaren
Medium stammen. Diese Neutralteilchen gelangen als interstellarer Wind in die
Heliosphäre, da sich die Sonne relativ zum interstellaren Medium bewegt. Ander-
erseits können Pickup Ionen auch innerhalb von 1 AU durch einen noch nicht
genau identifizierten Prozess entstehen.
Wahrscheinlich entstehen die Pickup Ionen aus der inneren Quelle durch eine
Wechselwirkung von Sonnenwindionen mit interplanetarem Staub. Durch diesen
Prozess resultiert eine charakteristische elementare Zusammensetzung, die dabei
helfen könnte den genauen Entstehungsprozess dieser Teilchen zu identifizieren
und zu verstehen. Daher haben wir mithilfe des Charge-Time-of-Flight (CTOF) Sen-
sors auf der SOlar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) Raumsonde diese Zusam-
mensetzung bestimmt. Es zeigte sich, dass unsere gemessene Zusammensetzung
in guter Übereinstimmung mit der vorhergesagten Zusammensetzung ist, die aus
einem der vorgeschlagenen Produktionsmechanismen resultiert. Außerdem kon-
nte eine systematische Veränderung der Zusammensetzung in Abhängigkeit von
der Sonnenwindgeschwindigkeit festgestellt werden. Diese Beobachtung schließt
bestimmte Produktionsmechanismen als dominante Quelle kategorisch aus.
Der bereits erwähnte interstellare Wind strömt aus einer bestimmten Richtung
in die Heliosphäre und erzeugt einen symmetrischen Fluss um die Sonne. Aus
der Geschwindigkeitsverteilung von interstellaren Pickup Ionen kann man Rück-
schlüsse auf die Geschwindigkeit der Neutralteilchen, aus denen diese Ionen ent-
standen sind, ziehen. Indem nun die Symmetrie des Neutralteilchenflusses um
die Sonne ausgenutzt wird, kann also mithilfe der Messung der Geschwindigkeits-
verteilung von interstellaren Pickup Ionen auf die Einfallsrichtung des interstel-
laren Windes geschlossen werden. In dieser Arbeit greifen wir eine kürzlich veröf-
fentlichte Methode auf, wie man mithilfe der Messung der He+ Pickup Ionen
Geschwindigkeitsverteilung mit dem Plasma and Suprathermal Ion Composition
(PLASTIC) Instrument auf der Solar-TErrestrial RElations Observatory (STEREO)
Ahead Raumsonde diesen Parameter bestimmen kann. Wir haben verschiedene
systematische Fehler dieser Methode identifiziert und ausgebessert. Desweiteren
wurde eine verbesserte Methode zur Abschätzung der resultierenden Fehler ent-
wickelt.
Früher wurde vermutet, dass die Geschwindigkeitsverteilung von Pickup Io-
nen isotrop ist, da angenommen wurde, dass Streuung effizient und auf kurzen
Zeitskalen wirkt. Diese Annahme musste jedoch vor kurzer Zeit revidiert werden.
Es wurde beobachtet, dass die Geschwindigkeitsverteilung von frisch injezierten
Pickup Ionen einem Torus im Geschwindigkeitsraum ähnelt, dessen Orientierung
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stark vom Magnetfeld am Ort der Messung abhängt. Mithilfe von CTOF Daten
konnten wir diese Beobachtungen bestätigen und ergänzen. Diese Anisotropie der
Geschwindigkeitsverteilung führt auch zu einem weiteren systematischen Fehler
in der Bestimmung der Einfallsrichtung des interstellaren Windes. Da wir diesen
Fehler identifizieren konnten, geben wir ein bereinigtes Ergebnis für die Einfall-
richtung an und diskutieren weitere mögliche systematische Fehlerquellen.
v
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
The laboratory that this thesis is set in is the heliosphere, which is basically a
plasma bubble that is carved out of the Local InterStellar Medium (LISM) by the
solar wind emanating from the Sun. In this environment, neutral particles that
originate from inside or outside of the heliosphere can be ionized, which leads
to the creation of PickUp Ions (PUIs). These ions are then accelerated and swept
outwards by the Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) which is embedded in and
co-moving with the solar wind.
PUIs are commonly distinguished based on their origin. PUIs created from neu-
trals with an origin outside of the heliosphere, more specifically in the LISM, are
called interstellar PUIs (Möbius et al., 1985), while ions created from neutrals that
originate from a source within the inner heliosphere are called inner-source PUIs.
In fact, neutrals can originate from various local sources like comets or planetary
bodies within the heliosphere. But there is also another source, whose nature is not
completely understood, that creates neutrals globally throughout the heliosphere
(Geiss et al., 1995a). In the context of this thesis, the term "inner-source" refers to
the latter, global source and not the various local sources. A more explicit distinc-
tion is given in the corresponding section (Sec. 1.6).
Multiple mechanisms have been proposed that were meant to explain the pro-
duction of neutrals inside the inner heliosphere that are observed as inner-source
PUIs (Allegrini et al. (2005) and references therein, Schwadron and McComas (2010)).
The most promising candidates of these mechanisms involve the interaction of so-
lar wind ions with interplanetary dust grains. However, none of these mechanisms
has been able to explain all observed properties of inner-source PUIs conclusively.
Therefore, the detailed production mechanism of inner-source PUIs remains puz-
zling and further observational constraints are required to understand this ion
population.
Especially interstellar PUIs show a characteristic, non-Maxwellian Velocity Distri-
bution Function (VDF), which is a consequence of the pickup process, where the
ions are injected into the solar wind with an anisotropic initial VDF that has the
shape of a torus in velocity space. This VDF is then gradually modified by vari-
ous processes within the solar wind. Formerly, it has been assumed that such an
anisotropic initial VDF in the solar wind plasma is subjected to pitch-angle scat-
tering by self-generated waves (e.g. Wu and Davidson (1972)). This would lead
to an instantaneous isotropization of the initial torus VDF (Vasyliunas and Siscoe,
1976). However, recent studies reported on persistent anisotropies observed in PUI
VDFs (Oka et al., 2002; Gershman et al., 2014; Drews et al., 2015), which contradict
such a rapid isotropization. Therefore, the evolution of the PUI VDF is not entirely
understood to this date.
Interstellar PUIs can also serve as a diagnostic tool for the LISM as in-situ informa-
tion about this medium is carried by PUIs. The parameters of the LISM are crucial to
model and understand the global structure of the heliosphere and, in particular, its
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boundaries. However, the derivation of LISM parameters from PUI measurements
is challenging. The PUI flux and especially their VDF is modulated by the turbu-
lent solar wind which makes it complex to reconstruct information about the LISM
from PUI measurements. Recent approaches to derive the ecliptic longitude of the
interstellar neutral flow vector from the PUI flux (Drews et al., 2012) have been
shown to be influenced by a systematic error that is due to longitudinal transport
of the PUIs along the average IMF (Chalov and Fahr, 1999; Quinn et al., 2016). A
more recent approach by Möbius et al. (2015) which solely exploits the measured
PUI VDFs claims to minimize such transport effects. But as mentioned above, the
evolution of the PUI VDF is not entirely understood, which means that it is likely
that also this method is affected by possible systematic errors.
1.1 motivation and structure of this thesis
In the investigations described within this thesis, we are aiming to find answers
with respect to the following questions:
1. What is the nature of the inner source for PUIs?
2. What is the 3D VDF of PUIs at 1 AU and what are the implication for the
stability of a torus VDF within the dynamic solar wind?
3. How can we utilize the PUI VDF to find the interstellar neutral flow longitude?
In the following sections of this chapter, the reader is introduced in more detail
into the fundamental principles of heliospheric physics with respect to the study
of PUIs. The surroundings of the heliosphere, the LISM, is described which also
constitutes one of the sources of neutral particles within the heliosphere. The main
driver that delimits the heliosphere from the LISM is the solar wind. The solar wind
is an energetic magnetized plasma that is accelerated within the solar corona. The
magnetic field which is carried with the solar wind is called the IMF in this thesis.
After the environment, in which the studies of this thesis is set, is explained, PUIs
itself, their two different main sources, and their characteristic VDF are introduced
and discussed in more detail.
For all the three questions above, we make use of data provided by two Time-
of-Flight (ToF) mass spectrometers measuring PUIs in-situ. These two sensors are
on-board two spacecraft: the Charge-Time-of-Flight (CTOF) sensor on the SOlar and
Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO), and the Plasma and Suprathermal Ion Composi-
tion (PLASTIC) instrument on the Solar-TErrestrial RElations Observatory (STEREO).
In Chapter 2, these two sensors and the two spacecraft missions are described and
further data sets that have been utilized are introduced.
All three questions are related to the publications presented in this thesis. Thus,
we present in each chapter one publication. First, a brief summary is given fol-
lowed by the publication itself. Then, an outlook including follow-up investiga-
tions is provided. While the first publication, Taut et al. (2015), strictly focuses on
Question 1, both the findings from the second and third publication, Taut et al.
(2016) and Taut et al. (2018) respectively, contribute to investigations related to
Question 2. Then again Question 3 is solely related to the third publication and the
additional material presented in this thesis.
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In Chapter 3, the analysis of CTOF data to determine the composition of inner-
source heavy PUIs is presented. In Sec. 1.6.1 it is indicated that the composition of
inner-source PUIs has been utilized to argue for or against certain production mech-
anisms. Thus, a good knowledge of the inner-source PUI composition may help to
distinguish between individual production mechanisms. As CTOF provides a suffi-
cient mass-per-charge resolution combined with a large geometry factor, it is well
suited for the detection of heavy PUIs. In Taut et al. (2015), we describe our analysis
of the CTOF data, present results for the inner-source heavy PUI composition and
draw implications for the production mechanism. In the outlook, a more detailed
identification of Mg2+, which was taken into account for the first time, is given.
Furthermore, 1D heavy PUI VDFs are compared to simulation results provided by
P. Quinn from the University of New Hampshire, who utilized the Earth-Moon-
Mars Radiation Environment Module (EMMREM) (Schwadron et al. (2010)).
In Chapter 4 the PUI VDF is studied using He+ data collected by CTOF. In the
compact Solar Wind 14 conference proceeding Taut et al. (2016), we present ob-
servations of anisotropies of the He+ PUI VDF related to the IMF orientation that
contradict the theory of a rapid isotropization after the injection of PUIs. Instead,
our observations are consistent with a torus VDF whose orentation depends on the
ambient IMF orientation. For this purpose, the IMF orientation had to be extrapo-
lated from the Wind spacecraft to the position of SOHO, because SOHO itself does
not carry a magnetometer.
Chapter 5 contains our investigation and improvement of a method to obtain
the longitude of the interstellar neutral flow vector from the measurement of the
PUI VDF introduced in Möbius et al. (2015) that is published in Taut et al. (2018).
For this publication we have used data from the PLASTIC sensor onboard STEREO
Ahead (STA). After the improvement of the original method, we were able to show
that this method is affected by a systematic error which is related to the mix of
IMF orientations, which is observed in the utilized data. In the publication itself
no conclusive explanation for this systematic error is given. However, in a follow-
up investigation we provide data that indicates that the orientation and location
of the torus VDF in velocity space combined with a limited Field of View (FoV)
of the sensor is the main driver of this systematic error. With the help of this
understanding, we derive best guess values of the interstellar flow longitude.
Finally, all findings of this thesis are summarized and evaluated in the context of
current research. An outlook discussing future research in PUI related heliospheric
physics completes this thesis.
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1.2 the local interstellar medium
The LISM is the partially ionized magnetized plasma which surround the helio-
sphere. It has a temperature of TLISM ≈ 7000 K and a density of nLISM ≈ 0.3 cm−3
(Frisch et al., 2011). Direct neutral atom measurements performed by the Interstellar
Boundary EXplorer (IBEX) obtain a relative motion of vISN = (25.4± 1.1) km s−1 in
the direction of λflow = (75.6± 1.4)◦ in ecliptic longitude and β = (−5.12± 0.27)◦
in latitude (Schwadron et al., 2015).
Compared to the inner heliosphere, the LISM has a substantially different ele-
mental and ionic composition, which is displayed in Tab. 1. The LISM is not of
solar origin, which is reflected in the elemental composition. The ionization state
is of course dominated by the low ionization rates which result from the very low
radiation intensity. Hydrogen, helium, nitrogen, and oxygen are most abundant in
their neutral state, while especially carbon, magnesium, and silicon exist almost
exclusively in an ionized state (Frisch et al., 2011).
The magnetic field embedded in the LISM has a strength of BLISM ≈ 0.2− 0.3 nT
and is tilted about 60◦ with respect to the ecliptic plane, which can be infered
from IBEX measurements (utilizing the ribbon feature, see Schwadron et al. (2009))
or radio emission and energetic particle measurements performed by the Voyager
spacecraft (Opher et al., 2007).
Table 1: Elemental and charge state composition of the LISM taken from Frisch et al. (2011).
PPM: Parts per million, Fraction of the corresponding element in: I: Neutral state,
II: Singly ionized state, III: Doubly ionized state.
Element PPM I II III
H 106 0.776 0.224 -
He 105 0.611 0.385 4.36 · 10−3
C 661 2.68 · 10−4 0.975 0.0244
N 46.8 0.720 0.280 8.52 · 10−5
O 331 0.814 0.186 4.71 · 10−5
Ne 123 0.196 0.652 0.152
Na 2.04 1.47 · 10−3 0.843 0.155
Mg 6.61 1.98 · 10−3 0.850 0.148
Si 8.13 4.21 · 10−5 0.999 8.02 · 10−4
1.3 boundary to the heliosphere
The space that is dominated by the solar wind plasma is called the heliosphere.
In Fig. 1 an illustration of the boundaries of the heliosphere is given. They are
described from inward to outward in the following.
The solar wind in the inner heliosphere flows at supersonic speed, which means
that it moves faster than the propagation speed of any disturbance. However, at
some point the solar wind must be decelerated to subsonic speeds as it approaches
the LISM. The consequence is the formation of the so-called termination shock.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the heliospheric boundaries adapted from Treumann and Jaroschek
(2008). The supersonic solar wind flows in the light blue area; the heliosheat
is displayed in cyan. The solid red line depicts the termination shock and the
solid yellow line marks the heliopause. The dark blue area corresponds to the
undisturbed LISM; the orange and red areas correspond to compressed interstel-
lar plasma. The yellow arrows display the interstellar neutral flow vector ~vISN;
the cyan arrows display the orientation of the interstellar magnetic field lines.
The trajectories of the two Voyager spacecraft (V1 & V2) and the solar planetary
system (SPS) are sketched.
Voyager 1 passed through the termination shock in Dec. 2004 at a distance of
about 94 AU (Stone et al., 2005), while Voyager 2 crossed the termination shock in
late August 2007 at a distance of about 84 AU (Stone et al., 2008), which implies
that the distance of the termination shock is not constant with time and location.
Beyond this shock the solar wind is compressed and heated. This region is
commonly called the heliosheath. Due to the relative motion of the heliosphere
through the LISM the dynamic pressure exterted by the LISM creates an asymmetry:
the heliosheath is thinner in the direction of relative motion than in the opposite
direction, where a comet-like tail might be created. However, the shape of the he-
liosphere is still subject to current research (see e.g. Galli et al. (2017); Dialynas
et al. (2017)) and alternative models (e.g. a "croissant-shaped" heliosphere) have
already been proposed (Opher et al., 2016).
The outermost boundary of the heliosphere is the heliopause, which marks the
end of the solar wind’s influence. As two magnetized plasmas cannot permeate
each other, the LISM plasma is also compressed forming an ion wall due to the
relative motion. The existence of a bow shock in the LISM is still under debate
(e.g. McComas et al. (2012); Scherer and Fichtner (2014); Ratkiewicz and Kotlarz
(2016)). For the existence of such a shock, the interstellar flow speed must exceed
the magnetosonic speed in the LISM. The magnetosonic speed, vmgs in the LISM can
calculated by (see e.g. Scherer and Fichtner (2014)):
v2mgs =
1
2
[
v2A + v
2
s ±
√
(v2A + v
2
s)
2 − 4v2Av
2
s cos θ
]
, (1)
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with vA and vs being the Alfvén- and the sound-speed, which can be approximated
considering a proton-electron plasma by:
vA =
BLISM√
4pinPmP
(2)
v2s =
γkTLISM
mP
. (3)
Equation 1 obtains the speed of fast (+) and slow (−) magnetosonic waves. The
angle θ denotes the angle between the magnetic field and the wave’s propagation
direction, np and mp are the proton density and mass, γ = 53 and k is the Boltz-
mann constant. Thus, the magnetosonic speed in the LISM apparently depends on
the magnitude of the embedded magnetic field, BLISM, the proton density, nP, and
temperature TLISM. As the LISM actually is a multi-component plasma, additional
terms considering the other ion species would need to be added in Eqn. 2 and 3.
Additionally, to decide whether a shock evolves or not, the flow speed vISN needs
to be compared to the magnetosonic speed. So far, all these parameters have not
been determined with sufficient precision, which does not allow a firm statement
about the existence of this shock.
1.4 the solar wind
The solar wind is the continuous, supersonic stream of plasma emerging from the
Sun which fills and creates the heliosphere. In this thesis, only a phenomenological
summary of the solar wind is given. For more detailed information about the origin
and the acceleration of the solar wind and solar wind models the reader is referred
for example to Aschwanden (2006), Geiss et al. (1995b), and Cranmer (2012).
The solar wind mainly consists of ∼ 97% H+ and ∼ 3% He2+ (Bochsler and
Murdin, 2000). Additionally, it contains a small fraction of heavy ions (∼ 0.1%).
The mean composition of the solar wind (excluding H+) determined by von Steiger
et al. (2000) and Shearer et al. (2014) is given in Tab. 4 of Taut et al. (2015) and in
Chapter 3 of this thesis. Furthermore, the charge states and the VDF of these heavy
ions can be used to investigate the dynamic processes that accelerate the solar
wind (Bochsler, 2007).
Historically, the solar wind has been classified in terms of speed into the slow
solar wind and the fast solar wind (e.g. Bame et al. (1977). The slow solar wind
has bulk speeds of vsw ≈ 400 km s−1 a proton density of np ≈ 6 cm−3 and a
proton temperature of Tp ≈ 105 K. The origin of the slow solar wind is not com-
pletely understood to this date. In contrast to that, the fast solar wind is believed
to originate in coronal holes with open magnetic field lines. The fast solar wind
has typical speeds of vsw ≈ 700 km s−1, is with np ≈ 2 cm−3 less dende, and
with Tp ≈ 2.5 · 105 K siginificantly hotter than the slow solar wind (Ebert et al.,
2009). Due to the different origins of fast and slow solar wind that are related to
different coronal temperatures, also the charge state composition of slow and fast
solar wind is substantially different (Geiss et al., 1995b). Anyhow, in the light of
recent observations the historical categorization into two solar wind types seems
to be oversimplified as the categorization into solar wind types and and their cor-
responding origins appear to be more complex (e.g. Xu and Borovsky (2015) and
references therein).
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Figure 2: Illustration of an SIR after Pizzo (1978) with in-situ data from PLASTIC and IMPACT
from STEREO A showing an example SIR around DoY 193, 2007. In the sketch on
the left-hand side also the Parker spiral structure of the IMF can be seen. On the
right-hand side, the top three panels show 30-min mean values of the solar wind
speed vsw, the proton density np, and the proton thermal speed vth all derived
from Maxwellian fits of the 1 min distributions. The bottom panel shows the
IMF magnitude |B| from the magnetometer of IMPACT. For further details about
the instruments see Chapter 2. The stream interface is marked with the vertical
dashed black line.
1.4.1 Stream Interaction Regions
The speed of the solar wind plasma which emerges from the Sun is variable and
the Sun itself rotates. A consequence of this is, that solar wind plasma originating
from different locations on the Sun may interact. For example, if a stream of slow
solar wind is followed by a stream of fast solar wind, the fast solar wind will run
into the slow solar wind at some point. This situation is sketched in Fig. 2 and
in-situ solar wind parameters are shown for such a situation. Both streams con-
stitute a magnetized plasma, which means that they cannot penetrate each other
as magnetic field lines cannot be crossed. The result of this process is a compres-
sion of both the fast wind and the slow wind stream, which is commonly called a
Stream Interaction Region (SIR). After this compression, a rarefaction region with
decreasing solar wind speed and low proton density follows. These compression
regions can be stable for several solar rotations. SIRs which persist for more than
one solar rotation are also called Corotating Interaction Regions (CIRs).
In the observable solar wind parameters, SIRs can be identified by a set of con-
ditions (Jian et al., 2006). First, the solar wind speed must be continuously increas-
ing as this is the fundamental condition for such a region to form. In the solar
wind density and IMF magnitude also a steep increase is observed, which is due
to the compression of the plasma, which also leads to heating. All this leads to
a characteristic signature of the total perpendicular pressure, Pt, as a function of
observation time. This pressure can be estimated as:
Pt =
B
2µ0
+
∑
i
nikT⊥,i . (4)
In this equation B is the ambient IMF magnitude, µ0 is the vacuum permeability, ni
is the particle density of the various particle species (mainly protons, α particles,
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and electrons), and k is the Boltzmann constant. The temperature of the particle
species perpendicular to the magnetic field is denoted with T⊥,i.
At the stream interface, which reflects the boundary between the slow and fast
plasma stream (Gosling et al., 1978), this pressure reaches a maximum. The pattern
of Pt together with a continuously increasing solar wind speed can be used to
identify an SIR. Next to these criteria, also the entropy of the plasma or the charge
state composition can be utilized to identify an SIR and, in particular, the stream
interface (Wimmer-Schweingruber et al., 1997; Pagel et al., 2004).
1.4.2 Coronal Mass Ejections
Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) are impulsive ejections of plasma from the solar
corona into interplanetary space. They are often but not always related to the pres-
ence of a solar flare, which is a sudden increase in radiation intensity on the Sun’s
photosphere (Gosling et al., 1975). These phenomena occur due to local distur-
bances within the solar magnetic field. By the reconnection of twisted magnetic
field lines, large amounts of energy can be released that result in such an impul-
sive release of plasma and magnetic field into the interplanetary medium (Chen,
2011). The frequency of these events depends on solar activity: the more active
the Sun is, the more CMEs are commonly observed (see e.g. Cane and Richardson
(2003)).
CMEs that move faster than the ambient magnetosonic speed cause a shock wave
within the solar wind plasma. Shock waves itself are known to be efficient acceler-
ators of suprathermal ions including PUIs due to first-order Fermi acceleration (e.g.
Lee et al. (2012)).
1.5 the interplanetary magnetic field
According to Alfvén’s theorem (Alfvén, 1942), the magnetic field lines of the Sun
are frozen-in into the highly conductive solar wind plasma. Consequently, the
Sun’s magnetic field is swept outwards by the solar wind, which fills the helio-
sphere with the IMF.
In the absence of magnetic reconnection, this has the consequence that the IMF
lines always stay connected to their corresponding footpoints on the Sun. As the
Sun itself performs a rotation with a period of ∼ 24.5 days at its equator, this leads
to a characteristic structure of the IMF throughout the heliosphere called the Parker
spiral (see also Fig. 2). Of course, this structure varies with solar wind speed. The
so-called Parker angle of the IMF with respect to the radial direction in the ecliptic
plane, ΦP, can be calculated by:
tan (ΦP) =
ωR
vsw
(5)
Here, ω denotes the angular speed of the Sun’s rotation and R is the heliocen-
tric distance. For slow and fast solar wind this yields a Parker angle at 1 AU of
about 45◦ and 30◦, respectively. For larger heliocentric distances the Parker angle
approaches 90◦. Due to fluctuations of the IMF and turbulence within the dynamic
solar wind, the Parker angle only corresponds to the average IMF and in general,
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every IMF orientation may be possible at 1 AU. However, IMF orientation near the
Parker angle occur more frequently (e.g. Forsyth et al. (1996)).
1.6 pickup ions
In general, PUIs are former neutrals that become ionized inside the heliosphere.
Neutrals inside the heliosphere are only subjected to gravitational forces and radi-
ation pressure and thus do not feel any of the electromagnetic forces exerted by
the solar wind. This changes immediately after the neutral is ionized. Due to the
Lorentz force, the freshly created ion interacts with the IMF that is embedded in
the solar wind, which leads to a gyration about the field line. As the field line,
which is bound to the solar wind plasma, moves itself with solar wind speed, the
ion is accelerated and swept outwards. The term pickup ion is due to this process:
the solar wind is literally picking up the newly created ion.
The neutrals mainly originate from two global sources: the interstellar medium
(Sec. 1.6.2) and an inner source, which is believed to be close to the Sun and is
most likely related to the interaction of solar wind ions and interplanetary dust
but up to date is still not fully understood (Sec. 1.6.1). Next to these sources, there
are multiple local point-like sources like comets (Gloeckler et al., 2000b) or planets
(Grünwaldt et al., 1997) that can also inject neutrals into interplanetary space that
can be observed as PUIs. However, this thesis focuses on the global neutral particle
sources.
The neutrals can become ionized by multiple processes (see e.g. Bzowski et al.
(2013) and references therein):
• Photoionization by solar extreme ultra-violet radiation.
• Charge-exchange with solar wind protons, which results in an energetic neu-
tral H atom and a PUI.
• Electron impact ionization.
One can distinguish PUIs from solar wind ions by a set of characteristics. Firstly, for
elements heavier than hydrogen one can distinguish PUIs from solar wind ions by
their almost exclusive single charge state (e.g. He+, C+, O+ etc.). Solar wind ions
originating from the Sun that are accelerated through the hot corona are usually
highly charged or fully stripped of electrons (e.g. He2+,C5+, O6+ etc.). Secondly,
the pickup process results in a characteristic non-Maxwellian VDF (Sec. 1.6.3) that
is clearly distinguishable from every solar wind VDF. Thus, also pickup protons
can be identified (Schwadron et al., 2000). Lastly, the spatial density pattern (see
Sec. 1.6.2) of interstellar PUIs is a clear indicator that these ions cannot be of solar
origin (e.g. Möbius et al. (1995), Drews et al. (2010)).
1.6.1 Inner-source Pickup Ions
The inner source of PUIs is not completely understood to this date. In Geiss et al.
(1995a) the observation of a globally distributed population of C+ PUIs marked
the discovery of the so-called inner-source PUIs. As carbon is almost exclusively
charged within the LISM (see Tab. 1), only a very small fraction of neutral carbon
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atoms can penetrate into the heliosphere. However, it was found that the abun-
dance of carbon to oxygen PUIs is approximately the same (O+/C+ ≈ 1), which
means that there has to be at least one other dominant global source for neutrals
somewhere in the inner heliosphere.
Inner-source PUIs have been studied with the help of multiple spacecraft and
instruments since then and various production mechanisms for inner-source neu-
trals have been proposed. Allegrini et al. (2005) summarizes the characteristics
identified up to this date:
1. a composition similar to the solar wind (Gloeckler et al., 2000a; Allegrini
et al., 2005),
2. a VDF, which is similar to a thermal distribution peaked at w ≈ 1 (Geiss et al.,
1995a; Schwadron et al., 2000),
3. a global production rate in the order of 2 · 106 g s−1 (Geiss et al., 1995a),
4. a randomly distributed flux (Geiss et al., 1995a; Allegrini et al., 2005),
5. no systematic flux variation with the solar cycle (Allegrini et al., 2005).
It has been argued that Characteristic 1 indicates that somehow the solar wind
must be involved in the production of the neutrals. Characteristic 2 has commonly
been assigned to a source close to the Sun, so that the PUIs had sufficient time to
thermalize with the solar wind plasma. However, for this argument the implicit as-
sumption that the PUIs are created from neutrals approximately at rest compared
to the solar wind speed has been made. A consequence of Characteristic 3 is, that
the process creating the neutrals must be comparatively efficient, while Charac-
teristic 4 indicates that the source must be randomly distributed around the Sun.
Finally, Characteristic 5 suggests that solar activity related phenomena like CMEs
do not affect the inner source PUI flux. Recently, three new characteristics have
been added that any scenario describing the inner source neutral production must
fulfill: Berger et al. (2015) found that the inner-source O+ flux is significantly cor-
related with the solar wind O6+ flux. This finding strongly indicates that the solar
wind itself must be the primary source of the inner-source neutrals. Another newly
found property is a systematic variability with solar wind speed that has been ob-
served in the inner-source composition in Taut et al. (2015). The implications of
this finding are more complex and will be discussed in Sec. 3.3.2. Finally, a very
recent result from Drews et al. (2016), who investigated the anisotropy of heavy
PUI VDFs with respect to the IMF orientation, suggests that a fraction of C+ must be
produced locally at 1 AU.
Allegrini et al. (2005) also discuss the production mechanisms that have been
proposed to this date. In Fig. 3 an illustration of each scenario is displayed:
1. Solar wind recycling (Gloeckler et al., 2000a; Schwadron et al., 2000): Solar
wind ions are implanted into dust grain near the Sun until the dust is sat-
urated with solar wind ions. Then, the neutralized atoms are released into
interplanetary space again, where they can be ionized and picked up by the
solar wind.
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Figure 3: Illustration of the proposed inner-source PUI production scenarios summarized
in Allegrini et al. (2005).
2. Solar wind neutralization (Wimmer-Schweingruber and Bochsler, 2003): So-
lar wind ions penetrate through tiny, nanometer-sized dust grains. During
the passage, they loose (most of) their charge and a fraction of their energy.
3. Sungrazing comets (Bzowski and Królikowska, 2005): Comets can pass close
to the Sun, where they can release neutral material or even dismantle com-
pletely. This material may serve as the neutral source population of inner-
source PUIs.
4. Dust-dust collisions (Mann and Czechowski, 2005): While spiraling inward
towards the Sun, interplanetary dust grains undergo a cascade of collisions.
At some point, collisional vaporization may produce heavy neutrals in the
interplanetary medium that can be ionized.
None of these scenarios can conclusively explain all observed features of inner-
source PUIs. Scenario 3, which is the only scenario not related to interplanetary
dust, would not result in an elemental composition similar to the solar wind as
the composition of comets is observed to be substantially different (e.g. Bockelée-
Morvan (2011)). Furthermore, the observation of a randomly distributed flux is
highly unlikely within this scenario. Scenario 4 also fails in the expectation of a
solar wind like elemental composition of inner-source PUIs. Interplanetary dust
grains are supposed to show a strong enrichment in carbon and silicon and very
low abundances of volatile elements like neon (Anders and Grevesse, 1989). In Sce-
nario 1 and 2 the solar wind itself is the primary source of the inner-source neutrals,
which is why an elemental composition similar to the solar wind is expected. It
is not necessarily equal to the solar wind composition as the different ionization
probabilities of the various elements may alter the observed inner-source composi-
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tion. Anyhow, Scenario 1 is a comparatively inefficient process, which means that
an inner-source PUI production rate about two orders of magnitude below the ob-
served rate is expected. Also in this scenario sputtering of the dust itself may play
a role, which would strongly favor the production of C+ and O+ ions. Scenario 2
requires tiny nanometer-sized dust particles that are believed to get trapped and
swept outwards with CMEs as dust particles also acquire a charge with time. Con-
sequently, it is argued that a solar cycle dependence of the inner-source PUI flux
would be expected from this scenario.
In summary, it is likely that the production mechanism of inner-source PUIs is
somehow connected to interplanetary dust, as Scenario 1 clearly fails to predict
two of the key observations. The problem with the implications of the dust-related
scenarios is that the nature of the interplanetary dust population is not sufficiently
understood and quantified. For example, for Scenario 4 the solar wind must not
necessarily interact with only nanometer-scaled dust, if the dust itself has a com-
plex and fractal structure. Then it would also be possible for solar wind ions to
penetrate through heavier dust grains, which may be substantially less affected by
CMEs.
A more recently proposed Scenario 5 argues that inner-source PUIs could also be
created from energetic neutrals (Schwadron and McComas, 2010). These neutrals
are created by charge-exchange in the heliosheath from interstellar PUIs and PUIs
created within an outer population of interplanetary dust in the Kuiper Belt. Once
the PUIs are neutralized they may travel back towards the Sun and could get ion-
ized in the inner heliosphere again. This process is illustrated in Fig. 4. However,
Bochsler and Möbius (2010) showed that the expected VDF of the PUIs created by
this scenario would resemble more the VDF of the interstellar PUI component. Fur-
thermore, almost no Si+ ions would be expected from this scenario, because high
ionization rates would prevent neutral silicon to reach the inner heliosphere with-
out being ionized. An overview over all inner-source PUI characteristics and their
relation to the different proposed production scenarios will be given in the end of
Chapter 3. Finally, it is well possible that multiple scenarios contribute significantly
to the production of inner-source PUIs.
Figure 4: Illustration of the inner-source
PUI production scenario pro-
posed by Schwadron and Mc-
Comas (2010). Interstellar PUIs
and PUIs created by dust in-
teractions in the Kuiper Belt
charge-exchange in the he-
liosheath and re-enter inner he-
liosphere as Energetic Neutral
Atoms (ENAs). The energetic
neutrals can come close to the
Sun and then be re-ioninized
creating inner-source PUIs.
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1.6.2 Interstellar Pickup Ions
As the LISM is a partially ionized plasma, a population of neutral atoms can be
found in it (see Tab. 1). Due to the relative motion of the heliosphere against the
LISM a continuous stream of neutrals enters the heliosphere with a defined speed
and direction, that can be combined in the interstellar neutral flow vector, ~vISN.
The neutral component of the LISM is unimpeded by electromagnetic forces ex-
erted by the plasma interactions at the boundaries of the heliosphere. Therefore,
these boundaries are not of any relevance for the interstellar neutral flow (also
called interstellar wind). Consequently, the interstellar neutrals can penetrate into
the heliosphere, where the only forces they are exterted to are the Sun’s gravity
and radiation pressure. The latter is most relevant for interstellar hydrogen, which
leads to a substantial depletion of hydrogen in the inner heliosphere (see e.g. Mc-
Comas et al. (2004)). Furthermore, hydrogen suffers far more ionization losses on
its way into the inner heliosphere than helium due to charge-exchange and pho-
toionization (e.g. Kallenbach et al. (2000)). Therefore, He+ is the most abundant
PUI species at 1 AU, even if hydrogen outnumbers helium by a factor of ∼ 10 in the
LISM (see Tab. 1 and Frisch et al. (2011)).
This population of neutral particles that fills the heliosphere is of course also
subjected to ionization processes, which leads to the creation of interstellar PUIs. In-
terstellar PUIs were already predicted by Fahr (1968) and their first observation was
reported by Möbius et al. (1985). When considering a fixed distance from the Sun
in the ecliptic plane (e.g. 1 AU), there are two regions in ecliptic longitude, where
an enhanced PUI flux is observed: On the one hand the focusing cone (Möbius
et al., 1995) directly at the downwind side of the Sun, on the other hand the so-
called crescent (Drews et al., 2012), which is located in the upwind direction of the
Sun. Both regions and example trajectories of interstellar neutrals are illustrated in
Fig. 5. The focusing cone is a consequence of the gravitational focusing of the neu-
tral particle trajectories after passing the Sun. Due to this focusing, an enhanced
density of neutral particles is created. The PUI production rate is, of course, directly
coupled to the abundance of neutral particles, which is why this enhancement in
the neutral particle density can be translated into an enhanced PUI flux. The fo-
cusing cone is a comparatively local structure as it extends only over an angular
range of about ±15◦. The crescent on the upwind side of the Sun is also coupled
to the density of neutral particles. Again, considering a circular orbit around the
Sun, the path of an interstellar neutral to reach a given distance is shortest at the
ecliptic longitude, which corresponds to the upwind direction. Thus, these parti-
cles have been subjected to ionization processes for the shortest time, which means
that more neutrals arrive at the given distance without being ionized. Leaving the
upwind direction, the path, and therefore also the time the neutrals need to get
there, gets longer. This leads to an increased fraction of neutrals that get ionized
before reaching the given distance. Due to this effect, a steady increase in neutral
particle density can be observed when approaching the upwind direction in longi-
tude, which again translates into an increased PUI flux. Both regions are supposed
to be aligned with the interstellar flow vector. Therefore, the interstellar PUI flux
has been utilized to determine the interstellar flow longitude λflow, which has been
performed in Drews et al. (2012). However, it has been shown, that this technique
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Figure 5: Illustration of the interstellar neutral flow through the heliosphere. The helio-
sphere moves towards the right-hand side with respect to the LISM. Thus, neutral
particles enter the heliosphere, which are deflected by the Sun’s gravitational po-
tential. Two regions with enhanced PUI flux are observed: the focusing cone on
the upwind side and the crescent on the downwind side of the Sun.
is subject to a systematic error, which is due to the preferred longitudinal trans-
port of PUIs along the Parker spiral (Chalov and Fahr, 1999; Quinn et al., 2016). In
Chapter 5 another method to determine λflow from interstellar PUI measurements
utilizing the characteristic VDF is investigated that was introduced in Möbius et al.
(2015). This method is supposed to be substantially less affected by these transport
mechanisms.
1.6.3 Pickup Ion Velocity Distribution Functions
It is commonly assumed that PUIs are created from neutrals with a speed vn sig-
nificantly lower than the solar wind speed, vsw. For inner-source PUIs this is not
necessarily true, because of the unknown production mechanism, but for inter-
stellar PUIs this assumption is definitely justified. Interstellar neutrals enter the
heliosphere with a speed of about vn,∞ ≈ 25.4 km s−1, which means that they can
reach a maximum speed of vn ≈ 50 km s−1 at 1 AU due to the gravitational attrac-
tion of the Sun. This is, of course, much lower than the average solar wind speed
of vsw ≈ 400 km s−1. Consequently, the considerations in this section will focus on
interstellar PUIs.
For simplicity, we consider a resting neutral that becomes ionized by one of the
possible ionization processes and an IMF embedded into the solar wind, which
is perpendicular to the radial direction. The relative valocity between the freshly
created ion and the IMF corresponds in this case to ~vsw with ~B ⊥ ~vsw assuming
a strictly radial solar wind flow. Thus, the ion is forced onto a gyro-orbit about
the IMF line with a gyration speed equal to vsw. As the IMF itself moves with vsw,
the speed of the PUI alternates between 2vsw and 0 in a resting spacecraft frame
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Figure 6: Left: 3D representation of the velocity space trajectory (green line) of a PUI cre-
ated from a neutral at rest under an IMF configuration perpendicular to the solar
wind velocity within the ecliptipc plane. For every other IMF orientation, the
trajectory lies on the yellow spherical shell. Right: 2D cut of the velocity space
corresponding to the ecliptic plane with the configuration on the left hand side.
The intersection of the velocity space trajectory with the considered plane is dis-
played by the green dots. Furthermore, the main processes modifying the initial
PUI VDF are illustrated.
of reference. Of course, if the IMF is not perpendicular to the radial direction, the
maximum speed of the PUI is decreased as only the component of the relative
velocity that is perpendicular to the IMF is crucial for the gyration speed. However,
we can also consider the gyration of a freshly injected PUI in velocity space. For
a formerly resting neutral and a perpendicular IMF, the velocity space trajectory
after injection is a circle perpendicular to ~B with a radius of vsw as shown in
Fig. 6. Assuming an arbitrary IMF orientation, the advantage of the consideration
in velocity space is that every possible velocity space trajectory lies on a spherical
shell centered on ~vsw with radius vsw. This means that the speed of freshly injected
PUIs is always equal to vsw in the solar wind frame of reference, independent of
the IMF orientation. In the case of a non-resting neutral, the shell in velocity space
grows or shrinks according to the relative motion of interstellar neutral and solar
wind (see Chapter 5).
If we are not considering a single PUI, but an ensemble of PUIs that is continu-
ously injected into the solar wind, the VDF that evolves corresponds to a torus in
velocity space, which is commonly called the PUI torus VDF (Oka et al., 2002). In
the dynamic solar wind this VDF is subjected to multiple processes that modify this
initial VDF. Due to pitch-angle scattering by resonant wave-particle interactions the
highly anisotropic torus VDF can be gradually transformed into an isotropic VDF.
Initially, pitch-angle scattering has been assumed to be an efficient process, which
leads to an instantaneous isotropization of the VDF (Vasyliunas and Siscoe, 1976).
However, firstly Gloeckler et al. (1995) reported on H+ VDF observations that do
not fit an isotropic PUI VDF. Then, after the observation of significant anisotropies
in the He+ PUI VDF related to the IMF orientation (Möbius et al., 1998), it was ar-
gued that pitch-angle scattering is only effective for scattering the pitch-angle up
to 90◦, which means that only one hemisphere in velocity space would become
isotropic rapidly (Isenberg, 1997). Recent observations, however, have shown that
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the reason for the persisting anisotropy is that the PUI torus VDF is stable on longer
timescales than previously assumed (Drews et al., 2015; Oka et al., 2002; Gershman
et al., 2014).
Other processes that act on the PUI VDF involve deceleration and acceleration.
While they are swept outward together with the solar wind, the initial PUI VDF
diffuses in velocity in the solar wind frame of reference. The main driver of de-
celeration for an isotropic VDF, which implies a high pitch-angle scattering rate,
has been assumed to be similar to the adiabatic cooling of an expanding ideal gas.
Anyhow, as it has been proven that is very unlikely for the PUI VDF to be isotropic,
this idea needs to be revised. On the other hand, PUIs experience a focusing effect
due to the decreasing magnitude of the IMF with increasing heliocentric distance
due to the conservation of the magnetic moment. This, in principle, means that
the perpendicular component of the PUI velocity, v⊥, decreases with distance. Fur-
thermore, also the parallel component, v‖ decreases due to the conservation of the
second complex Ginzburg-Landau invariant (Fahr, 2008). In total, this leads to a
cooling of the VDF that is only due to the decrease of the IMF magnitude and which
is therefore called magnetic cooling. There have been several investigations study-
ing which is the dominant PUI cooling process (Saul et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2013),
but all of these assumed an isotropic PUI VDF, which is not justified in the light of
recent observations (see above for references).
Acceleration of PUIs in the solar wind can also occur due to several processes.
First, interplanetary shock waves are known to efficiently accelerate PUIs via a first-
order Fermi mechanism. These shock waves can occur as part of a CME (e.g. Lee
et al. (2012)) or an SIR (Fisk and Lee, 1980). In the latter case, a shock rarely evolves
within 1 AU, but is more likely to be present at larger distances from the Sun. Nev-
ertheless, accelerated PUIs that can be related to an SIR are frequently observed at
1 AU. This is due to the turbulence that is created because of the compression of the
fast solar wind. Within this turbulent region, PUIs can be accelerated via a second-
order Fermi process, which is also called statistical acceleration (Schwadron et al.,
1996). Apart from these local acceleration mechanisms that can be traced to special
events on the Sun or structures in the solar wind, there seems to be an ubiquitous
mechanism that continuously accelerates not only PUIs even within the quiet solar
wind. The VDF of the accelerated particles commonly exhibits a power-law curve
with a spectral index of −5 (see Fisk and Gloeckler (2007) and references therein).
Multiple acceleration mechanisms have been proposed to this date (e.g. Fisk and
Gloeckler (2012)), but still this acceleration poses a challenge for current research.
2
I N S T R U M E N TAT I O N
In this chapter, a description of the measurement techniques and instruments
used for the studies presented in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 is given. The focus lies
on the sensors with the ability to measure PUIs utilized in this thesis, which is
the Charge-Time-of-Flight (CTOF) sensor onboard the SOlar and Heliospheric Ob-
servatory (SOHO) spacecraft for Chapters 3 and 4, and the Plasma and Suprather-
mal Ion Composition (PLASTIC) instrument onboard the Solar-TErrestrial RElations
Observatory (STEREO) spacecraft for Chapter 5. Both of these sensors are Time-of-
Flight (ToF) mass spectrometers that are based on the same measurement concept.
In detail, the sensors differ significantly in measurement capabilities, resolution,
and performance. As the design of CTOF is more straight-forward compared to
PLASTIC, the general concept of a ToF mass spectrometer is explained using this
example. Based on that, PLASTIC and its additional capabilities are described.
As mentioned in the preceding chapter, PUIs are strongly coupled to the ambient
solar wind plasma. Therefore, any conclusive measurement of PUIs requires knowl-
edge of the ambient solar wind speed. Furthermore, the direction of the IMF vector
has a significant impact on the PUI injection and accordingly on the resulting VDF.
Consequently, additional instruments measuring the different properties of the in-
terplanetary conditions are required to investigate PUIs. In the case of CTOF, solar
wind speed measurements performed by the Proton Monitor (PM), which is inte-
grated into the Mass-Time-Of-Flight (MTOF) sensor, are utilized. Furthermore, for
the study performed in Chapter 4, IMF measurements are required that are taken
from the Magnetic Field Instrument (MFI) onboard the Wind spacecraft, because no
magnetometer is mounted on SOHO. In contrast to that, STEREO is equipped with
a magnetometer that is part of the In-situ Measurements of Particles and CME
Transients (IMPACT) instrument and solar wind properties can directly be derived
from PLASTIC measurements. The solar wind parameter and IMF data are taken
from pre-processed data provided by NASA’s Coordinated Data Aanalysis Web1.
Thus, these measurements are not described in detail, but a brief presentation of
the instruments is given.
1 https://cdaweb.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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2.1 the ctof sensor onboard soho
2.1.1 SOHO
The SOHO spacecraft was launched on 2nd December 1995 into a halo orbit around
the first Lagrangian point, L1. It is located on the Sun-Earth line in a distance of
about 0.99 AU from the Sun co-rotating together with Earth. Due to the reduced
gravitational potential of the Sun due to Earth’s gravity, a body at this point has the
same orbital period around the Sun as Earth. It is well outside of Earth’s magneto-
sphere, which means that solar wind unaffected by Earth’s magnetic field can be
sampled. SOHO is a three-axis stabilized spacecraft continuously pointing towards
the Sun. The nominal mission lifetime was set to three years. Up to now, this life-
time has been extended seven times with the last extension agreeing on operation
until the end of 2020.
SOHO, and more precisely its 12 mounted instruments, were designed for three
main scientific objectives, which are summarized in Fleck (1995). Firstly, it aims to
investigate the structure and dynamics of the solar interior by means of helioseis-
mology. The second main objective is the outstanding problem of the formation
and heating of the solar corona. This objective is pursued by multiple solar atmo-
sphere remote sensors. Lastly, SOHO was built to enhance our understanding of the
origin and acceleration of the solar wind. For this purpose, the Charge, ELement,
and Isotope Analysis System (CELIAS) detector package and two other instrument
suites that mainly consist of in-situ particle detectors are included in the SOHO
payload.
2.1.2 CELIAS
As indicated in the previous section, the CELIAS detector package was designed to
extend our understanding of the origin and acceleration of the solar wind. This
scientific objective has been broken down to four scientific goals that are supposed
to be reached with the different sensors. An overview about the purpose and the
design of the CELIAS package may be found in Hovestadt et al. (1995).
Firstly, CELIAS aims to determine the isotopic composition of the solar wind.
MTOF is the corresponding sensor for this objective, because it provides the highest
mass resolution of all CELIAS sensors. This is achieved by a special isochronous
arrangement of electrodes which decouples the ion’s ToF from its energy. On the
other hand, any information about the charge state is lost. Furthermore, the PM
measuring a reduced velocity vector of the bulk solar wind, its density, and its
temperature is included in this instrument.
The next scientific goal is the measurement of the composition and energy
distribution of suprathermal particles. From these measurements, one can draw
conclusions about the acceleration processes occuring in the solar corona. The
Suprathermal Time-Of-Flight (STOF) and Highly Suprathermal Time-Of-Flight (HSTOF)
sensors were designed to measure these particles. These sensors share the same ToF
chamber, but show differences in their entrance systems. In general, their principle
of operation is similar to the one of CTOF with the difference that they cover higher
energies and a larger energy range.
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Finally, CTOF was designed to determine the elemental and ionic composition of
the solar wind as well as the composition of interstellar PUIs. From the elemental
and in particular from the ionic composition, the temperature profile of the solar
corona can be derived (see e.g. Aellig et al. (1998); Hefti et al. (2000)). The com-
position of interstellar PUIs is unrelated to the main scientific objective of CELIAS.
However, in-situ measurements of the velocity and temperature of the local inter-
stellar medium could improve our understanding of the heliospheric boundaries.
2.1.3 CTOF
CTOF is a linear ToF mass spectrometer. In Fig. 7 a photograph of the sensor is
shown. It combines an electrostatic deflection system, a ToF chamber, and a Solid
State Detector (SSD). Thus, three quantities of an incident ion are determined: the
energy-per-charge E/Q, ToF τ, and the residual energy ESSD. From these quanti-
ties, the mass M, charge Q, and energy E of the ion can be deduced. From the
measurement of an ensemble of ions, their projected 1D VDF can be reconstructed.
Unfortunately, on Day of Year (DoY) 230, 1996, one of the transistors controlling
the high voltage power supply broke, which resulted in a stopping of the E/Q step-
ping. After another failure of a similar transistor connected to the post-acceleration
voltage, it was decided to set the post-acceleration voltage to a constant low level
of 4 keV, which is too low for the measurement of heavy ions and PUIs. As the
nominal operation of the sensor started on DoY 82 in the same year, only 148 days
of data are available, which can be utilized for PUI studies.
Figure 7: Photograph of the CTOF sensor. The ions enter the sensor through the aperture,
which is closed with the red cap. Afterwards, a 180◦ hemispherical electrostatic
analyzer has to be passed and subsequently the ions are subjected to a post-
acceleration voltage. The ToF measurement is obtained within the ToF chamber,
which is behind the aperture in the picture. At the end of the ToF chamber an SSD
measures the residual energy.
The picture is taken from http://www.ieap.uni-kiel.de/et/soho/celias/gallery.html.
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2.1.3.1 Principle of Operation
An example trajectory of an ion inside CTOF together with a schematic depiction of
the measurement sections is given in Fig. 8. Firstly, ions enter the aperture through
an ion optical system which results in an opening angle of ±25◦ in-ecliptic and
±15◦ out-of-ecliptic. Then they pass through the electrostatic analyzer, which is
a hemispherical capacitor with an applied voltage, Uc, which allows only ions
within a defined range of E/Q to pass. The voltage Uc is stepped through in 116
logarithmic steps in a cycle of 5 min. The conversion function from step number, i,
to E/Q is
(E/Q)i = U0 · rsmax−i. (6)
The quantities U0 and smax correspond to the minimum E/Q value and the maxi-
mum number of steps, respectively. All parameter values for this and the following
formulae, Eqn. 7 and 8, are summarized in Tab. 2. There, also the bandwith of each
E/Q step is given.
Table 2: CTOF parameter values taken from Hovestadt et al. (1995) and Hefti (1997). The
post-acceleration voltage and the thickness of the carbon foil had to be adapted
in the in-flight calibration. The values displayed here are the original values from
the instrument paper and the housekeeping data before the in-flight calibration.
Parameter Value
Minimum E/Q value U0 0.331095 kV
Maximum step number smax 116
Scaling factor r 1.040926
E/Q bandwidth 5.5%
Post-acceleration voltage Upa 1
18.83 kV for DoY 82 − 146
22.69 kV for DoY 146 − 230
Area density of Carbon foil ρ 2 2.5 µg cm2
Thickness of Carbon foil d 2 200 Å
ToF pathlength 70.5 mm
It is worth noting, that the E/Q is stepped through from high to low values. Low
E/Q steps may correspond to the energy of the bulk solar wind protons that are far
more abundant than heavy solar wind ions and pickup ions, for which the sensor
was designed. If a defined flux is detected in the sensor, the electrostatic analyzer
aborts stepping, which prevents the sensor from damage due to high particle flux.
With the help of this concept, CTOF’s large geometry factor and high collection
power is established.
After passing the electrostatic analyzer, the ion is accelerated by a so-called post-
acceleration voltage, Upa. This is necessary, because a carbon foil constitutes the en-
trance of the ToF chamber and without a post-acceleration voltage, the ions would
1 Taken from the sensor’s housekeeping data.
2 Taken from Hovestadt et al. (1995).
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not have sufficient energy to penetrate through the foil. Within this process, elec-
trons are emitted from the foil that are guided to a Micro Channel Plate (MCP)
triggering the START signal for the ToF measurement. After a pathlength l the ions
hit an SSD, where also secondary electrons are released that trigger the STOP signal.
With a measured ToF τ, and energy-per-charge E/Q, the mass-per-charge M/Q of
the incident ion can be calculated:
M/Q = 2
τ2
l2
(
E/Q+Upa
) · η(i,Epost) (7)
The parameter η(i,Epost) is connected to the energy loss, ∆E(i,Epost), of the ion
during the passage of the carbon foil. It obviously depends on the considered
element, i, and the ion’s energy after post acceleration, Epost =
(
E/Q+Upa
) ·Q.
More precisely, η(i,Epost) yields the fraction of energy that is transmitted through
the foil, thus η(i,Epost) =
Epost−∆E(i,Epost)
Epost
.
The residual energy of the ion is measured in the SSD. Combining this measure-
ment with the preceding ones, one can determine the ion’s mass:
M =
τ2
l2
ESSD
β(i,Etot)
. (8)
The parameter β(i,Etot) corresponds to the pulse height defect of the SSD, which
means that not the entire energy of the ion is converted into an electric signal. This
is partly due to the dead layer of the detector, which causes energy loss that is not
converted into a signal, and partly due to the creation of phonons that also do not
contribute to the creation of a signal. The pulse height defect again depends on the
considered element and now the energy after the passage of the carbon foil.
Using the M/Q and M information, an ion can be identified. Then the ion’s
energy and speed can be obtained from the E/Q information.
2.1.3.2 In-Flight Calibration
The in-flight calibration of the CTOF sensor has been performed in two comple-
mentary Master theses: Janitzek (2014) and Taut (2014). In Janitzek (2014) the mass
determination (Eqn. 8) has been optimized; in Taut (2014) the M/Q conversion has
been developed. As we only need the M/Q information here, we only provide a
brief summary of the methods utilized in Taut (2014) and review the results.
From Eqn. 7 one can see that at a given E/Q step ions with the same M/Q
should trigger a similar ToF signal. This means, that the ToF information can be
converted into a M/Q value. For the identification of heavy PUIs, which is needed
in Chapter 3, and of He+ at the energies considered in Chapter 4, the M/Q identi-
fication is sufficient. On the one hand, heavy PUIs like C+ and O+ have a uniquely
highM/Q that does not occure among solar wind ions. On the other hand, the VDF
of pickup He+ extends to higher energies than the thermalized solar wind ions,
which makes it easy to identify He+ at the speeds considered in Chapter 4.
The main idea of the in-flight calibration is to adapt Eqn. 7 to the data collected
in-flight. The variable parameters are Up and η, or more precisely the thickness
of the carbon foil, d. For this purpose, prominent ion species are selected that can
be identified by their abundance and approximated ToF position: He+, He2+, O6+,
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Figure 8: Illustration of CTOF’s principle of ion detection. After the entrance of the ion
through the ion-optical system (not displayed) the hemispherical E/Q filter is
passed, which is followed by a post-acceleration voltage. Afterwards, the ions
have to pass through a Carbon foil to enter the ToF chamber. During the passage,
secondary electrons are emitted from the foil that are guided to an MCP by an
electrostatic mirror. This MCP triggers the START signal of the ToF measurement.
At the end of the ToF chamber the ions hit an SSD, where the residual energy is
measured and again secondary electrons are emitted. These electrons are also
guided to another MCP, which triggers the STOP signal.
Fe10+, Fe11+, C+, and O+. As the energy loss in the carbon foil at the beginning
of the ToF chamber is a process with statistical nature, the ions form a distinct
distribution around their most probable ToF values. A fit of these distributions has
been performed to determine the most probable ToF value, τch, at each E/Q given
in channel numbers. These values have been compared to the physical values (in
ns) expected from Eqn. 7. The most probable energy loss in the carbon foil has been
determined with the help of simulations utilizing the Tracking and Range of Ions
in Matter (TRIM) software (Ziegler and Biersack, 2008). As there has to be a unique
and linear transformation from channel numbers into ns, the physical values, τns,
over the fitted values, τch, must result in a straight line. The parameters Up and
d have been optimized to minimize the deviation between the data points and a
least-squares fit of these with a straight line. The resulting parameters are:
Up =
20.04 kV for DoY 82 − 146
24.07 kV for DoY 146 − 230
(9)
d = 240 Å (10)
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Eqn. 7 with the optimized Upa together with η determined from TRIM simulations
using a carbon foil thickness of d = 240 Å constitutes the in-flight calibration of the
ToF information. Now, each ToF value at a given E/Q can be translated to an M/Q
value and, vice versa, for every ion species its expected ToF in channel numbers
at a given E/Q can be calculated. This has been performed in Fig. 9, where a 2D
histogram of ToF vs. E/Q step number normalized to each E/Q step is shown.
Note that the parameter η differs depending on the ion species. Consequently,
the conversion from ToF into M/Q only works precisely for the considered ion
species. In Chapter 3 the energy loss of C+ is utilized for the conversion into
M/Q and the ion identification, while in Chapter 4 only He+ is considered and, of
course, the energy loss of He+ is utilized for the conversion into M/Q. The M/Q
values of the other ion species calculated with the conversion function using this
energy loss, are shifted with respect to the difference in energy loss in the foil. A
more detailed discussion of this issue can be found in Taut et al. (2015) and Taut
(2014).
Figure 9: 2D histogram of the ToF in channel numbers vs. E/Q step number for 80 days of
CTOF data from DoY 150 to 230, where the post-acceleration voltage was constant.
The counts are normalized to the maximum of counts within each E/Q step. The
dashed white lines correspond to the calibration results for various ion species.
The plot is taken from Taut (2014).
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2.1.4 Wind/MFI
As SOHO does not carry a magnetometer, but IMF data is required to investigate
the PUI VDF as it is performed in Chapter 4, we need to use an extrapolation of IMF
data measured onboard the Wind spacecraft.
The Wind spacecraft is part of NASA’s Global Geospace Science program and
was launched on 1st November, 1994. Wind went through different mission stages
and as a result its orbit has been changed from time to time. But at the time of the
CTOF measurements, Wind and SOHO were both orbiting L1.
The magnetometer experiment that Wind carries is the MFI and consists of two
triaxial fluxgate magnetometers (Lepping et al., 1995). A fluxgate magnetometer
basically measures the magnetic field strength through the saturation of a mag-
netically susceptible coil core. As one of these cores can only measure the field
strength in one direction, a triaxial fluxgate magnetometer consists of three of
these measuring the magnetic field strength in every dimension of space. To es-
timate the effect of the spacecraft-generated magnetic field, one magnetometer is
deployed at the end of the 12-m spacecraft boom, while the other magnetometer is
mounted approximately in the middle of the boom.
In this configuration, the IMF vector is sampled with a frequency of about 10.9 Hz.
From this data, one can determine the mean IMF on larger timescales, which is then
used to extrapolate the IMF vector to the location of SOHO. This issue is discussed
in more detail in Taut et al. (2016), which is presented in Chapter 4.
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2.2.1 STEREO
The STEREO mission consists of two identical spacecraft, STEREO Ahead (STA) and
STEREO Behind (STB), that were launched in late October 2006 (Kaiser et al., 2008).
Both spacecraft were brought into a heliocentric orbit: STA with a slightly smaller
distance to the Sun compared to Earth, STB with a slightly larger distance (see
Fig. 10). Due to this configuration, STA is orbiting the Sun ahead of Earth, while
STB is trailing Earth. The angular distance as seen from the Sun between the two
spacecraft and Earth is thus increasing yearly by ∼ 22◦. The advantage of such a
multi-spacecraft mission is the possibility to have a synchronized observation of
heliospheric phaenomena like CMEs at different locations. Especially the transport
of energetic particles through the heliosphere can be investigated with this setup,
e.g. how energetic particles which are produced in a solar flare fill the heliosphere
(e.g. Dresing et al. (2014)).
Each spacecraft carries identically constructed scientific instruments including
optical, radio, and in-situ particle sensors. The main scientific objectives of the
STEREO mission are to understand and characterize the formation and propagation
of CMEs, to discover solar energetic particle acceleration mechanisms, and to find
a global model of the IMF and solar wind. Furthermore, the STEREO spacecraft are
used for space weather forecasts.
Figure 10: Illustration of the orbits of STA and STB taken from Kaiser (2005). For STA, the
mean distance to the Sun is smaller than the mean distance of Earth, which
results in a shorter orbital period. Consequently, STA is ahead of Earth and,
vice versa, STB is trailing Earth. Each year the angular distance between each
spacecraft and Earth increases by 22◦.
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2.2.2 PLASTIC
Figure 11: Photograph of the PLASTIC sensor.
Due to its aperture spanning al-
most 360◦, it looks substantially
different than CTOF. On top of the
electrostatic analyzer, the entrance
slits of the Main- and the Small-
Channel of the Solar Wind Section
can be seen. The picture is taken
from Galvin et al. (2008).
Similar to CTOF on SOHO, PLASTIC is
a linear ToF mass spectrometer com-
bining an electrostatic analyzer, a ToF
chamber, and an SSD measurement.
Thus, the principle of ion detection and
identification is the same as the one ex-
plained in Sec. 2.1.3.1 in the context of
CTOF. However, in the following the dif-
ference between these two sensors is
discussed. More detailed information
about the design of PLASTIC and its
scientific objectives may be found in
Galvin et al. (2008). In Fig. 11 a pho-
tograph of the instrument is displayed.
Firstly, PLASTIC covers a higher en-
ergy range than CTOF: 0.3 keV/q - 80
keV/q. Furthermore, one of the main
unique features of PLASTIC is that
it provides almost complete angular
coverage in azimuthal direction. For
this purpose, PLASTIC’s aperture is
divided into three sectors: The Solar
Wind Section (SWS), the Wide Angle
Partition with SSDs (WAPSSD), and the
Wide Angle Partition without SSDs (WAPNOSSD). In Fig. 12 a an illustration of these
sectors is provided.
2.2.2.1 The Solar Wind Section
As its name indicates, the SWS points towards the Sun at any time to sample so-
lar wind ions. Its total FoV covers ±22.5◦ in azimuthal direction (inside the ecliptic
plane) and ±20◦ in latitudinal direction. This section itself is divided into two chan-
nels, the Main- and the Small-Channel. The difference between these two channels
is that the Main-Channel provides a ∼ 5000 times larger geometric factor than the
Small-Channel. The idea behind this is that PLASTIC can measure both rare heavy
solar wind and PUIs, and far more abundant bulk solar wind protons and He2+.
In detail, this works as follows: The electrostatic analyzer is stepped through from
high to low E/Q. As at high E/Q no bulk solar wind protons or He2+ ions are
expected to be measured, the Main-Channel is used at the beginning of each mea-
surement cycle. When approaching lower E/Q values, the relevant parts of the VDF
of the heavy solar wind ions and PUIs are covered, as the ion speed is related to the
E/Q step by the ion’s M/Q (see Eq. 7). When approaching the bulk of the He2+
and H+ VDFs, the ion flux in the instrument increases significantly. When a certain
count rate is reached, PLASTIC switches to the Small-Channel.
Additionally, the SWS can distinguish between 32x32 incident angles of a de-
tected ion. The measurement of the angle in latitudinal and azimuthal direction is
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performed by two independent systems. Each system provides 32 linearly spaced
bins of angular incidence. In latitudinal direction, an additional deflection voltage
is stepped through every 435 ms. In azimuthal direction, the angle of incidence is
reconstructed by evaluating a resistive anode.
In Chapter 5 of this thesis, pulse height analysis data is utilized for the analysis
of He+ PUIs. Additionally, PLASTIC provides solar wind parameters like the solar
wind speed, vsw, the solar wind proton density, np, or the proton thermal speed,
vth. In contrast to the PUI data, these data products are taken from pre-processed
data that utilized a Maxwellian fit of the proton distributions provided by the
University of New Hampshire.
Figure 12: a) Illustration of the three parts of PLASTIC’s aperture. The Solar Wind Section is
pointing towards the Sun at any time. The Wide Angle Partition is divided into
a partition with SSD’s (WAPSSD) and a partition without SSD’s (WAPNOSSD).
Both partitions are itself divided into eight position bins, wherein two are
blocked within the WAPSSD. b) Schematic illustration of the ToF chamber within
the PLASTIC sensor. Similar to CTOF secondary electrons are emitted at the begin-
ning and the end of the ToF path, which trigger the START and STOP signals
of the measurement. In contrast to CTOF, the electrons are guided by a complex
deflection system onto the same MCP.
Both figures are taken from Drews (2013).
2.2.2.2 The Wide Angle Partition
The Wide Angle Partition (WAP) consists of 16 seperate position bins that cover a
total angle in the ecliptic of 315◦. The polar acceptance range of all position bins
is ±7◦ and no polar angle of incidence is measured. This configuration results in
a large geometry factor, which is suited for the measurement of rare suprathermal
particles.
The WAP is divided into the WAPSSD and the WAPNOSSD. Each partition consists
of eight position bins. Within the WAPSSD an energy signal for a measured ion
can be acquired. This partition spans an angular range of 135◦. In the WAPNOSSD,
which covers an angular range of 180◦, the measured ions directly hit an MCP
for triggering a STOP signal for the ToF measurement. In contrast to the WAPSSD
section, where also the mass M of a measured ion can be determined due to the
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residual energy measurement, only the M/Q information can be determined for
ions that are measured in the WAPNOSSD section (see Eqn. 7 and 8).
2.2.2.3 In-Flight Calibration
The in-flight calibration of the PLASTIC sensor has been performed in Drews
(2009) and it has been successfully utlized for He+ in Drews et al. (2010, 2012,
2015) and for heavy PUIs in Drews et al. (2016). An extensive summary of the
calibration is provided in Drews (2013). In general, the procedure of the in-flight
calibration of PLASTIC is analog to the one utilized for the calibration of CTOF. The
expected ToF of prominent ions calculated from a simplified model of the sensor
have been compared to the measured ToF peak positions at each E/Q step and fi-
nally the model has been adapted to match the in-flight measurements. In Fig. 13
the M/Q calibration is displayed in a 2D histogram of all measured counts in a
30 day timerange beginning on 1st June 2007 as a function of ToF channel and E/Q
step. As in Fig. 9, the expected ToF has been calculated for various ion species at
each E/Q step (see Eqn. 7). In particular, at low E/Q steps, which corresponds to
high ion speeds, He+ can be seperated well from the other ion species. But also
He2+ and O6+ show pronounced signatures, while the iron ions as well as other
heavy solar wind ions cannot be identified by eye. One can also surmise a signa-
ture of O+ ions, while almost no clear abundance of C+ is observed. Anyhow, it
is worth noting that due to the complicated ToF path of the electrons in the sensor
head (see Fig. 12 b), the resolution in ToF is reduced compared to CTOF (cf. Fig. 9
and 13). Due to that, despite CTOF’s comparatively short operation time, it is suited
Figure 13: 2D histogram of the ToF in channel numbers vs. E/Q step number for 30 days
of PLASTIC data starting from 1st June 2007. The counts are normalized to the
maximum of counts within each E/Q step. The dashed white lines correspond
to the calibration results for various ion species. This is analog to Fig. 9, but for
PLASTIC data.
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better for the investigation of heavy PUIs. This in turn does not mean that it is im-
possible to study heavy PUIs with PLASTIC (Drews et al., 2016). Accordingly, He+
and He2+ can be identified well by a simple box rate approach. This means that at
a given E/Q step, the ion species is assigned by a specified range in ToF, which is
directly connected to the M/Q.
2.2.3 IMF Data from IMPACT
The IMPACT instrument package consists of six particle sensors covering various
energy ranges and one magnetometer. It’s main scientific focus lies on the investi-
gation of CMEs.
Anyhow, for the investigation of PUIs, and in particular, their VDF we utilize the
IMF data provided by IMPACT’s magnetometer (Acuña et al., 2008). This is a single
triaxial fluxgate magnetometer mounted 3 m away from the spacecraft body on the
deployable boom. It provides measurement of the IMF vector with a frequency of
8 Hz in standard mode and for selected time periods where enhanced resolution is
required up to 32 Hz in burst mode. As PLASTIC offers a time resolution of 5 min,
the standard mode data is sufficient to derive the mean IMF.

3
C O M P O S I T I O N O F I N N E R - S O U R C E P I C K U P I O N S
This chapter aims to contribute to the answer to Question 1: What is the nature of the
inner source for PUIs? The observation of a randomly distributed flux of C+ PUIs with
a similar abundance than O+ and an VDF peaked at w ≈ 1 cannot be explained
by interstellar neutrals. Consequently, there must be a source for PUIs somewhere
in the inner heliosphere. As indicated in Sec. 1.6.1, multiple ideas have been pro-
posed that could explain the existence of inner-source PUIs, but the detailed nature
of the production mechanism is still unknown. One of the criteria that a possible
inner-source PUI production scenario must fulfill is, that it must predict a compo-
sition similar to the solar wind. The composition of inner-source PUIs has been
determined by Gloeckler et al. (2000a) utilizing data from Solar Wind Ion Com-
position Spectrometer (SWICS) on the Ulysses spacecraft and Allegrini et al. (2005)
utilizing SWICS data from the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE). However,
both studies have in common that they rely on a very limited number of counts:
800 and 250, respectively. The only two production scenarios that would result in
such a composition are the solar wind recycling and the solar wind neutralization
scenario, which are therefore the most promising candidates for the main driver of
the inner-source PUI production.
In this chapter, we go beyond the statement of a composition similar to the solar
wind. We aim to find a precise measure for the composition by utilizing CTOF
data. As CTOF ceased operation after only ∼ 150 days, its data set has been widely
neglected up to this point, even though it had a high collection power due to a large
geometry factor. Together with the in-flight calibration developed in Taut (2014),
which enables the identification of heavy PUIs, we have been able to determine
the composition of inner-source PUIs with a data set providing about one order of
magnitude more statistics than the data utilized in the former studies. Then, we
test how this composition is compatible with the expectations of an inner-source
PUI composition from the solar wind neutralization scenario.
3.1 brief summary of the publication
After the introduction of the context and the aims of this paper, the utilized data
set for the determination of the inner-source PUI composition is described. This
is followed by a detailed description of the method that has been developed to
find the composition. The ion identification is obtained from a fit of M/Q count
histograms in several energy ranges. For the fit of the peaks of the individual ion
species, a method to predict the peak shape based on TRIM simulations of the ions
passing through the sensor’s carbon foil has been developed. The determined com-
position is presented and compared to former results. Additionally, a systematic
dependence of the O+/C+ ratio on solar wind speed is discovered, that is consis-
tent with the former studies and explains the deviations from those to each other.
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Then, we introduce a toy model, which obtains the expected inner-source PUI
composition from the solar wind neutralization scenario. For this, a few simpli-
fying assumptions had to be made, which are discussed. The results from this
model are compared to the determined composition and deviations are reviewed
with respect to systematic errors in the data analysis.
Overall, we find that there is a comparatively good correspondance between
the determined composition and the model results. Furthermore, the systematic
trend of the O+/C+ ratio with solar wind speed depicts a new characteristic of
the inner-source PUI production that must be predicted by any possible produc-
tion scenario. We have been able to reproduce this trend qualitatively with our
model and provide arguments that the solar wind recycling scenario would pre-
dict a trend reversed to the observation. This, in summary, means that the solar
wind neutralization scenario is likely to be the main driver of the inner-source PUI
production.
3.2 publication
The following article is reproduced from Taut et al. (2015) with permission from
Astronomy & Astrophysics, ©ESO.
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ABSTRACT
Context. Pickup ions in the inner heliosphere mainly originate in two sources, one interstellar and one in the inner solar system. In
contrast to the interstellar source that is comparatively well understood, the nature of the inner source has not been clearly identified.
Former results obtained with the Solar Wind Ion Composition Spectrometer on-board the Ulysses spacecraft revealed that the com-
position of inner-source pickup ions is similar, but not equal, to the elemental solar-wind composition. These observations suffered
from very low counting statistics of roughly one C+ count per day.
Aims. Because the composition of inner-source pickup ions could lead to identifying their origin, we used data from the Charge-Time-
Of-Flight sensor on-board the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory. It offers a large geometry factor that results in about 100 C+ counts
per day combined with an excellent mass-per-charge resolution. These features enable a precise determination of the inner-source
heavy pickup ion composition at 1 AU. To address the production mechanisms of inner-source pickup ions, we set up a toy model
based on the production scenario involving the passage of solar-wind ions through thin dust grains to explain the observed deviations
of the inner-source PUI and the elemental solar-wind composition.
Methods. An in-flight calibration of the sensor allows identification of heavy pickup ions from pulse height analysis data by their
mass-per-charge. A statistical analysis was performed to derive the inner-source heavy pickup ion relative abundances of N+, O+,
Ne+, Mg+, Mg2+, and Si+ compared to C+.
Results. Our results for the inner-source pickup ion composition are in good agreement with previous studies and confirm the devi-
ations from the solar-wind composition. The large geometry factor of the Charge-Time-of-Flight sensor even allowed the abundance
ratios of the two most prominent pickup ions, C+ and O+, to be investigated at varying solar-wind speeds. We found that the O+/C+ ra-
tio increases systematically with higher solar-wind speeds. This observation is an unprecedented feature characterising the production
of inner-source pickup ions. Comparing our observations to the toy model results, we find that both the deviation from the solar-wind
composition and the solar-wind-speed dependent O+/C+ ratio can be explained.
Key words. solar wind – Sun: heliosphere – Sun: abundances
1. Context and aims
Pickup ions (PUIs) are former neutrals in the heliosphere that
get ionised either by solar extreme ultra-violet radiation, charge
exchange with solar-wind protons, or electron impact. The neu-
tral atoms might originate in the interstellar medium or in a
source in the inner heliosphere that is presently not completely
understood.
Interstellar PUIs were first observed in situ by Möbius et al.
(1985). These ions are created from neutrals in the interstellar
wind that can penetrate deeply into the heliosphere. Owing to
gravitational focusing of their trajectories, a region of enhanced
interstellar PUI density evolves on the downwind side of the
Sun, which is called the focusing cone (Möbius et al. 1985;
Drews et al. 2010). On the upwind side of the Sun, a compara-
ble region called the crescent evolves that is a consequence of a
geometric effect combined with ionisation probabilities (Drews
et al. 2012). Owing to the very low speeds of the interstellar
neutrals compared to the solar-wind speed, the pickup process
manifests itself in a highly suprathermal, characteristic velocity
distribution function (VDF).
In contrast to the PUIs created from interstellar neutrals,
inner-source PUIs show a VDF that has the shape of a ther-
mal distribution with the maximum located approximately at the
solar-wind bulk speed (Geiss et al. 1995). The established in-
terpretation for this is that these ions are produced very close
to the Sun between 10–50 R (Schwadron et al. 2000), ther-
malise with the solar wind, and cool adiabatically like an ideal
gas due to the spatial expansion. These inner-source PUIs were
studied predominantly with the Solar Wind Ion Composition
Spectrometer (SWICS) on-board Ulysses, which revealed fur-
ther characteristics: The source seems to be distributed randomly
in space and time (Geiss et al. 1996), is stable over the solar cycle
(Allegrini et al. 2005), and has a production rate of ∼106 g s−1
(Geiss et al. 1996). Furthermore, the inner-source PUI compo-
sition resembles the solar-wind composition (Gloeckler et al.
2000) and the inner-source PUI flux of one element is correlated
with the solar-wind ion flux of this element, which is shown in
the companion paper by Berger et al. (2015). Especially the last
findings point towards an ion production somehow related to the
solar wind.
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Overall, four possible production scenarios have been
proposed (Bzowski & Królikowska 2004; Schwadron et al.
2000; Wimmer-Schweingruber & Bochsler 2003; Mann &
Czechowski 2005) that have been checked for their compati-
bility with the observed characteristics (Allegrini et al. 2005).
None of the proposed scenarios could conclusively explain all
observations, but the two scenarios involving the interaction
of dust grains with the solar wind (Schwadron et al. 2000;
Wimmer-Schweingruber & Bochsler 2003) remain the most
promising. Schwadron et al. (2000) and Geiss et al. (1995) posit
that µm-sized interplanetary dust grains are immersed in the so-
lar wind and that solar-wind ions are implanted in the surface of
these grains. The former ions can then be re-emitted as atoms or
molecules, for example by sputtering of the surface or thermal
release. The weaknesses of this scenario are that it fails to repro-
duce the rather high inner-source PUI flux (Allegrini et al. 2005)
and that one would expect much more sputtered grain material
in the composition (Wimmer-Schweingruber & Bochsler 2003).
Wimmer-Schweingruber & Bochsler (2003) propose a different
neutral particle production mechanism involving solar-wind ions
passing through nm-sized dust grains. During the passage they
lose a part to all of their charge and exit the dust grain as neu-
trals or low-charged ions. However, this scenario predicts differ-
ences in the inner-source PUI flux in solar minimum and maxi-
mum, because nm-sized dust grains are supposed to get trapped
in coronal mass ejections (Allegrini et al. 2005). Since there are
still uncertainties in both the observed characteristics and the
implications of the proposed scenarios, inner-source PUIs merit
more detailed investigation.
PUIs with masses heavier than helium, which we call heavy
PUIs, are very rare compared to ordinary heavy ion abun-
dances in the solar wind. Previous heavy PUI studies, per-
formed with the SWICS instrument on-board Ulysses, had to
deal with very low counting statistics of roughly one C+ count
per day (cf. Geiss et al. 1996), which could be compensated
for to some extent by its long operation time. The Charge-
Time-Of-Flight sensor (CTOF) of the Charge-ELement-and-
Isotope Analysis System (CELIAS) on-board the SOlar and
Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) spacecraft at L1 combines a
high mass-per-charge resolution with a large geometry factor.
From this data we derived the inner-source heavy PUI composi-
tion and compared it to the composition one would expect from
the production scenario proposed by Wimmer-Schweingruber &
Bochsler (2003). Thanks to CTOF’s high counting statistics it
was also possible to investigate the measured O+/C+ ratio with
respect to varying solar-wind speeds.
2. Methods
CTOF combines the measurement of energy-per-charge, time-
of-flight, and residual energy to derive an ion’s mass, charge,
and energy. The detailed principle of ion detection is described
in Hovestadt et al. (1995). For our study the raw pulse-height
analysis (PHA) words have been used as they contain the whole
measurement information.
The energy-per-charge, E/Q, and time-of-flight, τ, measure-
ments are sufficient to determine the mass-per-charge, M/Q,
and velocity, vion, of an ion. The M/Q information alone is
sufficient to identify heavy PUIs and to distinguish them from
solar-wind ions. The M/Q range of these single- or low-charged
ions (M/Q ≥ 12 amu e−1) is far above the M/Q range of or-
dinary solar-wind ions (for example M/Q(Fe7+) = 8 amu e−1).
Furthermore, because of their small charge, heavy PUIs rarely
have enough energy to trigger the solid-state detector that is
needed to determine their mass. In contrast, heavy solar-wind
ions, such as iron with their higher charges, almost always
lead to an energy measurement. To suppress background counts
caused by heavy solar-wind ions, we constrained our analysis to
data where no energy signal was measured.
To determine the M/Q from the raw pulse-height analysis
data, we performed an in-flight calibration of the CTOF sensor
(Taut 2014). The time-of-flight positions of the He+, He2+, O6+,
Fe10+, and Fe11+ peaks at given E/Q values were compared to
theoretical values based on a physical model of the sensor. A
conversion function from E/Q and τ to M/Q values was derived
from this. This resulting function is based on the energy loss,
∆E, of C+ in CTOF’s carbon foil. This means that the peak of
C+ appears at M/Q = 12 amu e−1, while other peaks may ap-
pear shifted with regard to their nominal M/Q, for example O+
at M/Q = 16.2 amu e−1. The PUI species-dependent energy loss
even allows distinguishing between PUIs with the same M/Q.
At the same E/Q value, Mg2+ loses significantly less energy per
mass than C+ while passing the carbon foil. Thus it is shifted
towards a peak position of M/Q ≈ 10.7 amu e−1.
2.1. Time period
We used PHA data from March 22 until August 17, 1996 when
CTOF ceased nominal operation. A post-acceleration voltage in-
crease on May 25 is considered in the in-flight calibration. On
June 13, 1996 CTOF measured O+ ions originating in Venus’ at-
mosphere (Grünwaldt et al. 1997). We removed this time period
from the present analysis because this work focuses on ordinary
inner-source PUIs. We therefore analysed all available data from
March 22 until August 17, 1996 with the only exclusion being
June 13, 1996.
2.2. General approach
PUIs of interstellar and inner-source origins have quite dif-
ferent VDFs. We use w = vion/vsw as the ordering parame-
ter, where vion is the speed of an individual ion and vsw is the
solar-wind bulk speed as determined by the SOHO/CELIAS
Proton Monitor (PM). Observations revealed that the inner-
source PUI contribution dominates the interstellar contribution
at w < 1.2 (Berger et al. 2013). To determine the inner-source
heavy PUI composition, we therefore derived the relative abun-
dances of N+, O+, Ne+, Mg+, Mg2+, and Si+ compared to C+
between w = 0.8 and w = 1.2.
The upper limit of w = 1.2 sets a boundary to the usable
solar-wind speeds due to the E/Q coverage of the sensor. The
maximum speed of Si+ that can be measured is vmax(Si+) =
487 km s−1, which results in a maximum solar-wind speed
of vsw,max = 406 km s−1 to guarantee that the instrument covers
the whole w-range equally for all ions.
Owing to the stochastic nature of the energy loss in the car-
bon foil, the measured M/Q of heavy PUIs is smeared out. The
time-of-flight (and therefore the M/Q) distribution of a single
ion species (e.g., O+) is clearly peaked but has a certain width.
Thus ions whose time-of-flight peaks in the immediate neigh-
bourhood (e.g., C+) contaminate the original distribution. This
makes it impossible to uniquely identify an individual time-
of-flight measurement as due to a certain ion, and the species
assignment needs to be done in a statistical manner.
Because we only want to compare the abundance ratios in
the 0.8 ≤ w < 1.2 range and w cannot be derived from E/Q in-
formation without the species assignment, we ordered the counts
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the analysis technique used to obtain the abundance ratios of the different pickup ion species. Top panel: time series of
the solar-wind speed in the considered time period measured with the CELIAS/PM. The solar-wind speeds in the area shaded red correspond to
about 65% of the considered time period. These data were used in our analysis. Middle panel: wi-coverage for 0.8 ≤ wi < 1.2 for each heavy PUI
in terms of wC+ . The dashed lines correspond to the wC+ bins for which counts were determined. The shaded area on the left-hand side of the plot
shows the range where wHe+ ≤ 2, so we thus expect an enhanced background due to interstellar He+. Two example bins have been picked to show
the fit of the corresponding M/Q histograms. Lower left panel: 0.9 ≤ wC+ < 1 bin. One can see a significant amount of background counts that
have been taken into account in the fit with a power-law distribution. This bin contributes to the total counts of C+, N+, Mg2+, and partly to O+
(highlighted in the middle panel). Lower right panel: corresponds to the 1.7 ≤ wC+ < 1.8 bin. At energies this high, no background counts are
observed and the distributions of Mg+, Al+/Fe2+, and Si+ are more pronounced. Only the counts of Si+ contribute to 0.8 ≤ wSi+ < 1.2.
by the nominal w for C+ denoted as wC+ . This means that we
calculated the w of a count as if it was C+ regardless of its mea-
sured M/Q value. The nominal wC+ can easily be converted into
the wi of other ions. For example, wC+ = 1 corresponds to wN+ =
0.93 and wO+ = 0.87. In the upper left-hand panel of Fig. 1, the
range 0.8 ≤ wi < 1.2 is plotted in terms of wC+ for every con-
sidered heavy PUI species. One can see that 0.8 ≤ wC+ < 1.9
includes 0.8 ≤ wi < 1.2 for all heavy PUIs up to Si+.
The counts have been ordered into bins with widths
of ∆wC+ = 0.1. From all counts accumulated in this fash-
ion, M/Q histograms are created and fitted using the fit func-
tion described in Sect. 2.5. The fit provides the optimised
M/Q distribution for each considered heavy PUI that is inte-
grated over M/Q to yield the count rate. This is shown for two
example wC+ bins in the lower panels of Fig. 1. The relative abun-
dance is then accumulated from all wC+ bins that cover 0.8 ≤
wi < 1.2 for the corresponding ions taking detection efficiencies
into account. This is indicated by the color code in the upper
left-hand panel of Fig. 1. For example, the 0.9 ≤ wC+ < 1. bin
contributes to the relative abundance of C+, N+, and partly to O+.
The bins that only cover a part of the 0.8 ≤ wi < 1.2 range are
taken into account for the relative abundance with a weighting
in correspondence to their bin coverage. The detection efficien-
cies are derived from measured efficiencies for He, C, N, and O
(Hefti 1997) and extrapolated for the heavier ions.
2.3. Background model
Because of their low count rates, PUIs are affected by a time-
of-flight background, which is due to the much more abundant
interstellar He+ and heavy solar-wind ions. Background counts
in the M/Q range of heavy PUIs may have been produced by the
following two effects. On the one hand, the tails of the time-of-
flight distributions of interstellar He+ and solar-wind iron ions
reach into the time-of-flight range of heavy PUIs. The back-
ground caused by the solar-wind iron is partially suppressed
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by using only events for which the residual energy is below
threshold, i.e., registered as zero energy. The single tails can be
described with a κ-distribution (lower part of Eq. (1)).
On the other hand, background counts may occur due to
random time-of-flight coincidences. The large collection area
of CTOF also means that many ions enter CTOF in a given
E/Q step. Since there is a limited probability that an ion triggers
a start or a stop signal for the τ measurement, it is possible that
the start and stop signals of a single τ measurement are triggered
by two different ions. This results in a random M/Q measure-
ment. For the combination wi ≈ 1 and high M/Q values, the first
effect is more important.
Background counts are negligible at wC+ ≥ 1.3. The bound-
ary of wC+ = 1.3 corresponds to wHe+ = 2.25 or wFe7+ = 1.59, for
instance. He+ has a very broad VDF that extends up to wHe+ ≈ 2
due to its mainly interstellar origin, which is also shown in
the upper left-hand panel of Fig. 1. Because CTOF measured
on the upwind side of the Sun with respect to the interstellar
wind, the w-distribution of interstellar He+ is even smeared out
to higher w values. The VDF of heavy solar-wind ions has its
maximum approximately at the solar-wind bulk speed, and it has
a comparatively small width. Thus at wC+ ≥ 1.3, no background
counts are expected. Between 1.0 ≤ wC+ < 1.3, only He+ counts
that reach into the M/Q range of the heavy PUIs have to be con-
sidered. Thus, it is sufficient to fit a κ-tail (see Eq. (1)) to the
right-hand side of the He+ peak to account for the background.
At wC+ < 1.0, a complex background is observed that consists of
multiple ion species that cannot be resolved individually. In this
case, a power-law distribution is a good approximation for the
shape of the background counts.
2.4. Peak shape model
In the M/Q histograms, the heavy PUI peaks overlap each other
owing to their large widths. As a result, only the C+ and the
O+ peaks are clearly resolvable by eye (cf. lower panels of
Fig. 1). To perform a precise statistical assignment of the counts,
it is necessary to know the shapes of the single peaks.
The variable amount of energy lost by ions in the car-
bon foil results in a characteristic distribution, f (M/Q), in the
M/Q histograms. For a given ion species, the M/Q distribution
can be described with a Gaussian-κ-function represented by the
following equation:
f (M/Q) = A0 ·

exp
(
−
(
M
Q − MQ 0
)2
2σ2l
)
if MQ ≤ MQ 0(
1 +
(
M
Q −MQ 0
)2
κrσ
2
r
)−κr
if MQ >
M
Q 0
(1)
with the peak height A0, the peak position M/Q0, the peak
widths σl and σr on the left- and right-hand sides of the peak,
respectively, and the parameter κr that describes the tail on the
right-hand side of the distribution. All parameters depend on the
ion species.
Because the variable energy loss is also the dominant process
shaping the heavy PUI peaks, we simulate the passage of ions
through the foil with the Tracking and Range of Ions in Matter
(TRIM) software developed by Ziegler et al. (2010). A τ distri-
bution of the ions can be deduced from these simulations that can
be converted into an M/Q distribution using the conversion from
the in-flight calibration. The actual ion peak shapes as measured
by CTOF are estimated from this M/Q distribution.
The procedure for determining the ion peak shapes is il-
lustrated in Fig. 2 for the example of O+ for the energy range
Fig. 2. Illustration of the estimation of the shape parameters for O+. The
upper panel shows an M/Q histogram for 1.2 ≤ wC+ < 1.3. From the
peak’s counts (a box with M/Q0±1 amu e−1), a histogram of the energy
of the ions when hitting the carbon foil is created (lower left panel).
TRIM simulations corresponding to the energy bins are obtained. An
artificial M/Q histogram is created from the transmitted energy and an-
gular scattering information (lower right panel). A fit to this histogram
yields estimated parameters for the real peak.
of 1.2 ≤ wC+ < 1.3. In the upper panel the corresponding M/Q
histogram is shown. The expected position M/Q0(O+) of the
O+ peak can be calculated from the difference in the energy
loss compared to C+ and is shown by a dashed grey line. The
shape of the M/Q distribution depends on the ion’s energy after
post-acceleration. This energy is smeared out because of multi-
ple E/Q steps that contribute counts to the considered w range.
We assume that in a box with 16.2 ± 1 amu e−1 predominantly
O+ occurs. From the measured E/Q and the post-acceleration
voltage, the energy distribution with which the ions hit the foil
is estimated, which is shown in the lower left-hand panel. For
each occurring energy, TRIM simulations with sufficient statis-
tics were performed to determine the M/Q distribution of O+.
These distributions are weighted with the number of counts in
the corresponding energy bin and summed up. The resulting ar-
tificial M/Q distribution is fitted with Eq. (1), which yields esti-
mates for the shape parameters σl, σr, and κr. This procedure is
performed for the data from every w-bin described in Sect. 2.2.
It was found that the ratios of the peak width parameters, σl
and σr, between the different ion species stay constant to a large
extent. Furthermore, the κr values were found to be fairly con-
stant in the considered energy range. We did not take the abso-
lute, but instead the relative values from the TRIM simulations,
because we expect that the energy loss and angular scattering
in the foil is the dominant reason for the asymmetry of the peak
shapes, but other instrumental effects, such as electronic noise or
non-ideal focusing of the trajectories, have been neglected. Thus
only the σl and σr ratios between two different peaks and the κr
value were kept constant during the fit of the M/Q histograms.
The corresponding values are given in Table 1.
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Table 1. Peak shape parameter ratios with respect to the C+ peak derived with data from 270 km s−1 ≤ vsw ≤ 406 km s−1 and ∆wC+ = 0.1.
Ion M/Q0
σl(Ion)
σl(C+)
σr(Ion)
σr(C+)
κr(Ion)[amu e−1]
C+ 12 ≡1 ≡1 2.51 ± 0.20
N+ 14.34–14.53 1.24 ± 0.02 1.31 ± 0.02 2.13 ± 0.15
O+ 16.21–16.57 1.33 ± 0.06 1.47 ± 0.04 1.72 ± 0.09
Ne+ 19.66–19.92 1.27 ± 0.02 1.92 ± 0.12 1.39 ± 0.12
Mg+ 23.17–23.20 1.38 ± 0.12 2.68 ± 0.05 1.22 ± 0.07
Mg2+ 10.22–11.48 0.41 ± 0.01 0.44 ± 0.05 0.96 ± 0.02
Si+ 30.75–33.34 3.00 ± 0.20 4.99 ± 0.35 1.24 ± 0.33
Fe2+ ,∗ ∼27.5 2.19 3.84 1.23Al+ ,∗
Notes. (∗) Since we are unable to distinguish between Al+ and Fe2+, the mean values of the Mg+ and Si+ parameters have been taken to model
these ion populations.
2.5. Fit function
The fit function must include distributions for all ions that occur
in the M/Q range of the considered heavy PUIs and the back-
ground model. Next to the seven heavy PUIs for which we want
to compare the abundances, the isotopes of Ne and Mg and con-
tributions of Al+ and Fe2+ are taken into account. Furthermore,
the M/Q distribution of N+ probably contains counts of Si2+ that
will be addressed in Sect. 3 in more detail. There are other ion
species that lie inside the considered M/Q range, but the abun-
dances of these ions are negligible compared to the considered
ion species (Bochsler 2007).
The PUI isotopes 22Ne+, 25Mg+, and 26Mg+ are included
in the fit as distributions with the shape parameters σl, σr,
and κr of 20Ne+ or 24Mg+, respectively, and the fixed abundances
(Wiens et al. 2004):
22Ne
20Ne
= 0.07;
25Mg
24Mg
= 0.14;
26Mg
24Mg
= 0.15.
The neutral particles that serve as the source population for
inner-source PUIs are most probably created from solar-wind
ions or interplanetary dust grains. Since both solar-wind ions and
interplanetary dust grains have the same isotopic composition
(Wimmer-Schweingruber et al. 1998), the isotopic composition
of PUIs is also expected to be the same. In the M/Q histogram
shown in the lower right-hand panel of Fig. 1, one can see a very
flat decrease in the counts beyond the Mg+ peak, which is due to
the Mg isotopes. In Sect. 3 the relative PUI abundances are com-
pared to elemental solar-wind abundances. Therefore, the Ne+
and the Mg+ abundance ratios will include the abundances of all
their isotopes.
Since the contributions of both Al+ and Fe2+ peak at M/Q ≈
27.5 amu e−1, it is impossible to resolve these ion species sep-
arately. Nevertheless, we have to avoid counts of Al+ or Fe2+
being falsely attributed to Mg+ or Si+. Therefore one single dis-
tribution representing both ion species is taken into account in
the fit function. Of course, no distinct relations for σl, σr, and κr
following the procedure described in Sect. 2.4 and no detection
efficiency can be deduced for this mixed species peak. Because
of the latter, no abundance for these ion species could be deter-
mined. For the peak shape parameters σl, σr, and κr, the mean
of the shape parameters of Mg+ and Si+ was chosen.
Overall, the fit function F(M/Q) is the sum of 11 Gaussian-
κ-functions (Eq. (1)) and the background model (Sect. 2.3):
F(M/Q) =
∑
i
fi(M/Q) + BG(M/Q) (2)
with
i from
C+,N+,O+, 20Ne+,22 Ne+︸          ︷︷          ︸
Ne+
,24 Mg2+,
24Mg+,25 Mg+,26 Mg+︸                      ︷︷                      ︸
Mg+
,Si+,Al+/Fe2+
 (3)
and
BG(M/Q) =

0 for wC+ > 1.3
Abg ·
1 +
(
M
Q − MQ bg
)2
κbgσ
2
bg

−κbg
for 1. ≤ wC+ < 1.3
Abg ·
(
M
Q − MQ bg
)bbg
for wC+ < 1.
(4)
2.6. Fit results
Every ion distribution in the fit function has five parameters: A0,
M/Q0, σl, σr, and κr. The fit function contains 11 different ion
distributions in all and the background model that results in 55
to 59 parameters, depending on the background type.
The peak position M/Q0 is determined by comparing the en-
ergy loss and angular scattering in CTOF’s carbon foil of the
considered ion and C+. The κr parameters are assumed to be con-
stant. For σl and σr, relations for every ion species with respect
to C+ were derived, which means that one parameter for σl and
one for σr are sufficient to describe all peak widths. The ranges
for M/Q0, the σl and σr relations, and the κr values are given
in Table 1. Thus, the remaining free parameters for the fit of
the M/Q histograms are eight peak heights A0, the peak widths
of C+, σl(C+) and σr(C+), and the parameters of the background
model. This gives a total of 10 to 14 free parameters.
The widths of the M/Q distributions primarily depend on
the energy the ions have when hitting CTOF’s carbon foil. It
is known from TRIM simulations that at lower impact energies,
the peak widths increase. A linear relation for σl(C+) and σr(C+)
depending on the mean energy of the ions before hitting the foil
was derived to consistently include this in the fit. Finally, only
the eight peak heights A0 and, if necessary, three or four pa-
rameters of the background model are fitted to the data. The
optimisation is performed using the Nelder-Mead method and
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Table 2. Results from the derivation of the inner-source PUI composition measured with SOHO/CELIAS/CTOF at 1 AU compared to the studies
of Gloeckler et al. (2000) and Allegrini et al. (2005).
Ion M/Q This work Gloeckler et al. Allegrini et al.[amu e−1] (2000) (2005)
C+ 12 ≡1 ≡1 ≡1
N+ 14 0.23 ± 0.02 0.27 ± 0.04 0.42 ± 0.09
O+ 16 0.56 ± 0.04 0.68 ± 0.07 0.99 ± 0.15
Ne+ 20 0.16 ± 0.01 0.22 ± 0.02 0.14 ± 0.03
Mg+ 24 0.28 ± 0.02a 0.33 ± 0.05 –
Mg2+ 12 0.08 ± 0.02b – –
Si+ 28 0.21 ± 0.02a 0.22 ± 0.04 –
vsw [km s−1] 270–406 318–864 ∼750
r [AU] 1 1.49 2
L [◦] 0 <60 70
Notes. The abundance ratios were normalised to the abundance of C+. In the bottom rows, the corresponding heliocentric distances, r, and
heliographic latitudes, L, of the observations are shown. (a) Possibly affected by a large systematic error. (b) Sensitive to background subtraction.
a maximum-likelihood estimator based on Poisson statistics.
Afterwards, the counts are corrected for instrumental detection
efficiencies. The resulting inner-source PUI composition at 1 AU
is displayed in Table 2. The abundances were normalised to the
abundance of C+, because it offers the highest counting statistics
and is expected to originate solely in the inner source.
2.6.1. Variable solar-wind speeds
Gloeckler et al. (2000) and Allegrini et al. (2005) have found
significantly different inner-source O+/C+ abundance ratios (see
Table 2). The reason for this could be that the O+/C+ ratio shows
a systematic increase with solar-wind speed. To address this is-
sue, we focused our investigation on the O+/C+ abundance ratio.
To compare the abundances of all heavy PUIs up to Si+ in
the previous section, we had to restrict our analysis to solar-
wind speeds below 406 km s−1 owing to the M/Q-dependent
velocity coverage of CTOF. For O+ the maximum velocity that
CTOF can measure is vmax(O+) = 645 km s−1. Thus, consider-
ing only C+ and O+, the solar-wind speed range in which the
sensor covers 0.8 ≤ w < 1.2 equally for both ions extends up
to 537 km s−1. Furthermore, C+ and O+ are resolved well be-
cause they are the most abundant heavy PUIs. This means that
these two ion species provide excellent comparability.
Using the CTOF data, we investigated the inner-source
O+/C+ abundance ratio at different solar-wind speeds. For this,
we sorted the PUI counts in vsw bins from 270 km s−1 ≤ vsw ≤
537 km s−1. We repeated the analysis to the data accumulated in
these solar-wind bins. The results are shown in Table 3. A clear
dependency of the O+/C+ ratio on the solar-wind speed can be
seen. The ratio increases systematically with solar-wind speed.
This dependence of the heavy PUI composition on solar-wind
speed is a newly observed feature of inner-source heavy PUIs,
and it has to be checked for its compatibility with the proposed
production scenarios. Furthermore, it explains the deviation of
the ratios derived by Gloeckler et al. (2000) and Allegrini et al.
(2005). A scenario consistent with this newly found characteris-
tic must predict differences in the production rates of O+ and C+
that depend on the solar-wind speed.
2.7. Error estimation
The errors given in Tables 2 and 3 are the pure counting er-
rors that result from Poisson statistics. They were calculated
Table 3. Abundance ratios of O+/C+ for 0.8 ≤ w < 1.2 at varying solar-
wind speeds.
Solar-wind speed O+
C+[km s−1]
≤350 0.49 ± 0.06
350–400 0.58 ± 0.02
400–450 0.70 ± 0.04
450–500 0.82 ± 0.05
500–537 0.95 ± 0.19
by applying the procedure above 100 times using histograms
with random Poisson noise added and random M/Q bin widths
between 0.2 amu e−1 and 0.5 amu e−1.
Apart from these counting errors, there might be further sys-
tematic errors that affect the results. After all, only the C+ and
O+ peaks are clearly visible in the M/Q histograms. By set-
ting up a peak shape model based on TRIM simulations (see
Sect. 2.4), the other peaks have been resolved, which means that
the derived abundances depend on the accuracy of this model.
This is especially relevant for ions that strongly overlap with
other peaks such as N+, Ne+, Mg+, and Si+. Furthermore, the
contributions of Al+ and Fe2+ can only be roughly estimated
with the given approach.
The Mg2+ abundance is sensitive to the background subtrac-
tion. As a result, the background model may be a source of sys-
tematic errors that would mainly affect the abundances of C+
and Mg2+.
Only data where no residual energy signal was triggered
was used for our analysis. But even low-charged PUIs have a
low probability of triggering a residual energy measurement.
This probability is negligible for singly charged PUIs at low
speeds. But counts triggered by Mg2+ or PUIs at higher speeds
may escape our analysis. This again means that the result for
the abundance of Mg2+ is very uncertain. The O+/C+ ratio at
higher solar-wind speeds is only affected to a small extent by
this effect. Hovestadt et al. (1995) gives a threshold of ∼25 keV
for the residual energy measurement. Considering the energy
loss of the post-accelerated ions in the carbon foil (10–20%
for C+ and O+), and the energy loss in the dead layer of the
solid state detector (∼40% for C+ and O+) ions with an ini-
tial speed of ∼560 km s−1 can overcome this threshold. This
affects the O+/C+ ratio at solar-wind speeds above 450 km s−1
because speeds up to w = 1.2 have been considered. To quantify
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Table 4. Comparison of the heavy PUI composition derived from CTOF data with the solar-wind composition (von Steiger et al. 2000; Shearer
et al. 2014) and the modelled composition that one would expect from the production scenario proposed by Wimmer-Schweingruber & Bochsler
(2003).
Ion M/Q Solar wind IonC+
Simulation x/x+/x++ Simulation x/x+/x++ Simulation x/x+/x++
[amu e−1] rmin = 30 R, D = −1 rmin = 30 R, D = −1.3 rmin = 4 R, D = −1.3
C+ 12 ≡1 ≡1 ≡1 55/43/2 ≡1 51/47/2 ≡1 20/58/23
N+ 14 0.13 ± 0.04 0.23 ± 0.02 0.07 ± 0.03 75/24/2 0.07 ± 0.03 72/26/2 0.09 ± 0.04 34/39/26
O+ 16 1.49 ± 0.19 0.56 ± 0.04 0.64 ± 0.08 80/18/2 0.65 ± 0.08 78/20/2 0.83 ± 0.11 37/32/31
Ne+ 20 0.25 ± 0.06 0.16 ± 0.01 0.09 ± 0.02 83/16/2 0.09 ± 0.02 82/17/1 0.16 ± 0.04 44/36/20
Mg+ 24 0.21 ± 0.09 0.28 ± 0.02
a 0.27 ± 0.11 36/55/10 0.26 ± 0.10 34/56/10 0.27 ± 0.11 14/74/12Mg2+ 12 0.08 ± 0.02b 0.05 ± 0.02 0.04 ± 0.02 0.04 ± 0.02
Si+ 28 0.20 ± 0.07 0.21 ± 0.02a 0.39 ± 0.08 3/86/11 0.37 ± 0.08 2/87/11 0.27 ± 0.06 1/81/19
Notes. For the model, three different parameter sets were chosen (see text). The column x/x+/x++ denotes the fractions of neutral, x, single-
charged, x+, and doubly-charged, x++, particles of a certain element at 1 AU in percent. (a) Possibly affected by a large systematic error. (b) Sensitive
to background subtraction.
the impact of this effect, we compared the amount of C+ and
O+ counts that have been registered with zero energy with the
amount of all counts for these ion species in the highest solar-
wind speed bin, 500 km s−1 ≤ vsw < 537 km s−1, using a simple
box rate approach and a restriction to 1 ≤ w < 1.2 to avoid back-
ground counts. In this data set, 82% of the C+ counts and 88%
of the O+ counts have been measured with zero residual energy,
which in turn means that the restriction to events with zero resid-
ual energy introduces a small systematic error that is, however,
smaller than the statistic error.
Finally, there are uncertainties in the efficiency model, which
is only based on measurements for C, N, and O and extrapolated
for heavier ions. Altogether, the uncertainties of Mg+ and Si+
given in Tables 2 and 4 are underestimated because their abun-
dance might be affected by strong systematic errors, which are
not included there.
3. Discussion
In the following, the results presented in Tables 2 and 3 are
compared to the results derived by Allegrini et al. (2005) and
Gloeckler et al. (2000). Afterwards a simple model is used to
relate our observations to the solar-wind neutralisation scenario.
3.1. Comparison with former results
CELIAS/CTOF acquired inner-source PUI data at 1 AU dur-
ing solar activity minimum in 1996 for rather low solar-wind
speeds. The Gloeckler et al. (2000) data were obtained by
Ulysses/SWICS at low and middle latitudes at an average he-
liocentric distance of 1.49 AU between 1994 and 1995, which
also corresponds to the solar activity minimum. During this
time Ulysses measured predominantly in high solar-wind speeds
but also in low solar-wind speeds ranging from 318 km s−1 to
864 km s−1. The data used by Allegrini et al. (2005) were also
obtained by Ulysses/SWICS but in three different time periods,
two in solar minimum and one in solar maximum, where SWICS
measured exclusively in high solar-wind speeds at a heliocentric
distance of ≈2 AU and latitudes of about 70◦. For our analysis
we used a total of ∼42 000 counts, while the other studies are
based on ∼800 counts (Gloeckler et al. 2000) and ∼250 counts
(Allegrini et al. 2005).
Our results for the inner-source heavy PUI composition are
in satisfactory agreement with the values derived by Gloeckler
et al. (2000) when keeping in mind that the O+/C+ ratio shows
a systematic trend with solar-wind speed. Although one can see
significant deviations, especially for O+, former studies claimed
that the inner-source PUI composition resembles the elemen-
tal solar-wind composition that is shown in Table 4 taken from
von Steiger et al. (2000), except for the neon abundance that was
taken from the more recent analysis of Shearer et al. (2014). Our
results confirm these systematic deviations and raise the question
of their origin, which is probably connected to the production
mechanism of inner-source PUIs.
Our investigation focuses on the solar-wind neutralisation
idea by Wimmer-Schweingruber & Bochsler (2003) that is the
most promising production scenario. This scenario provides two
effects that influence the inner-source PUI composition: on the
one hand, the charge-state distribution of an ion after passing a
thin dust grain depends on the ion energy and species. On the
other hand, every ion species has a different ionisation proba-
bility. We suggest that the interplay of these two effects could
already lead to the observed PUI composition.
3.2. Solar-wind neutralisation model
The basic idea is that the solar wind streaming outwards interacts
with the dust population and continuously produces neutrals,
singly-, and doubly-charged ions on the line of sight between
the Sun and the spacecraft. If one assumes that the interaction
cross-section for the dust population is equal for all solar-wind
ions and every ion-dust interaction produces one single-charged
PUI, we would observe solar-wind composition. But from exper-
iments performed with thin carbon foils, we know that ions leav-
ing the dust cannot be only neutral, but also (multiply) charged.
The distribution of charge states after the interaction strongly
depends on ion energy and species. Furthermore, this distribu-
tion can subsequently be altered by ionisation processes. Thus
the measured composition of one-fold ionised PUIs does not
necessarily resemble the solar-wind composition.
To investigate the deviation from the solar-wind composi-
tion, we set up a simple toy model for the solar-wind neutralisa-
tion scenario to study the impact of the effects mentioned above.
Our model is similar to but even more simplified than the ap-
proach by Bochsler et al. (2007) who have already investigated
the alteration of the PUI composition by these effects.
We assume that the solar wind streams radially outwards.
Thus the flux, fsw, decreases with r−2 with r the heliocentric
distance, but the composition remains constant. At each distance
solar-wind ions may interact with thin dust particles, resulting
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in the production of neutrals and low-charged ions. The dust
population is modelled with an interaction cross-section that de-
pends on the heliocentric distance: σ(r) ∝ rD. Furthermore, we
only assume very thin carbon foils for which the energy loss
of the solar-wind ions is negligible. Thus, the interacting parti-
cles still have solar-wind velocity after the passage. This is also
consistent with the observed w-spectra of inner-source PUIs. In
this case these spectra would not exclusively stem from adi-
abatic cooling but would evolve directly from the production
mechanism (Bochsler et al. 2006).
The fractions for neutrals, η, single-, η+, and doubly-ionised
particles, η++, after the foil passage are estimated from mea-
surements of ions passing through thin carbon foils (Gonin
et al. 1995, 1994; Bürgi et al. 1993; Wimmer-Schweingruber
& Bochsler 2003; Allegrini et al. 2014). In addition to the pri-
mary production of the particles due to the dust grain passage,
photo-ionisation is considered. Next to photo-ionisation, parti-
cles may also be ionised by electron impact or charge-exchange
with solar-wind protons that are not included in our model be-
cause photo-ionisation is usually the dominant ionisation pro-
cess. It cannot be ruled out that the other ionisation processes
favour certain ion species. The photo-ionisation rates, ν and ν+,
for the different ions at 1 AU were derived following the formula
and parameters given in Verner et al. (1996) and scaled with r−2.
For the solar radiation spectrum, a typical spectrum during
solar minimum measured with TIMED/SEE was used (Woods
et al. 2000). Thus neutrals are ionised to single-charged ions
with the rate ν, and single-charged ions can be ionised to doubly-
charged ions with the rate ν+. Since only a small fraction of the
interacting particles end up as doubly-charged ions and the ion-
isation probability for doubly-charged ions is generally lower
than for singly-charged ions, further ionisation is neglected.
Moreover, the process starts at a certain distance from the Sun,
rmin, because dust grains sublime at a certain distance from the
Sun, and the solar-wind must have been accelerated before in-
teracting with the dust. This means that PUIs may be produced
continuously on the path between rmin and our point of observa-
tion, 1 AU. The simulation works on a linear 1D grid. Assuming
a constant velocity for all particles, each grid point stands for
one second in time, or vsw · 1 s km. The production rates Pi, P+i ,
and P++i for neutrals, singly-, and doubly-charged particles that
follow from the interaction of the solar-wind ions with the dust
grains are calculated for every grid point i by
Pi = σi · fsw,i · η (5)
P+i = σi · fsw,i · η+ (6)
P++i = σi · fsw,i · η++. (7)
The particle populations of neutrals, Ni, singly-charged ions, N+i ,
and doubly-charged ions, N++i at each grid point i are calculated
with the following formulae using the production rates above
and the photo-ionisation rates νi and ν+i :
Ni = Ni−1 + Pi − Ni−1 · νi−1
N+i = N
+
i−1 + P
+
i + Ni−1 · νi−1 − N+i−1 · ν+i−1
N++i = N
++
i−1 + P
++
i + N
+
i · ν+i−1.
3.3. Composition comparison
We chose the solar-wind composition given in Table 4 as the
initial composition of the particles. The given errors are the
propagated errors from the initial elemental solar-wind com-
position values. With the toy model, the expected inner-source
PUI composition was calculated for three different parameter
sets of D, scaling the dust cross-section, and rmin:
1. rmin = 30 R; D = −1;
2. rmin = 30 R; D = −1.3;
3. rmin = 4 R; D = −1.3.
The first two parameter sets with rmin = 30 R are chosen fol-
lowing Schwadron et al. (2000), who propose that the peak of
inner-source PUI production should be located within 10–50 R.
The scaling of the dust cross-section is based on the density dis-
tribution of the dust and, on the one hand, taken from the theoret-
ical value of D = −1 considering only Poynting-Robertson drag
and, on the other, from the empirically found value of D = −1.3
(Leinert et al. 1978). In the simulation results, one can see that
the variation in this parameter only results in very small differ-
ences in the simulation results. The third parameter set shows an
extreme case. Kimura et al. (1997) found that carbon aggregates
with small impurities sublime at 4 R from the Sun, and this is
used for rmin. The results for the inner-source PUI composition
and the charge-state distributions at 1 AU are shown in Table 4
for all parameter sets.
In all results, the N+, O+, and Ne+ abundance ratios with
respect to C+ are significantly lower than the corresponding el-
emental solar-wind values, whereas the Mg+ and Si+ ratios are
increased with respect to the solar-wind ratios. In the measured
inner-source heavy PUI composition, a similar behaviour can be
found, except for N+. One possible reason for this is that the
N+ peak is likely to contain Si2+ counts that cannot be distin-
guished from N+ counts owing to having the same M/Q and
similar energy loss in the carbon foil. Furthermore, the model’s
results show an abundance of Si2+ of comparable order to Mg2+,
which supports this explanation.
From the quantitative point of view, the deviations of the
model results and the measurements depend on the parameters of
the model. The first two parameter sets reproduce the O+/C+ ra-
tio well, but fail to reproduce the Ne+/C+ and Si+/C+ ratio that
matches the third parameter set better. However, the measured
Si+ abundance is possibly affected by a large systematic error,
and the Ne+ abundance contains a contribution of ions with an
interstellar origin. Owing to neon’s very high first ionisation po-
tential, interstellar neon atoms can approach close to the Sun
before getting ionised (Drews et al. 2012). When these particles
cool adiabatically before reaching 1 AU, we cannot distinguish
between inner-source and interstellar Ne+ ions. The Mg+/C+ and
the Mg2+/C+ ratio are in reasonable agreement with all parame-
ter sets when keeping in mind that the error of the Mg2+ abun-
dance is greater than given in the table because of subtracting
background counts. Considering the charge-state distributions at
1 AU that result from the toy model, it is worth mentioning that
a significant neutral component is calculated for all parameter
sets.
3.4. Solar-wind-speed dependence
In Table 5 the first two columns summarise results for the inner-
source O+/C+ ratio at different solar-wind speeds. These con-
sist of ratios obtained in this study (vsw ≤ 537 km s−1) and
the result by Allegrini et al. (2005) that was measured at a
solar-wind speed of about 750 km s−1. The value of Gloeckler
et al. (2000) was derived in solar-wind speeds from 318 km s−1
to 864 km s−1 and thus represents an average value for the solar-
wind-speed-dependent O+/C+ ratio. It can be seen that both
formerly obtained values fit the newly observed trend of the
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Table 5. Abundance ratios of C+/O+ in w = 0.8 to w = 1.2 compared to the model results at varying solar-wind speeds.
Solar-wind speed O+
C+
rmin = 30 R, D = −1 rmin = 30 R, D = −1.3 rmin = 4 R, D = −1.3[km s−1]
≤350 0.49 ± 0.06 0.63 ± 0.08 0.65 ± 0.08 0.82 ± 0.11
350–400 0.58 ± 0.02 0.64 ± 0.08 0.66 ± 0.08 0.84 ± 0.11
400–450 0.70 ± 0.04 0.66 ± 0.08 0.68 ± 0.08 0.85 ± 0.11
450–500 0.82 ± 0.05 0.69 ± 0.09 0.70 ± 0.09 0.86 ± 0.11
500–537 0.95 ± 0.19 0.72 ± 0.09 0.73 ± 0.09 0.87 ± 0.12
750 0.99 ± 0.15a 0.91 ± 0.12 0.90 ± 0.12 0.93 ± 0.12
Notes. (a) From Allegrini et al. (2005).
O+/C+ ratio with increasing solar-wind speed obtained by CTOF
very well.
Columns 3–5 of Table 5 show the toy model predictions for
the O+/C+ ratio as a function of the solar-wind velocity with the
same parameter sets used in the previous section. In all cases,
we observed a slight increase in the O+/C+ ratio with solar-wind
speed. Although the increase is not as steep as in the data, the
trend is reproduced. The increase in the model values is mainly
related to the primary production of the ions. Allegrini et al.
(2014) measured the charge-state fractions of carbon and oxygen
ions after the passage through very thin carbon foils at different
ion energies. It was found that the fraction of O+ ions after the
foil shows a stronger increase with energy than the fraction of
C+ ions in the considered ion speed range, which would lead to
the observed trend of the O+/C+ ratio.
4. Conclusion
We used data from the Charge-Time-Of-Flight sensor on-board
SOHO to study the composition of inner-source PUIs. Previous
studies have claimed that this composition is similar to the
solar-wind composition, even though there were significant de-
viations. Our study that is based on ∼42 000 counts compared
to ∼800 counts and ∼250 counts of Gloeckler et al. (2000) and
Allegrini et al. (2005), respectively, confirmed these results. In
particular, the large deviation of the O+/C+ from the solar-wind
oxygen-to-carbon ratio remained. Furthermore, we could show
that the deviation of the O+/C+ as measured by Gloeckler et al.
(2000) and Allegrini et al. (2005) is due to a systematic increase
with solar-wind speed. This signature has not been reported be-
fore and constitutes another observational constraint for the pro-
duction scenarios of inner-source PUIs.
To explain the compositional deviation and the newly
found solar-wind speed dependence, a simple model has been
set up based on the production mechanism proposed by
Wimmer-Schweingruber & Bochsler (2003). This model in-
cludes the production of inner-source PUIs by the interaction
of solar-wind ions with dust, resulting in neutral or low-charged
particles and photo-ionisation. Owing to these processes, the for-
merly solar-wind ions can either contribute to a neutral, singly-,
or doubly-charged population that is radially moving outwards
with solar-wind speed. The distribution of charge states after
passing the dust strongly depends on the element, as does the
photo-ionisation rate. Our model predicts different charge-state
distributions at 1 AU for every element. Thus, we do not ex-
pect the singly-charged population, which we observe, to re-
flect the elemental solar-wind composition. We point out that
the model also predicts non-negligible populations of neutral
and doubly-charged particles co-moving outwards with the so-
lar wind. Thus the inner source might also be a direct source
for energetic neutral atoms. Future observations of inner-source
neutrals may constitute a unique opportunity to further constrain
the production mechanisms of inner-source PUIs.
The simple nature of our model leads us not to claim full
quantitative accuracy. The main uncertainty of the model stems
from the poorly known characteristics of the dust population
within 1 AU. Especially the chemical composition, dust grain
geometry, and the spatial distribution inside 1 AU are impor-
tant factors for our model, where no reliable constraints ex-
ist to our knowledge. Nevertheless, the model results show
that the deviation of the measured inner-source PUI compo-
sition and the elemental solar-wind composition can be ex-
plained with the interplay of solar-wind-dust interaction and
photo-ionisation. Furthermore, the increase in the O+/C+ ra-
tio at higher solar-wind speeds can be reproduced qualitatively.
Overall, our findings suggest that the production scenario pro-
posed by Wimmer-Schweingruber & Bochsler (2003) is the
main driver in the production of inner-source PUIs.
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3.3 follow-up investigations
3.3.1 Identification of Mg2+
The majority of PUIs is singly charged, because once they are ionized they are
transported outwards by the solar wind and its embedded IMF, where decreased
ionization rates are expected due to the larger heliocentric distance. Nevertheless,
there is a non-zero probability for PUIs to experience a second ionization process.
The result is a doubly charged PUI, of course. This may be especially relevant for el-
ements with a low first ionization potential like magnesium or silicon. Magnesium
and silicon are also components of the heavy solar wind ions, but as all heavy so-
lar wind ions they are highly charged and commonly appear as Mg7+-Mg10+ and
Si7+-Si11+ (e.g. Berger et al. (2011)). Therefore, it is safe to assume that Mg2+ or
Si2+ are doubly charged PUIs that must have been created in interplanetary space.
In the simulation results of the solar wind neutralization scenario in Tab. 4 in Taut
et al. (2015), a non-negligible amount of Mg2+ and Si2+ is predicted and Mg2+ has
already been considered in the fit of theM/Q histograms. Here, we provide a more
thorough identification of Mg2+, which indicates that indeed doubly charged PUIs
have been observed.
In terms of M/Q one cannot distinguish between C+ and Mg2+ as both have
a value of 12 amu e−1. The M/Q is calculated from the sensor’s E/Q step and
the measured ToF. However, at a given E/Q step Mg2+ shows a slightly smaller
ToF than C+ due to its decreased relative energy loss in the sensor’s carbon foil.
Thus, the calculated M/Q of Mg2+ ions, assuming the energy loss of C+ as it was
done in Taut et al. (2015), is expected to be lower than 12 amu e−1 (see Table 1 of
publication).
In the M/Q histograms considering heavy PUI data, one can surmise a small
bump next to the pronounced C+ peak, where we would expect the Mg2+ counts
(see Fig. 14 left). Especially in the histogram of counts which triggered an SSD
Figure 14: Identification of Mg2+ by evaluating the triple coincidence efficiency. Left panel:
M/Q histograms of all data with wC+ > 1.1 and sorted for counts that triggered
an SSD signal with the same condition. The M/Q boxes utilized for the ion
identification are illustrated. Right panel: Derived SSD efficiencies for C+, Mg+
and the counts that we anticipate to be Mg2+ as singly- and doubly-charged
ion.
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signal this bump seems to be more pronounced. To distinguish, whether this peak
is due to Mg2+ ions or just fast C+ ions that did not loose a high amount of energy
in the carbon foil, we consider the SSD efficiency of the two ion species.
For this, we filter the data for wC+ > 1.1 to suppress the solar wind background
counts that superpose the considered peaks at lower speeds. Then, we perform a
simplified ion identification of C+, Mg+ and what we anticipate to be Mg2+ by
just assigning all counts within the M/Q range of ±0.5 amu e−1 for C+ and the
unknown ion, and ±1 amu e−1 for Mg+ from the expected value to the correspond-
ing species. Finally, we test how many counts of the individual species triggered
an SSD signal at a certain energy. The ratio of all measured counts to the ones that
triggered an SSD signal serves as a proxy for the SSD efficiency.
The probability to trigger an SSD signal depends on the energy and species of the
incoming ion. Therefore, we consider this proxy for the SSD efficiency as a function
of total energy of the ion before reaching the carbon foil of CTOF’s ToF chamber.
To calculate this energy from the E/Q step of the electrostatic analyzer and the
post-acceleration voltage Upa, one requires knowledge about the ion’s charge state
as Etot = (E/Q+Up) ·Q. As this is what we aim to find out for the ion species in
question, we plot the efficiency of this species over total energy on the one hand as
if it was a singly charged ion, and on the other hand as if it was a doubly charged
ion. Then, we can compare how this efficiency relates to the efficieny of C+ and
Mg+, respectively.
In Fig. 14 this scheme and the results are displayed. One can see that the SSD
efficiency of the unknown species would be about a factor of two larger than the
efficiency of C+, if it was a singly charged ion. On the other hand, if we assume
that the unknown ion species corresponds to Mg2+ the SSD efficiency matches
very well with the efficiency of Mg+. All this indicates, that the small peak on the
left-hand side of the C+ peak is caused by Mg2+ counts, that were not taken into
account in former studies.
Unfortunately, this analysis cannot be repeated for the identification of Si2+ as
the expected position of this species is superposed by the M/Q distributions of
C+ and N+. As Si+ is also expected to have a lower SSD efficiency than Mg+ it
is possible that the Si2+ efficiency cannot be distinguished from the C+ or N+
efficiency. Nevertheless, the presence of Mg2+ indicates that also Si2+ may have
been measured, which means that the N+ abundance derived in Taut et al. (2015)
is underestimated as the corresponding M/Q distributions may be contaminated
by Si2+ counts.
Finally, the observation of doubly charged PUIs is another argument for the solar
wind neutralization scenario proposed by Wimmer-Schweingruber and Bochsler
(2003). This scenario favors the production of doubly charged ions, because solar
wind ions must not necessarily loose all of their charge while passing through a
dust grain. For example, in Allegrini et al. (2014) it is observed that a significant
fraction of charged ions is not neutral when passing a thin carbon foil which is
similar to the penetration through a dust grain in interplanetary space. Thus, by
this process singly-charged and even doubly-charged ions can be created directly,
which both leads to an enhanced abundance of doubly charged PUIs.
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3.3.2 Modeling of the Inner Source
A tool to study the theoretical VDF of PUIs is provided by the Earth-Moon-Mars Ra-
diation Environment Module (EMMREM) framework and in particular its Energetic
Particle Radiation Environment Module (EPREM). This code numerically solves
the focused transport equation and convection-diffusion equation along an ideal
Parker field line (see Schwadron et al. (2010) and references therein). It incorpo-
rates the processes that are believed to be most relevant for the evolution of the PUI
VDF: pitch-angle scattering, adiabatic focusing, and cooling. With the help of this
tool, the PUI VDF can be simulated under various conditions: For example, studys
have been performed investigating the variability of the PUI VDF under certain so-
lar wind conditions (Chen et al., 2015) or considering PUI transport effects and its
impacts on the determination of λflow from the flux increase in the focusing cone
(Quinn et al., 2016).
A more recent approach performed by P. Quinn from the University of New
Hampshire focuses on the simulation of the C+ and O+ VDF. As C+ almost exclu-
sively stems from the inner-source, a model for the inner-source PUI production is
incorporated into the simulation code. As source function for the inner-source PUIs,
a dust grain population interacting with the solar wind is modeled. For the inter-
action of the solar wind ions with the dust grains the TRIM software (Ziegler and
Biersack, 2008) is involved. As processes creating neutrals from dust the solar wind
neutralization, solar wind recycling, and sputtering of grain material are consid-
ered. The solar wind neutralization scenario is divided into the originally proposed
picture, where solar wind ions pass through dust grains, and backscattering of ions,
which means that the ions penetrate the dust particles, are deflected more than 90◦
in direction and then exit the particle again as neutral or lowly-charged ion. The
software keeps track of the creation mechanism of individual ions and, thus, the
different VDFs resulting from these production mechanisms can be compared. The
resulting 1D projected VDFs are compared to VDFs measured by CTOF. For the de-
termination of the measured VDFs of C+ and O+, the ion identification developed
in Taut et al. (2015) has been exploited. Again, the data has been split for individ-
Figure 15: EPREM simulation results for the C+ (left panel) and O+ (right panel) VDF at 1
AU from various production mechanisms compared to the measured VDF of the
corresponding ion species derived from CTOF data.
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Figure 16: Simulated C+/O+ abun-
dance ratio in the speed
range 0.8 < w < 1.2 as a
function of solar wind speed
for various inner-source PUI
production mechanisms. For
comparison also the observed
ratios presented in Taut et al.
(2015) are displayed.
ual speed ranges in terms of wC+ and in each range, a fit of the M/Q histogram
has been applied to derive the count rate of C+ and O+ in the corresponding ve-
locity range. This count rate is then corrected for the sensor’s detection efficiency
corresponding to the considered ion species and speed range. Furthermore, a cor-
rection converting the count rates into an equivalent to the phase-space density
needs to be applied. At higher speeds, one measurement cycle of CTOF can detect
PUIs that originate from a bigger spatial volume, which results in a necessary cor-
rection with vion. Additionally, the sensor’s velocity coverage correponds to a part
of a spherical shell with a width proportional to vion, which means that the total
velocity space volume covered at a given speed vion is proportional to v3ion. Thus,
the count rates are corrected with a weighting corresponding to v4ion. The result
is not an absolute phase-space density, but it is proportional to it. Thus, only the
shape of the simulated and the observed VDFs can be compared. Furthermore, the
simulation obtains the abundance ratio of O+ to C+ in the range of 0.8 < w < 1.2.
By varying the solar wind speed one can compare these ratios with the results
displayed in Tab. 3 of Taut et al. (2015).
In Fig. 15 the preliminary simulation results for the C+ and O+ VDF are dis-
played. For both ion species, it is found that the VDF expected from the origi-
nally proposed solar wind neutralization scenario (Wimmer-Schweingruber and
Bochsler, 2003) is substantially narrower than the observed inner-source VDF. In
contrast to that, the width of the VDF expected for the solar wind recycling scenario
(Schwadron et al., 2000), sputtering, and backscattering matches the observed VDF
shape comparatively well. However, it is worth noting that a broadening of the VDF
expected from the solar wind neutralization scenario can easily be achieved by con-
sidering a different dust geometry, which would result in larger energy losses of
penetrating solar wind ions.
The observed shoulder in the O+ VDF fits well to the modeled VDF of interstellar
O+. As expected, the modeled contamination of the inner-source O+ abundance in
the 0.8 < w < 1.2 range due to interstellar O+ is negligible as in this speed range
the phase-space density of interstellar O+ is about two orders of magnitude below
the density of the modeled inner-source O+.
In Fig. 16 the simulated C+/O+ abundance ratio in the speed range
0.8 < w < 1.2 as a function of solar wind speed is shown. The solar wind recycling
scenario and the sputtering process predict C+/O+ abundance ratios below one
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and the decrease of this ratio with solar wind speed is not as steep as the observed
trend. The solar wind neutralization scenario including backscattering predicts a
C+/O+ abundance ratio greater than one. The trend with solar wind speed is also
not as steep as the observed trend, but still these production scenarios match this
observation substantially better.
The major problem in this simulation is again the modeled dust population. The
only dust quantity that can be measured in space is the mass of the dust grains.
All other information about the composition or geometry of interplanetary dust
stems from the evaluation of collected samples in the near-Earth environment or
micrometeorites preserved in the Antarctic or Greenland ice (Grün et al., 2012).
Therefore, a lot of assumptions need to be made modeling the interplanetary dust
especially near the Sun, where very limited information about the dust grains is
available. A more elaborate discussion of the results and the involved uncertainties
will be published in Quinn et al. (2018).
3.3.3 Summary
In Tab. 3 a compilation of all proposed inner-source PUI production scenarios to
date and their relation to the measured properties of inner-source PUIs is shown. It
appears that the main driver of the inner-source PUI production is likely to be the
solar wind neutralization mechanism proposed by Wimmer-Schweingruber and
Bochsler (2003). None of the observed properties directly excludes this scenario,
even though this scenario can only explain certain properties assuming a special
dust geometry.
For example, it is not completely ruled out, if the observed stability of inner-
source PUI flux over the solar cycle cannot be explained by this scenario. If one
argues that not nanometer-sized dust, but larger dust grains with fractal geometry
are responsible for the solar wind neutralization, a significantly less pronounced
dependence of the inner-source PUI flux with the solar cycle is expected. A popu-
lation of larger dust grains is expected to be less influenced by CMEs as their M/Q
ratio is believed to be too low for an efficient interaction. This would then also ex-
plain the observed VDF that did not match to the expected VDF from a production
by the penetration through thin dust grains. For larger dust grains with fractal
geometry, the ions have multiple possibilities of passing through the grain. Some
of those will result in a substantially larger energy loss, which would then result
in a broadening of the VDF.
Another possibility is, that there might be at least two dominant sources for
inner-source PUIs and the combination of these sources leads to the observed prop-
erties. Still, all proposed processes are likely to happen within the heliosphere.
However, it is also likely that most of these processes are negligible and that only
one or two processes significantly contribute to the observed inner-source PUI flux.
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Table 3: Compilation of proposed inner-source PUI scenarios vs. observational constraints these scenarios need to explain adapted from Allegrini et al.
(2005). The table has been expanded for scenario 5 proposed by Schwadron and McComas (2010) and the three new observational constraints
reported in Berger et al. (2015), Taut et al. (2015), and Drews et al. (2016).
Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 Scenario 5
SW recycling SW neutralization Sungrazing comets Dust-dust collisions Energetic neutrals
Observed composition Possiblya Yes Nob Nob Noc
Observed VDF Yes Possiblyd Possibly Possibly No
Large PUI flux Unlikelye Possibly Possibly Possibly Yes
Randomly distributed source Yes Yes No Yesf Possibly
Stability over solar cycle Yes Possiblyg Yes Possibly Possibly
O+- O6+ flux correlation Unlikelyh Yes No No No
Increasing O+/C+ with vsw Possiblyi Yes No No No
Production at 1 AU Possibly Possibly No Possibly Yes
a Success of this scenario requires a very low sputtering yield.
b Depleted in Ne, rich in C, Si, Mg, Fe.
c Scenario predicts a negligible amount of Si due to high ionization rates (Bochsler and Möbius, 2010).
d Success of this scenario requires a large energy loss of the passing ion in the dust grain or a substantial deflection in direction (backscattering).
e Grains efficiently scatter light and would yield a cross section two decades higher than observed from zodiacal light.
f However, peaks at low latitude.
g Success of this scenario requires that CMEs do not trap nanometer-sized grains or that highly fractal grains also serve as thin foils.
h Requires a correlation of the sputtering yield of O from dust grains with the O6+ flux and a rapid ionization and pickup process.
i However, simulations predict a C+/O+ ratio below one.
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T H E P I C K U P I O N T O R U S V D F O B S E RV E D W I T H
C E L I A S / C T O F
Due to the pickup process, PUIs are injected into the solar wind plasma with a
highly anisotropic VDF that has the shape of a torus in velocity space. The orienta-
tion of the torus is always perpendicular to the ambient IMF orientation. In Vasyli-
unas and Siscoe (1976) the authors argue that this initial anisotropic VDF is rapidly
transformed into an isotropic VDF as such a VDF is unstable with respect to the gen-
eration of waves inside the solar wind plasma. Furthermore, fluctuations of the IMF
cause pitch-angle scattering, which also leads to a more isotropic PUI VDF. However,
Möbius et al. (1998) reported that measurements of the 1D projection of the He+
PUI VDF show a systematic variability with IMF orientation, which indicates that
the PUI VDF is anisotropic. This has been attributed to a model by Isenberg (1997),
who claims that the pitch-angle of PUIs only very inefficiently scatters through 90◦.
Thus, only one hemisphere of velocity space becomes isotropic rapidly. In Oka
et al. (2002) the observation of a torus-like VDF of He+ PUIs has been reported for
the first time, which has challenged the assumption of rapid pitch-angle scatter-
ing. These observations have been supported by Drews et al. (2013), who directly
linked the variability of the 1D projected He+ VDF to the observed IMF orientation
at 1 AU. Also measurements closer to the Sun at 0.3 AU performed by the MErcury
Surface, Space ENvironment, GEochemistry and Ranging (MESSENGER) spacecraft
provided confirmation that the PUI VDF does not instantaneously become isotropic
(Gershman et al., 2014). With a complex analysis utilizing the position sensitive
detection system of PLASTIC, Drews et al. (2015) showed that a clear signature of
the initial torus VDF is visible in the observed 2D He+ VDF at 1 AU. Furthermore, it
has been found that at lower speeds PUIs tend to stream along the IMF lines, which
also contradicts isotropy. After all, the anisotropy of the PUI VDF is also connected
to the cooling behaviour of PUIs (see Sec. 1.6.3) and thus it significantly contributes
to the evolution of the PUI VDF.
Recently, the anisotropy of PUI VDFs gained further relevance. IBEX observed an
enigmatic ribbon of enhanced energetic neutral intensity that spans the whole sky.
There are multiple theories that claim that PUIs that charge-exchange and are con-
verted into energetic neutrals are responsible for this signature (see McComas et al.
(2011)). One of the most promising theories considers PUI charge-exchange in the
LISM (Heerikhuisen et al., 2009), but it requires that the initial torus VDF is sta-
ble over a prolonged time, which is currently under debate (Florinski et al., 2010).
Anyhow, although there are substantial differences in the background medium
comparing the solar wind in the inner heliosphere and the LISM, the fact that the
initial PUI VDF is more stable than assumed in the solar wind could provide clues
for the stability of this VDF in the LISM.
In this chapter, we aim to contribute to Question 2: What is the 3D VDF of PUI s
at 1 AU and what are the implication for the stability of a torus VDF within the dynamic
solar wind? Again, we utilize CTOF data, but this time we only consider He+ and
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no heavy PUIs. Complementary to former studies, we investigate how the He+ PUI
VDF changes with IMF orientation. As SOHO does not carry a magnetometer, data
of Wind/MFI had to be utilized that has been extrapolated to the location of SOHO.
4.1 brief summary of the publication
After the context of this study is introduced, the details of the data analysis are
described. For the PUI VDF measurements CTOF data is utilized and the identifi-
cation of He+ ions in the CTOF data set is outlined. The IMF orientation is taken
from MFI on Wind, which was also located in an orbit around in the considered
time period. We assume the IMF to be frozen into the solar wind and then calculate
the time it takes the solar wind to carry the IMF from one spacecraft to the other.
Additionally, we introduce criteria to decide whether to trust this extrapolation or
not. In times, where strong fluctuations of the IMF are observed at the location of
Wind, the extrapolated IMF at the location of SOHO is likely not to be valid.
In total, four projected 1D VDFs are derived and compared in this publication,
that correspond to four different ranges of IMF orientation. Firstly, we define the
angles Φ and Θ that can be calculated from the measured IMF vector, with that one
can distinguish between IMF configurations, in which the initial torus VDF falls into
CTOF’s FoV and those, where this torus is outside the FoV. Then, the ranges of Φ
and Θ are given, that correspond to the IMF orientations that are investigated.
It is found that the observed variation of projected 1D He+ VDF is consistent
with the picture of an initial torus distribution moving through CTOF’s FoV as a
function of IMF orientation. This complements on the previous studies. Further-
more, an anisotropy of the PUIs that must have undergone an acceleration process
is observed. This suggests, that accelerated PUIs preferentially stream along the IMF
lines, which may have implications for the acceleration mechanisms.
4.2 publication
The following article is reproduced from Taut et al. (2016) with the permission of
AIP Publishing. The article is a peer reviewed proceedings to the Solar Wind 14
conference, that took place in Weihai, China, in June 2015.
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Abstract. Interstellar PickUp Ions (PUIs) are created from neutrals coming from the interstellar medium that get ionized inside the
heliosphere. Once ionized, the freshly created ions are injected into the magnetized solar wind plasma with a highly anisotropic
torus-shaped Velocity Distribution Function (VDF). It has been commonly assumed that wave-particle interactions rapidly destroy
this torus by isotropizing the distribution in one hemisphere of velocity space. However, recent observations of a He+ torus
distribution using PLASTIC on STEREO showed that the assumption of a rapid isotropization is oversimplified. The aim of this
work is to complement these studies. Using He+ data from the Charge Time-Of-Flight (CTOF) sensor of the Charge, ELement, and
Isotope Analysis System (CELIAS) on-board the SOlar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) and magnetic field data from the
Magnetic Field Investigation (MFI) magnetometer of the WIND spacecraft, we derive the projected 1-D VDF of He+ for different
magnetic field configurations. Depending on the magnetic field direction, the initial torus VDF lies inside CTOF’s aperture or not.
By comparing the VDFs derived under different magnetic field directions with each other we reveal an anisotropic signature of the
He+ VDF.
INTRODUCTION
PickUp Ions (PUIs) in the heliosphere are former neutrals that have been ionized by solar EUV radiation, charge-
exchange with solar wind protons, or electron impact. The most common seed population of PUIs are neutrals from
the interstellar medium that penetrate the heliosphere unimpeded by electro-magnetic forces. Interstellar PUIs were
first observed by Mo¨bius et al. [1] using data from the AMPTE spacecraft and their nature has been a subject to
research ever since (cf. [2]). The neutrals have commonly a very low speed compared to the solar wind, which leads
to an anisotropic initial Velocity Distribution Function (VDF) once the neutrals are ionized. They are forced on gyro
orbits perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field that is swept outward with the solar wind. Thus the initial VDF
resembles the form of a torus in velocity space (cf. Drews et al. [3]). Considering a perpendicular magnetic field
configuration the speed of PUIs in the spacecraft frame of reference would range between w  vionvsw ≈ 0 and w ≈ 2,
which is why PUI VDFs show a strict cutoff at w ≈ 2.
This torus VDF is then altered by wave-particle interactions and cooling processes. Wave-particle interactions can
change the pitch-angle of PUIs which leads to an isotropization of the VDF. It has been commonly assumed that the
isotropization happens on a short timescale compared to the time it takes the PUIs to reach the observer. Therefore,
observations of an anisotropy in He+ VDFs were previously attributed to inefficient pitch-angle scattering across 90◦
[4]. But studies of Oka et al. [5] and Drews et al. [6]showed that the anisotropy stems from locally ionized PUIs that
are not yet isotropized and still exhibit a torus-like VDF.
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DATA ANALYSIS
The aim of this study is to show that an anisotropic torus feature of the He+ PUI VDF is also observed with the CTOF
sensor on-board SOHO. To this aim we combine data measured by the CTOF sensor with data provided by the MFI
instrument of the nearby WIND spacecraft.
He+ Pickup Ion Data
CTOF is a linear time-of-flight mass spectrometer which measures energy-per-charge, time-of-flight and residual
energy of incoming ions which can then be converted into their mass-per-charge, mass, and energy. A more detailed
description of the CTOF sensor can be found in Hovestadt et al. [7]. Due to the rather short operation time of CTOF,
only data from day of year 150 to 220, 1996, is used. During this time SOHO was located at the upwind side of the sun
with respect to the interstellar neutral flow, the region of PUI crescent [8].CTOF’s aperture covers a field of view of
±25◦ in-ecliptic and ±15◦ out-of-ecliptic while pointing directly towards the sun. We apply the same algorithm for the
conversion of energy-per-charge and time-of-flight into mass-per-charge, MQ , values that was already used in Taut et al.
[9], with the difference that it has been adapted to the energy loss of helium ions. Similar to the work based on data
from the PLASTIC instrument on STEREO/A by Drews et al. [6] we identify He+ ions by a simple mass-per-charge
box fulfilling the criterion 3.5 ≤ MQ ≤ 4.5. We only consider the VDF in a range between wHe+ = 1.3 and wHe+ = 2.3.
At this speed range no background of prominent heavy solar wind ions is expected.
B-Field Extrapolation
The MFI instrument on-board WIND measures the magnetic field vector (for example in GSE coordinates: Bx, By, and
Bz) at a maximum frequency of 10.9 Hz [10]. As both spacecraft, SOHO and WIND, are approximately located at L1,
the magnetic field vector at the location of WIND should not be that far off the ambient magnetic field vector at the
location of SOHO. However, assuming a magnetic field that is frozen into the solar wind plasma, one can calculate the
time difference, ∆t, with which the same magnetic field is seen by the two spacecraft by convecting the magnetic field
from one spacecraft to the other (as used in e.g. Saul et al. [11]). We then assume the magnetic field vector measured
by WIND/MFI corrected for this time difference (∆t ∼ 30 min) to be valid at the location of SOHO.
To synchronize this data with the CTOF He+ data we calculate the mean magnetic field vector for every 5-min
measurement cycle of the sensor. Additionally, we determine the magnetic field angle with respect to the axis of
CTOF’s aperture, which is simply α = arccos
(
Bx
B
)
. We use this quantity to further restrict the data. The magnetic
field convection approach as described above yields only reasonable result if the magnetic field does not change
rapidly on short timescales [12]. Thus, we removed all 5-min cycles in which the standard deviation of α exceeds 5◦.
Furthermore, the standard deviation of every 5-min cycle including three cycles before and after this cycle has been
determined and all cycles with a value greater than 10◦ were dismissed. This ensures that all possible uncertainties
related to the extrapolation of the magnetic field are kept at a reasonable level.
METHOD & RESULTS
The magnetic field orientation tells us if the initial torus VDF of the He+ PUIs can be detected with the aperture of
CTOF. Using simple geometric arguments one can derive the velocity, ~V , for which He+ PUIs that are injected into a
magnetic field ~B have their maximum speed in the spacecraft frame. This velocity is given by
~V = 2(~vsw − vswBxB2
~B) (1)
assuming a solar wind streaming radially away from the sun. We are only interested in the in- and out-of-ecliptic
angles, φ and θ, of this velocity that, neglecting the small velocity of the neutral seed population, do not depend on
the ambient solar wind speed. These angles can be calculated by
φ = arctan 2(Vy,Vx) (2)
θ = arcsin
(Vz
V
)
. (3)
Finally, we can use these angles to distinguish whether a signature of the initial torus VDF should be observed for a
certain magnetic field configuration.
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The initial torus VDF of He+ ions is a 3D feature. As CTOF does not offer any information about the incident angle of
measured ions we are limited to spectra that are integrated over the whole angular acceptance of the sensor. However,
parts of the torus VDF are only inside CTOF’s aperture during specific magnetic field orientations. This is illustrated
in the three panels on the right-hand side in Fig. 1, that show the vx-vy plane. The expected position of the torus
VDF is shown for three magnetic field configurations, and CTOF’s field of view is indicated by the shaded triangle.
Naturally, the count rates near the cutoff speed, w ≈ 2, should be increased if the torus is inside the covered velocity
space in contrast to configurations where it lies outside this area. In the latter case only He+ ions that have already
gone through a scattering process are measured by CTOF. We chose the magnetic field configuration according to the
following conditions: the torus signature lies in the center, at the edge, or just outside the aperture. Additionally we
consider magnetic field orientations where absolutely no torus distributed He+ ions should be measured at all, which
means that only ions that have already been isotropized are measured. The detailed criteria for these configurations
are summarized in Tab. 1. The neutral seed population of the He+ ions has a non-negligible speed, which effects
TABLE 1. Magnetic field configurations and corresponding positions of the He+ torus in
CTOF’s aperture. These restrictions are used to create the histograms displayed in Fig. 1
.
Torus position |φ|/◦ |θ|/◦
Center of aperture 0 − 7.5 ≤ 10
Edge of aperture 15 − 22.5 ≤ 10
Just outside 30 − 37.5 ≤ 10
Outside ≥ 50 -
the cut-off of the PUI VDF. This means that for different solar wind speeds, the cut-off is located at a slightly dif-
ferent w value. Thus, we chose to consider only a comparatively narrow solar wind speed range. This speed range is
360 km s−1 ≤ vsw ≤ 390 km s−1, as it offers very good counting statistics.
After the restriction of the data according to the criteria described above, w-histograms of the single data sets were
created. On the one hand, these histograms were corrected for the instrumental response of CTOF, on the other hand,
the number of cycles that contribute to the data set was taken into account. This ensures that the histograms can be
compared to each other. These histograms are shown in the top panel of Fig. 1. To reveal the initial torus VDF, the
ratio of the ”Center”, ”Edge”, and ”Just outside” histogram with the ”Outside” histogram is displayed in the lower
panel. In the error bars shown in Fig. 1, only the pure counting error was considered, which has been propagated into
the ratio of the histograms. It is obviously impossible to quantify an error for the magnetic field orientation due to
the lack of a direct measurement at the location of SOHO. This, of course, introduces a systematic error, which is
minimized using the restrictions given in the previous section.
One can see that during magnetic field orientations where we would expect the torus to be in the center of CTOF’s
aperture around 2.5 times more ions are measured around w ≈ 2 than during orientations with the torus outside the
aperture. When we expect the torus to be at the edge of the aperture this ratio is reduced, and its maximum appears
to be shifted towards lower w values. The lower intensity can be explained by the width of the torus which makes it
possible that a part of it is not detected by CTOF. Furthermore, in Hovestadt et al. [7] it can be seen that the detection
efficiency of CTOF decreases with increasing deviation of the incident angle from the sun-instrument line. The shift
in w can easily be explained considering the 2D velocity plots displayed on the right-hand side of Fig. 1. If the torus
is not located in the center of the aperture the maximum speed of the He+ ions in the spacecraft frame of reference
decresases. When going towards lower ion speeds, the torus signature fades which may be explained by the cooling
of the VDF. He+ ions measured at lower w values have already had time to cool, which means that more time for
isotropizing wave-particle interactions was available.
Considering orientations with the torus just outside the aperture, no excess at higher w values is observed, which
contradicts the theory of rapid isotropization in one hemisphere of velocity space, but it can easily explained by a
He+ torus. Furthermore, the ratio drops for high w in all curves. In this speed range the PUIs must have undergone an
acceleration process, which seems to act predominantly parallel to the magnetic field (at least in our considered time
period). The acceleration by turbulent field-aligned electric fields [13] could be an explanation for that.
In summary, we observe a clear anisotropy in the VDF of He+ PUIs, which is in agreement with a torus VDF super-
posed over an isotropic VDF. The location of the torus in velocity space depends on the ambient magnetic field as
discussed in Drews et al. [3]. Even though the extrapolated magnetic field for the location of SOHO introduces some
uncertainty, we were able to confirm previous studies with our new data set. Our results challenge the assumption
of rapid pitch-angle isotropization which is commonly made in PUI transport models (e.g. [14]), as this is not in
agreement with our observations.
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FIGURE 1. In the top panel the w-histograms corrected for detection efficiencies and observation time are displayed that were
created for the four magnetic field configurations given in Tab. 1. The lower panel displays the ratio of the histograms ”Center”,
”Edge”, and ”Just outside” with the ”Outside” histogram to make the torus distributed He+ ions visible. The three plots on the right-
hand side show a 2D cut through velocity space, the vx-vy plane, which correspond to the ”Center”, ”Edge”, and ”Just outside”
case. The dashed white line shows the magnetic field orientation and the expected torus distribution (with arbitrary width) indicated
with a color code. The shaded triangle corresponds to CTOF’s aperture.
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T H E I N T E R S T E L L A R F L O W L O N G I T U D E D E R I V E D F R O M
T H E P I C K U P I O N C U T O F F
The parameters of the partially ionized LISM play a crucial role in the understand-
ing of the heliosphere and, in particular, its boundaries. The relative velocity vec-
tor and the magnetic field embedded in the LISM determine the external dynamic
and magnetic pressure onto the heliosphere. In principle, this interplay creates the
shape of the heliosphere (Parker, 1961). Furthermore, the existence of a bow shock
inside the LISM is still under debate (e.g. Ratkiewicz and Kotlarz (2016)). The cru-
cial question for this is, if the interstellar plasma flow is supersonic with respect
to the relative motion of heliosphere and LISM. This depends of course on the rel-
ative speed, vISN,∞, and the magnetosonic speed within the LISM, which depends
on density, temperature, and magnetic field strength.
As indicated above, the velocity vector of the relative motion between LISM and
heliosphere is a key parameter for the understanding of the boundaries of the he-
liosphere. This velocity vector also corresponds to the flow vector of interstellar
neutrals into the heliosphere, ~vISN,∞. The direction of this vector can be measured
by backscattered solar UV light on hydrogen (Bertaux and Blamont, 1971) or he-
lium atoms (Weller and Meier, 1974); the speed and longitude can be determined
from interstellar PUI measurements (Möbius et al., 1995; Gloeckler et al., 2004), and
the whole vector can be determined utilizing direct neutral particle measurements
(Witte (2004); Wood et al. (2015); McComas et al. (2015); Schwadron et al. (2015),
etc.). An overview of the measurement of the LISM parameters with various tech-
niques until 2004 may be found in Möbius et al. (2004).
The most recent results from IBEX are based on count rate measurements of in-
terstellar neutrals as a function of direction. This involves the problem that the
various LISM parameters one can determine from the hyperbolic trajectory equa-
tion (flow longitude λflow, latitude βflow, speed visn,∞, and temperature TLISM) are
coupled and their corresponding uncertainties leave a comparatively large 4D pa-
rameter tube (Schwadron et al., 2015). One can easily explain this coupling on the
example of the flow direction and speed: Due to the gravitational bending of the
neutral particle trajectories, one has to assume a certain particle speed to derive
the direction from which the particles originally came from. Vice versa, one has to
know the precise flow direction to derive the particle speed from the bending of
the trajectory. This example of the coupling of uncertainties (with the flow longi-
tude) is displayed in the top panel of Fig. 17. In the bottom panel the coupling of
interstellar flow longitude and LISM temperature is displayed.
It is also possible to determine λflow with the help of PUIs. The main advantage of
the measurement of charged particles instead of neutral particles is that a precise
measurement of the charged particle’s speed is possible. Therefore, λflow can be
determined by an independent approach. An independent and precise measure-
ment of the interstellar flow longitude would then also restrict this 4D parameter
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Figure 17: IBEX results for the flow
speed, visn,∞, and tempera-
ture, TLISM, as a function of
flow longitude, λflow, from
various studys. The plot is
taken from Schwadron et al.
(2015). The uncertainties
of the parameters (includ-
ing flow latitude βflow) are
coupled and leave a 4D
parameter tube.
tube, which means that more precise pa-
rameters of the flow latutude, speed, and
temperature would be obtained. The first
approach to derive the interstellar flow lon-
gitude from PUI measurements has been re-
lated to the PUI flux increase caused by the
focusing cone (Gloeckler et al., 2004). As
the neutral particle focusing cone is sup-
posed to be aligned with the interstellar
neutral flow and the PUI production rate is
directly coupled to the neutral seed density,
the interstellar PUI flux increase inside the
focusing cone provides information about
the flow direction. In Drews et al. (2012),
also the PUI crescent has been added to this
kind of study. However, as was shown by
simulations presented in Chalov and Fahr
(1999) and Quinn et al. (2016), this method
suffers from a systematic error. Due to the
anisotropy of the PUI VDF, the ions are ex-
erted to a transport process along the mean
IMF following the Parker spiral. This sys-
tematic effect shifts the PUI focusing cone to
larger ecliptic longitudes compared to the
neutral particle focusing cone.
In Möbius et al. (2015), another method
to derive the interstellar flow longitude
λflow from PUI measurements has been pro-
posed, that is expected to minimize such
transport effects. This method is based on
the fact that the radial injection speed of
PUIs manifests itself in the VDF. The location of the so-called cutoff of the PUI VDF,
which is a comparatively sharp decrease of count rates, varies as a function of
injection speed, which was already observed by Möbius et al. (1999). By quanti-
fying the cutoff, one obtains a proxy for the injection speed, which is related to
the neutral particle speed. As PUIs measured around the cutoff did not have much
time to cool, one can assume that these freshly injected ions are substantially less
affected by transport processes. As the neutral speed follows a symmetric pattern
at a given distance from the Sun, this symmetry is preserved in the PUI VDF, which
can be utilized to derive the symmetry axis. The symmetry axis corresponds to the
neutral flow longitude.
In this publication, we revisit the method proposed by Möbius et al. (2015) to
determine the interstellar flow longitude from measurements of the PUI VDF. Thus,
we contribute to Question 3: How can we utilize the PUI VDF to find the interstellar
neutral flow longitude? This is inevitably connected to Question 2: What is the 3D
VDF of PUI s at 1 AU and what are the implication for the stability of a torus VDF within
the dynamic solar wind? As we are aiming to utilize the PUI VDF to determine λflow,
a good understanding of the VDF itself is necessary for a precision measurement
of this parameter.
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5.1 brief summary of the publication
After a short overview about the context of this investigation and former measure-
ments of λflow, the motivation of the paper is outlined. The method developed by
Möbius et al. (2015) is proposed to be improved and as a consequence of the im-
provements further systematic errors connected to this method can be identified.
The utilized STA/PLASTIC data set is introduced, followed by an extensive descrip-
tion of the physical principles that the method developed by Möbius et al. (2015)
is based on.
The first improvement of the λflow determination is a filter for acceleration sites,
that systematically shift the determined cutoff speeds to higher values. For this, we
developed a criterion based on the He2+ VDF simultaneously measured by PLASTIC.
The general idea is, to exclude time periods where an acceleration signature is mea-
sured in the He2+ VDF as we expect the He+ ions to have undergone acceleration
in these time periods as well. Then, the frame of reference in which the PUI VDF is
considered is discussed. It is outlined that there is an underlying systematic error
connected to the determination of the cutoff speed in terms of w ′sw, but this error
can be minimized by utilizing the newly introduced quantity Vr instead. Addi-
tional techniques to determine the cutoff speed are introduced and afterwards the
determination of λflow from the cutoff speeds is revised. It is proposed to use a
model as fit function, which incorporates the non-circular orbit of STA, which in-
troduces an asymmetry in the cutoff speeds. Another improvement is the concept
of estimating the resulting error from this approach, that is calculated utilizing
Bootstrap Monte-Carlo techniques.
In the presentation of the results, the result of the different cutoff speed and
λflow determination methods are compared to each other. Furthermore, two differ-
ent data sets are compared. The methods have been applied on the one hand to
a data set, where acceleration sites have been excluded with the introduced con-
dition, and on the other hand to a data set unfiltered for these time periods. The
lower uncertainties within the results of the data set filtered for local acceleration
justify our approach. Furthermore, we show that larger mirror-correlation coeffi-
cients compared to the ones presented in the original paper by Möbius et al. (2015)
are obtained after the improvement of the method. This implies an enhanced level
of symmetry of the determined cutoff speeds which should result in a more pre-
cise determination of λflow. However, we obtain larger errors for λflow than given
in the original paper by Möbius et al. (2015). This strongly indicates that the error
of the method given in Möbius et al. (2015) is highly underestimated.
With the help of the improved method, the impact of the selection in IMF orienta-
tion is studied. An unexpected, clear dependence of the λflow result as a function of
IMF orientation is found. This means that the mix of IMF orientations contained in
the utilized data set introduces a systematic error in the λflow result. It is surmised
that longitudinal transport is again involved in the creation of this effect. Finally,
the publication concludes arguing that none of the presented λflow results should
be taken as the real inflow direction as the newly found systematic error has to be
investigated in more detail.
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ABSTRACT
Context. The interstellar flow longitude corresponds to the Sun’s direction of movement relative to the local interstellar medium. Thus,
it constitutes a fundamental parameter for our understanding of the heliosphere and, in particular, its interaction with its surroundings,
which is currently investigated by the Interstellar Boundary EXplorer (IBEX). One possibility to derive this parameter is based
on pickup ions that are former neutral ions that have been ionized in the inner heliosphere. The neutrals enter the heliosphere as
an interstellar wind from the direction of the Sun’s movement against the partially ionized interstellar medium. Pickup ions carry
information about the spatial variation of their neutral parent population (density and flow vector field) in their velocity distribution
function. From the symmetry of the longitudinal flow velocity distribution, the interstellar flow longitude can be derived.
Aims. The aim of this paper is to identify and eliminate systematic errors that are connected to this approach of measuring the
interstellar flow longitude; we want to minimize any systematic influences on the result of this analysis and give a reasonable estimate
for the uncertainty.
Methods. We use He+ data measured by the PLAsma and SupraThermal Ion Composition (PLASTIC) sensor on the Solar TErres-
trial RElations Observatory Ahead (STEREO A) spacecraft. We analyze a recent approach, identify sources of systematic errors,
and propose solutions to eliminate them. Furthermore, a method is introduced to estimate the error associated with this approach.
Additionally, we investigate how the selection of interplanetary magnetic field angles, which is closely connected to the pickup ion
velocity distribution function, affects the result for the interstellar flow longitude.
Results. We find that the revised analysis used to address part of the expected systematic effects obtains significantly different results
than presented in the previous study. In particular, the derived uncertainties are considerably larger. Furthermore, an unexpected
systematic trend of the resulting interstellar flow longitude with the selection of interplanetary magnetic field orientation is uncovered.
Key words. Sun: heliosphere – Sun: fundamental parameters – ISM: general – solar wind
1. Context
The heliosphere is a plasma bubble that is carved out of the
partially ionized local interstellar medium (LISM) by the solar
wind. Recently, our understanding of the boundaries of the he-
liosphere and its interaction with the LISM has been expanded
by the unexpected results of the Interstellar Boundary EXplorer
(IBEX) and the in situ observations by the Voyager spacecraft
(Stone et al. 2005). Among the findings is the IBEX ribbon (Mc-
Comas et al. 2009), which provides insight into the interstellar
magnetic field. Another key component of the interaction is the
interstellar flow vector, vLISM, which denotes the relative motion
between the Sun and the LISM. Therefore, the interstellar flow
vector has been the objective of investigations for years (Axford
1972). First, remote measurements of neutral hydrogen (Bertaux
& Blamont 1971) and helium (Weller & Meier 1974) were per-
formed using backscattered solar UV observations. Later on,
in situ measurements using PickUp Ions (PUIs) (Möbius et al.
1995) and direct neutral particle observations (Witte 2004) com-
plemented the previous studies. A more extensive summary of
the history of the investigation of the interstellar flow can be
found in Möbius et al. (2004).
Due to the relative motion between the Sun and the LISM of
∼ 26 km s−1 (Wood et al. 2015), neutral particles enter the he-
liosphere as an interstellar wind from a defined direction. Since
2008, these neutrals are measured by IBEX amongst others, from
which one can derive vLISM and the temperature of the interstel-
lar neutral flow, TISN, through the hyperbolic trajectory equa-
tion (see Bzowski et al. (2012), Möbius et al. (2012)). The in-
flow vector can also be expressed by the inflow longitude, λflow;
latitude, βflow; and speed, VISN. However, these parameters are
coupled. They can be expressed as a function of the interstel-
lar neutral flow longitude and the range of allowable parameters
along the 4D parameter tube is relatively large (see Schwadron
et al. (2015)). Therefore, an independent measurement of the in-
terstellar flow longitude would help to constrain this parameter
tube.
The interstellar neutral flow forms a characteristic structure close
to the Sun that is symmetric about the flow direction. Not only
its density profile, but also its velocity pattern follows this sym-
metry, which is obvious along a circular orbit around the Sun.
From these features the longitudinal direction of the flow vector
can be derived using interstellar PUI measurements. Interstellar
PUIs are created from interstellar wind neutrals by ionization
processes, such as photoionization by EUV radiation, charge-
exchange with solar wind protons, and electron impact. PickUp
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Ions were already predicted in the 1970s by Fahr (1971) and sub-
sequently confirmed by observations of the AMPTE spacecraft
(Möbius et al. 1985). One can easily identify PUIs by their al-
most exclusive single-charge state and their highly suprathermal
velocity distribution function (VDF), which is a consequence of
the pickup process. Once ionized, PUIs are exposed to the elec-
tromagnetic forces exerted by the solar wind and the frozen-in
magnetic field, and transported outward.
As the interstellar wind is gravitationally focused downwind of
the Sun, a region of enhanced neutral density evolves, called the
focusing cone. Of course, the condition for this structure to form
is that enough neutrals reach the downwind side without being
ionized. Hence, the focusing cone is only observed for elements
with a high first ionization potential, such as helium or neon
(Drews et al. 2010). On the upwind side of the Sun, called the
crescent, forms for elements with a low first ionization poten-
tial like oxygen (Drews et al. 2012). At ecliptic longitudes, λ,
which corresponds to the interstellar upwind direction, the neu-
trals have a smaller pathlength to reach a distance of 1 AU from
the Sun. Thus, these neutrals are less affected by ionization pro-
cesses, which increases the number of particles that reach this
distance.
These two regions are aligned with the interstellar flow longi-
tude, λflow. The PUI production rate is directly coupled to the
neutral particle density and thus largely reproduces the focus-
ing cone and the crescent. Furthermore, the crescent signature
is more pronounced in the observed PUI flux due to the radial
velocity variation that follows the density profile (Sokół et al.
2016). In this way, the crescent also becomes visible for species
with low ionization rates, such as helium. Hence, PUI measure-
ments can also be utilized to determine λflow, as was performed
in Drews et al. (2012). Although a careful error estimation was
performed, it is likely that these results are affected by system-
atic errors. In contrast to neutrals, PUIs are affected by transport
effects that act preferably along the mean interplanetary mag-
netic field (IMF), which follows the Parker spiral (Chalov 2014;
Quinn et al. 2016).
Another method for using PUIs as a diagnostic tool to derive
the interstellar flow longitude, λflow, was recently proposed by
Möbius et al. (2015). As shown in Möbius et al. (1999) the in-
jection speed of PUIs into the solar wind depends on ecliptic
longitude because of the longitude-dependant relative motion of
the neutral interstellar wind particles and the radially outward
streaming solar wind. This injection speed can be determined
from the PUI VDF by utilizing what is known as the cutoff fea-
ture. As this method is based on the evaluation of freshly injected
ions, it is expected to be less sensitive to transport effects and
therefore substantially less affected by the possibility of a strong
systematic error.
2. Motivation and goals
In this paper we revisit the method presented as a proof-of-
concept study by Möbius et al. (2015) using He+ PUI data
from the PLAsma and SupraThermal Ion Composition instru-
ment (PLASTIC, Galvin et al. (2008)) on board the Solar TEr-
restrial RElations Observatory Ahead spacecraft (STEREO A).
We extend this method by analyzing its weaknesses and propos-
ing ways to circumvent these disadvantages. Furthermore, a new
method to obtain a reasonable error estimation is applied. Using
the improved method to derive the interstellar flow longitude, we
investigate further systematic effects that may influence the in-
terstellar flow longitude results from the He+ PUI cutoff.
First, we give a short introduction into the STEREO A/PLASTIC
He+ data. Second, we provide an overview of the PUI physics
that enables the determination of the interstellar flow longitude
from PUI VDFs, which was performed in Möbius et al. (2015).
We summarize the individual steps of the revisited analysis and
describe the improvements implemented in each step.
As in Möbius et al. (2015) we perform the PUI analysis in the
solar wind frame. This has the advantage that the injection speed
of PUIs is solely a function of the solar wind speed, |vsw| = vsw,
and the local interstellar neutral flow velocity, Vn. In Fig. 1 this
is illustrated for the simplified case of PUIs that are created from
neutrals that are at rest. Due to their gyration about the IMF, the
PUI velocities lie on a shell that has the radius of the solar wind
speed and is centered around the solar wind velocity. Accord-
ingly, all PUIs of the torus VDF move at solar wind speed in the
solar wind frame in this case.
Möbius et al. (2015) perform their analysis of the PUI distribu-
tion in terms of the normalized PUI speed w′He+ =
v′
He+
vsw
, where
v′He+ = |vHe+ − vsw| is the PUI speed in the solar wind frame.
In contrast, we transform the measured PUI speeds into another
data product, Vr, which eliminates the influence of the ambient
solar wind speed on the cutoff speed determination. A more de-
tailed discussion of Vr is provided in Sect. 4.4.1. Furthermore,
we propose improved methods to derive the cutoff speed and we
present an approach to exclude acceleration sites from the data
that may have an influence on the cutoff speed measurements.
The final improvement of the original method that we introduce
here is an error estimation that is based on a bootstrap Monte
Carlo approach, similar to that utilized in Drews et al. (2012).
After these improvements, further systematic influences of ex-
ternal parameters on the result for the interstellar flow longitude
from the PUI cutoff are investigated. As the PUI VDF and there-
fore the longitudinal transport of these ions, which should be
minimized by concentrating on the PUI cutoff, is linked to the
ambient IMF configuration, we test how the selection of IMF
directions still affects the results of the analysis.
3. Data acquisition
PLASTIC is a time-of-flight mass spectrometer that measures
energy-per-charge, time-of-flight, and residual energy from
which the mass, charge, and energy of an incident ion can be
calculated. Using this information one can extract the He+ data
of PLASTIC’s solar wind section, as in Drews et al. (2010,
2012). Once an ion is identified, one can calculate the ion’s
speed in the spacecraft frame of reference from the energy-per-
charge information, which makes it possible to derive the VDF
of an ion species.
One great advantage of PLASTIC compared to other time-of-
flight mass spectrometers (e.g., CTOF on SOHO or SWICS on
ACE) is its position-sensitive detection system. The latitudinal
angle of incidence is measured in the range of −20◦ to +20◦
in 32 steps with a deflection system, while the measurement
of the azimuthal angle in the range of −22.5◦ to +22.5◦ in 32
steps is realized by evaluating the output of a resistive anode.
This means that the velocity vector of the measured ion in the
spacecraft frame, in this case vHe+ , can be fully reconstructed.
This is true not only for PUIs, but also for the solar wind proton
measurement, which yields the solar wind bulk velocity, vsw,
as a 3D vector. Thus, a transformation of the PUI velocity in
the spacecraft frame, vHe+ , into the solar wind frame, v′He+ , is
possible.
Furthermore, we use the 1 min resolution IMF data provided
by the IMPACT instrument suite (Acuña et al. 2008), a time
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the ideal torus VDF of freshly injected PUIs.
a) 3D illustration, where vx corresponds to the radial direction with re-
spect to the Sun. PUIs at rest are injected into the solar wind plasma
with a torus VDF that lies on a shell around the solar wind velocity. The
radius of the shell equals the solar wind speed. The green line shows
the velocity space trajectory of the PUIs around B. The guiding center
velocity of the torus, vGC, is shown with the green vector. Furthermore,
the latitudinal angle, ΘGC, of the guiding center velocity is illustrated.
b) 2D cut through the vx-vy plane of the configuration shown in a). For
the intersection of the torus with the vx-vy plane, the velocity vectors in
the spacecraft and solar wind frame of reference are shown. The area
marked by the blue solid lines depicts PLASTIC’s coverage in velocity
space. It is not symmetrical about vx, because of STEREO A’s tangential
eigen-velocity of 30 km s−1. Freshly injected PUIs would obviously not
be observed by PLASTIC under this IMF orientation. The angle ΦGC
corresponds to the azimuthal angle of the guiding center velocity.
resolution more than adequate for the PLASTIC data sets with a
sensor cycle time of 5 minutes.
4. Analysis method
4.1. Physical motivation
In Fig. 2 an overview of the physical motivation of the approach
to obtain the interstellar flow longitude, as introduced in Möbius
et al. (2015), is given. Due to the Sun’s gravitation, the inter-
stellar neutral flow forms a characteristic structure around the
Sun, which is symmetric about the interstellar flow direction
(Fig. 2 a). This symmetry is also found in the radial speed of
the neutrals considering a fixed distance from the Sun (Fig. 2 b).
If these neutrals become ionized, their injection speed into the
solar wind plasma depends on the relative motion of the parent
neutral with respect to the solar wind, which is shown in Fig. 2 c
for the crescent (λ ≈ 255◦), the focusing cone (λ ≈ 75◦), and two
intermediate locations (λ ≈ 165◦ and λ ≈ 345◦), illustrated with
three different choices of the IMF orientation that keep the initial
torus within the PLASTIC field of view(FoV). Consequently, the
PUI VDF carries an imprint of the neutral’s radial speed upon
PUI injection, which manifests itself in the so-called PUI cut-
off, which is discussed in the following section. We utilize this
feature to determine the interstellar flow longitude.
4.2. Pickup ion cutoff
Due to their gyration about the IMF, PUIs are injected into the
solar wind plasma with an anisotropic VDF that has the shape
of a torus in velocity space. While traveling outward with the
solar wind, the initial anisotropic VDF is gradually transformed
into an isotropic VDF by pitch-angle scattering, which until
recently was expected to be a rapid process. However, indepen-
dent observations made by different spacecraft showed that in
particular the He+ VDF remains anisotropic for much longer
than previously assumed (Oka et al. 2002; Drews et al. 2015;
Taut et al. 2016).
For PUIs that are generated from neutrals at rest, this initial torus
lies on a shell that is centered around the solar wind velocity and
has a radius equal to the solar wind speed (Fig. 1). Consequently,
these PUIs always move with solar wind speed in the solar
wind frame of reference independent of the IMF orientation.
For non-resting neutrals the injection speed, and therefore the
radius of the shell, depends predominantly on the neutral’s
radial speed, as is pointed out in the previous section. Thus, this
speed is directly related to the ecliptic longitude, where the ion
is injected. In Fig. 2 c three examples are shown corresponding
to different ecliptic longitudes and IMF orientations.
Following the initial theory of PUI VDFs by Vasyliunas & Sis-
coe (1976), which implied a rapid isotropization by pitch-angle
scattering and assumed no energy transfer between the solar
wind and PUIs, no PUIs above the injection speed are expected
to be observed. Hence, the so-called PUI cutoff would be a sharp
edge of the VDF and it would be trivial to derive the injection
speed. Instead, all PUI observations show a smooth decrease in
count rate rather than a sharp edge. In the following, we call this
decrease the PUI cutoff of the VDF.
There are two possible ways to explain the observation of PUIs
above the injection speed. First, the most obvious explanation is
that acceleration processes must act on the PUI VDF. Acceler-
ation can occur locally due to compression regions or shocks,
which is discussed in more detail in Sec. 4.3. Furthermore, even
in the quiet solar wind a ubiquitous population of accelerated
particles can be observed (see Fisk & Gloeckler (2012)), which
indicates that acceleration may continuously act on the PUI
VDF.
Second, as can be seen from Fig. 1, the guiding center velocity
of PUIs in the spacecraft frame is not necessarily equal to the
solar wind velocity, especially at IMF orientations not at 90◦ to
the solar wind. Hence, PUIs may be transported from the solar
wind parcel where they were created at a given solar wind speed
into another solar wind parcel with, for example, a slightly
lower speed. In the solar wind frame of reference, these ions
then appear to have a speed above the local injection speed
because the PUI speed is always considered with respect to the
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Fig. 2. a) Interstellar neutral flow in the ecliptic plane. Four sample trajectories are shown and four locations are marked by colored dots: green
corresponds to the crescent (λ ≈ 255◦), dark red corresponds to the focusing cone (λ ≈ 75◦), and the orange and purple points correspond to
ecliptic longitudes in between (λ ≈ 165◦ and λ ≈ 345◦). b) Radial speed of the interstellar neutrals as a function of ecliptic longitude calculated
from Eq. 5 with λflow = 75◦ and vISN∞ = 0.88. The colored dots correspond to the ecliptic longitudes introduced in a).
c) 2D velocity space illustrations in the vx-vy plane for the PUI injection (Fig. 1). The velocity of the neutrals at each ecliptic longitude is shown as
a colored vector. The bold circle illustrates the shell with radius vsw, while the dashed circle depicts the shell on which the PUI torus lies that results
from the non-zero radial speed of the parent neutral. For illustration purposes, the IMF orientation is chosen to lie within the ecliptic plane. The
colored dashed lines illustrate the orientation of the torus VDF, the colored dots mark the points where the torus intersects with the vx-vy plane. left:
PUI injection in the crescent at an IMF orientation corresponding to ΦGC ≈ −15◦. middle: PUI injection between the crescent and focusing cone
at an IMF orientation corresponding to ΦGC ≈ 0◦. right: PUI injection in the focusing cone at an IMF orientation corresponding to ΦGC ≈ +15◦.
solar wind speed (see Sec. 4.4.1).
Therefore, the measured PUI cutoff VDF is modulated by
multiple processes, which makes it impossible to derive the
precise injection speed from a measured PUI VDF. Fortunately,
a relative cutoff speed shift as a function of ecliptic longitude is
sufficient to find the interstellar flow longitude as the symmetry
is still preserved for the relative speeds. For example, we can
choose a characteristic point on the cutoff VDF which we define
as the cutoff speed. This point must not necessarily correspond
to the injection speed, but the offset of the injection speed to this
characteristic point can be assumed to be constant, if the shape
of the PUI cutoff VDF is constant at all ecliptic longitudes.
In any case, all processes modulating the PUI cutoff are
stochastically distributed and, in particular, are not expected to
show any dependence on ecliptic longitude. This means that
when considering long-term data, these stochastic fluctuations
of the PUI cutoff are expected to average out, resulting in a
comparable shape of the cutoff for all ecliptic longitudes. If we
assume that the PUI cutoff shape is approximately equal at all
ecliptic longitudes, we can derive methods to find the relative
cutoff speed, which are described in Sec. 4.4.2.
However, to justify this assumption we need to ensure that
PLASTIC actually measures freshly injected ions. If the initial
torus of freshly injected PUIs is not within the FoV of PLAS-
TIC, only PUIs that already have undergone a scattering process
are measured, which may completely alter the shape of the
cutoff. In addition, it is very important for the determination of
the interstellar flow longitude from the PUI cutoff that freshly
injected PUIs are significantly less affected by possible PUI
transport processes along the mean IMF.
To test whether the initial torus VDF of freshly injected PUIs is
inside PLASTIC’s aperture or not, the guiding center velocity,
vGC, of an ideal torus in the spacecraft frame is considered. We
define the ideal torus as the theoretical velocity-space trajectory
that an injected PUI with initial speed Vn = 0 would follow
under a perfectly stable IMF configuration. Former PUI studies
(e.g., Drews et al. (2015, 2016)) and also Möbius et al. (2015)
restrict the IMF data to orientations that lie ±20◦ within the
ecliptic plane. Then it solely depends on the azimuthal angle
of the IMF whether an ideal torus falls into PLASTIC’s FoV
or not. However, a huge amount of data is dismissed by this
restriction, while there are IMF orientations possible, where the
torus falls into the FoV without lying within the ecliptic plane.
The guiding center velocity of the ideal torus in the spacecraft
frame, vGC, can be derived by simple geometric arguments:
vGC = vsw − Bxvsw|B|2 B (1)
ΦGC = arctan 2(vGC,y, vGC,x) ? (2)
ΘGC = arcsin
(
vGC,z
|vGC|
)
(3)
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The azimuthal angle, ΦGC, and the latitudinal angle, ΘGC, corre-
spond to the spherical coordinates of the vector. If vGC is within
PLASTIC’s angular coverage, then also a slice of the gyrotropic
torus VDF falls into its FoV. Thus, an ideal torus falls into PLAS-
TIC’s aperture if −22.5◦ ≤ ΦGC ≤ 22.5◦ and −20◦ ≤ ΘGC ≤ 20◦
neglecting STEREO A’s eigen-velocity of vSC ≈ 30 km s−1 in the
longitudinal direction. Only if vGC fulfills both criteria are torus
PUIs observed by PLASTIC. Due to vSC the symmetry line of
PLASTIC’s velocity-space coverage is shifted with respect to the
radial direction. This has the effect that the angular range of ΦGC,
where an ideal torus would be observed, is shifted by approxi-
mately +3◦ for very low solar wind speeds (vsw ≈ 250 km s−1).
In Fig. 1 an example is shown for an arbitrary IMF orientation.
In this example, the angular coordinates of vGC are ΘGC ≈ +5◦
and ΦGC ≈ −40◦, which means that no torus PUIs are observed
by PLASTIC under this IMF orientation.
4.3. Acceleration sites
As already indicated in Sec. 2, the observation of He+ ions above
the injection speed is evidence that acceleration processes may
act on the He+ VDF. Especially, shocks or compression regions
like Stream Interaction Regions (SIRs) with a high level of tur-
bulence (cf. Gloeckler et al. (1994), Schwadron et al. (1996))
can efficiently accelerate PUIs above their injection speed. In
turn, this means that the He+ cutoff shape and location may be
significantly altered by the increased abundance of accelerated
PUIs, which would contradict the assumption that the PUI cut-
off VDF is comparable at all ecliptic longitudes. More precisely,
this may lead to a systematically higher cutoff speed at ecliptic
longitudes where local acceleration sites are included in the data.
These changes in the PUI cutoff will very likely bias the deter-
mination of the interstellar flow longitude, λflow.
In order to minimize the effect of time periods with a strong local
acceleration on the cutoff measurements, we attempt to eliminate
these occurrences. As a criterion for this task, we consider He2+
distributions also measured by PLASTIC. He2+ is of solar origin
and thus does not vary systematically with ecliptic longitude.
Also, its counting statistics are sufficient to yield a statistically
significant representation of the VDF on a 5 min basis. It is rea-
sonable to assume that acceleration processes in compressions
act similarly on both ion species, He+ and He2+ (e.g., Gloeckler
(1999), Chotoo et al. (2000)), or that at least signatures of accel-
eration processes that act on He+ are visible in the He2+ VDF.
Then, we can identify and eliminate time periods when the He2+
VDF is affected by acceleration processes.
Similar to the He+ distributions, those of He2+ are derived from
the raw PLASTIC pulse-height-analysis by the expected time-
of-flight and residual energy signal at a given energy-per-charge
step. For every He2+ count its speed relative to the solar wind
speed, wHe2+ =
vHe2+
vsw
, in the spacecraft frame is calculated. The
solar wind section of PLASTIC has another feature that we
utilize here. The energy-per-charge values are stepped through
from high to low values. If the particle flux exceeds a certain
limit when the energy steps approach the He2+ bulk flow energy,
the sensor switches to the so-called small channel, which reduces
its geometric factor. Because the channel switch occurs at a fixed
count rate we can treat this threshold as a reference flux. In the
following, we use the normalized speed of He2+ ions wHe2+,10%
where the He2+ rate exceeds 10% of the channel switch thresh-
? arctan 2 is the four-quadrant inverse tangent, which is sensitive to the
signs of the arguments.
old value as a condition for effective acceleration of He2+ ions
and thus by inference also of He+ PUIs.
We motivate the choice of our condition for interplanetary ac-
celeration with the display of the He+ and He2+ VDFs over the
course of an SIR in Fig. 3. The spectra are taken during four time
intervals, which are marked in blue, gray, cyan, and red. In the
solar wind speed and density data one can clearly identify the
SIR at approximately DoY 127 - 129 by the strong increase in
density, which is subsequently followed by a sudden drop and
then an increase in solar wind speed (see Jian et al. (2006)). The
blue and red periods correspond to comparatively undisturbed
solar wind before and after the SIR, respectively. The time pe-
riod marked in gray corresponds to turbulent wind right after the
spacecraft passed the stream interface, which can be identified
by the sudden drop in proton density. The time period marked in
cyan already has a slight negative gradient in solar wind speed.
Nevertheless, the proton density (and the He2+ spectra) suggest
that compressed fast solar wind is observed.
In the lower left panel the He+ spectra measured in the four
time periods are displayed. In the quiet solar wind, a sharp cut-
off is observed that matches the expected injection speed of
Vr ≈ 50 km s−1 as the time period can be assigned to a posi-
tion of STEREO A close to the interstellar upwind direction in
ecliptic longitude (λ ≈ 230◦). The other two spectra appear to
be shifted to higher speeds and show a distinct tail extending
to higher speeds, which indicates the acceleration of He+ ions.
In the lower right panel of Fig. 3 the He2+ spectra taken in the
main channel are displayed for one 5 min interval within each
considered time period. Obviously, the channel switch and thus
the 10% value of the threshold rate occurs at a higher wHe2+ in the
time periods with compressed solar wind where PUI acceleration
is observed when compared with quiet solar wind. Furthermore,
the count rate decrease as a function of wHe2+ is steeper in the
quiet solar wind than right after the stream interface. Both ef-
fects lead to low wHe2+,10% values in the quiet wind and enhanced
wHe2+,10% values in compressed wind and thus supposedly in ac-
celeration sites. The increased threshold speed wHe2+,10% can be
traced to three different causes or a combination of them: 1) the
acceleration efficiency is high, which expresses itself as a hard
spectrum in wHe2+ (gray spectrum); 2) a large fraction of the He2+
distribution is injected into acceleration; or 3) the density of so-
lar wind He2+ is very high, e.g., due to a solar wind compression.
Both 2) and 3) would push the He2+ spectrum to higher wHe2+,10%
values (as in the green spectrum). All three effects are expected
to occur in conjunction with solar wind compression regions and
thus also to lead to effective He+ acceleration.
Figure 4 shows a composite 2D histogram of the normalized He+
PUI counts as a function of Vr versus wHe2+,10% accumulated for
time intervals in the PUI crescent region (230◦ ≤ λ ≤ 280◦).
At these ecliptic longitudes the PUI injection speed is almost
constant with variations . 5 km s−1. When a He2+ spectrum is
measured that results in wHe2+,10% > 1.35, the He+ distributions
appear to extend to substantially higher speeds. This observation
seems to indicate that under this condition the assumption of a
cutoff VDF with comparable shape independent of ecliptic lon-
gitude is violated. To ensure that the cutoff VDF has a compara-
ble shape and to minimize this effect on the λflow determination,
we filter the entire data set by requiring wHe2+,10% ≤ 1.35.
Of course, the method we use to exclude acceleration sites is
an empirical approach that is not based on an evaluation of the
details of the physical processes that lead to tails or a shift of
the PUI VDF to higher speeds. However, as can be seen from
the example in Fig. 3, all three effects that can lead to a local ap-
pearance of accelerated He2+ and thus per inference of He+ PUIs
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Fig. 3. Upper panel: Solar wind speed, proton density, and the parameter wHe2+ ,10% derived from the He2+ VDF. Four time periods are marked that
correspond to quiet solar wind (blue and red), compressed wind after the stream interface (gray), and compressed fast wind (cyan). Time periods
that are displayed with the red solid line in the wHe2+ ,10% panel are excluded from our analysis. Lower left panel: He+ count histograms measured
in the marked time periods. Lower right panel: He2+ VDF measured by the sensor’s main channel in one 5 min interval within the considered time
periods.
seem to be captured by this method. A more detailed investiga-
tion of these observations and their implications goes beyond
the scope of this work and may be the subject of an indepen-
dent follow-up investigation. Figure 4 shows that our empirical
approach to use the value wHe2+ where the He2+ distribution ex-
ceeds a threshold flux serves as a good indicator for acceleration
of He+ PUIs.
4.4. Determining the pickup ion cutoff speed
The concept we use to determine λflow from the variation of
the cutoff speed is identical to that of the method described in
Möbius et al. (2015). First, the data is filtered for suitable IMF
configurations (Sect. 2), and sites of strong local acceleration
are excluded (Sect. 4.3) to ensure that the shape of the PUI cut-
off is approximately the same. Then, the data is split into bins
of ecliptic longitude, for which a histogram of the He+ counts as
a function of Vr is created. The speed Vr of each He+ count is
calculated from the He+ speed in the solar wind frame and the
solar wind speed. It is introduced more explicitly in the follow-
ing section. For each histogram, the cutoff speed is determined,
and λflow is derived from the variation of these speeds with lon-
gitude. However, we introduce improvements in each of these
steps that are described in the following sections. An overview
of the analysis including an example for each step of the analysis
is illustrated in Fig. 5.
4.4.1. Frame of reference
Due to the pickup process, the speed of PUIs is always related
to the ambient solar wind speed. This is why the PUI VDF has
commonly been considered in terms of the PUI speed normal-
ized to the solar wind speed, wHe+ =
vHe+
vsw
, which is typically
considered in the spacecraft frame of reference (see Kallenbach
et al. (2000)). However, in this frame the speed of a freshly in-
jected ion is not constant due to the gyration about the IMF. For
example, the speed of a PUI created from a neutral at rest al-
ternates between 0 and the maximum speed of 2vsw for an IMF
configuration perpendicular to the solar wind. Furthermore, the
maximum speed of a freshly injected PUI depends on the IMF
orientation. Only the velocity component perpendicular to the
IMF of the relative motion of the former neutral and the solar
wind is crucial for the gyration speed. For example, in Fig. 1
a non-perpendicular IMF orientation is illustrated, where obvi-
ously the freshly injected torus PUIs reach a substantially lower
maximum speed in the spacecraft frame than 2vsw. Considering
the cutoff VDF in this frame, it is clear that it is severely influ-
enced by the IMF orientation.
As already mentioned in Sec. 2, transforming the PUI speed into
the solar wind frame of reference has the advantage that for a
given solar wind speed, the injection speed of freshly injected
PUIs is conserved for a given ecliptic longitude under any IMF
orientation. Therefore, in Drews et al. (2015), the data product
w′He+ =
v′
He+
vsw
has been introduced. This data product has also been
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Fig. 4. Two-dimensional histogram of He+ PUI counts in the crescent
range of ecliptic longitude (230◦ ≤ λ ≤ 280◦) depending on Vr and
wHe2+ ,10%. Only IMF configurations where the torus VDF of freshly in-
jected PUIs is measured by PLASTIC’s aperture are considered by se-
lecting −15◦ ≤ ΘGC ≤ 15◦ and −15◦ ≤ ΦGC ≤ 15◦. The counts per
bin are normalized to the maximum of each wHe2+ ,10% bin. The nomi-
nal cutoff in this range of ecliptic longitude is indicated by the vertical
black dashed line. Above wHe2+ ,10% = 1.35 (white dashed line) the cutoff
smears out to higher speeds, which indicates that acceleration processes
must have acted on the He+ VDF.
utilized in Möbius et al. (2015) to determine the cutoff speed.
However, using this quantity introduces an implicit dependence
of the variation of the cutoff speed with longitude on the solar
wind speed through the normalization in w′He+ . This effect can
be demonstrated by considering a simplified situation: for eclip-
tic longitudes close to the interstellar upwind direction, the in-
terstellar neutrals stream anti-parallel to the solar wind with a
speed Vn ≈ 50 km s−1 with respect to the Sun. Therefore, their
injection speed in the solar wind frame equals the relative speed
between the neutrals and the solar wind. Assuming a solar wind
speed, vsw,1 = 300 km s−1, the injection speed would be vinj,1 =
350 km s−1; at a higher solar wind speed of vsw,1 = 600 km s−1,
the injection speed would be vinj,1 = 650 km s−1. In terms of
wHe+ , these injection speeds correspond to wHe+,1 = 1.17 and
wHe+,2 = 1.08 for the same ecliptic longitude. Thus, the cutoff
speed in terms of wHe+ shows a clear dependence on solar wind
speed. Because the neutral particle speed is constant at a given
ecliptic longitude and does not depend on the solar wind speed, it
is not advisable to use the normalized PUI velocity for the eval-
uation of the interstellar neutral gas flow.
Therefore, we chose to consider the cutoff in terms of Vr:
Vr = v′He+ − vsw (4)
The first term, v′He+ = |vHe+ − vsw|, corresponds to the PUI speed
in the solar wind frame of reference (see Fig. 1). PLASTIC is
able to measure this speed because information about the ion
incident angle is provided by the azimuthal deflection steps
and the latitudinal position bins (see Sec. 3). Thus, Vr is the
difference between the PUI speed and the ideal torus shell,
which is also illustrated in Fig. 2 c. Throughout this paper, we
use He+ histograms in terms of Vr with a bin-width of 10 km s−1.
4.4.2. Techniques for determining cutoff speed
In Möbius et al. (2015) a tanh-function is utilized to fit the cutoff
in the He+ spectra in every ecliptic longitude bin. The point of in-
flection of the tanh-function is then used as the cutoff speed. This
method is illustrated in the upper panel of Fig. 5 b. It yields rea-
sonable results for the cutoff speeds if the He+ counting statistics
are sufficiently high in the considered bin of ecliptic longitude.
If the He+ counting statistics in the ecliptic longitude bin is very
low (maximum of ∼10 counts/bin in the Vr histogram) the counts
per bin are strongly fluctuating due to statistical noise. In this
case, the tanh-fit of the cutoff is likely to yield highly variable
results for the cutoff speeds that deviate significantly from the
expected values.
Therefore, we developed another method to determine the cut-
off speed that is independent of a functional fit to the histogram.
Instead, we smooth the histogram with a 3-Vr-bin weighted run-
ning average, where the weights are calculated from a normal
distribution centered on the considered bin with a width of 3
bins. Additionally, a cubic interpolation is calculated for the
smoothed data. Using this interpolation we define the cutoff
speed as the speed where this interpolation matches 50% of the
maximum of the smoothed data. An example of this method for
a given bin of λ is displayed in the middle panel of Fig. 5 b. The
results of this procedure are expected to be similar to those re-
turned by the fit method as the tanh-function also has its point of
inflection at 50% of its maximum.
We also developed a third option to determine the cutoff speed
that is independent from the other two methods to check how
the cutoff determination method affects the result for the inter-
stellar flow longitude. This method relies on the maximization
of the correlation between the measured distributions and a ref-
erence curve. The reference curve is derived from data accumu-
lated over a range of ecliptic longitude of 250◦ < λ < 260◦ as no
significant changes of the nominal cutoff speed are expected in
this range. Furthermore, the reference curve is smoothed with a
three-bin running-average. In each bin of ecliptic longitude, the
measured spectra are now shifted in Vr such that the correlation
between the spectrum and the reference curve reaches a maxi-
mum. This means that in order to find the offset ∆Vr, we need
to add to the measured spectra to obtain a maximum correlation
coefficient calculated with the reference curve. As we are only
interested in the part of the distribution where the cutoff is lo-
cated, we focus on the range 0 km s−1< Vr <120 km s−1 of the
reference curve. In the lower panel of Fig. 5 b, a demonstration
of this method is given. The shift, ∆Vr, that is applied to the data
to reach the maximum correlation in one bin of ecliptic longi-
tude is taken as the relative cutoff value. As we are comparing
each cutoff VDF with the reference curve taken from the cres-
cent, we expect the highest shift ∆Vr in the focusing cone and
∆Vr ≈ 0 km s−1 in the crescent. This means that the sign of the
∆Vr needs to be flipped to obtain the same curve shape of cutoff
speed versus ecliptic longitude as the other two methods obtain,
and which is shown in Fig. 5 c. However, the sign of ∆Vr is irrel-
evant with respect to the λflow determination methods introduced
in the next section.
In Sec. 6.1 we apply all three methods to the same data set and
compare the results obtained for the interstellar flow longitude.
4.5. Determining the interstellar flow longitude
In Möbius et al. (2015) the authors propose that a precise method
for determining the interstellar flow longitude, λflow, from the
PUI cutoff is to calculate a mirror-correlation coefficient, Cm, for
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Fig. 5. a) Two-dimensional histogram of He+ counts as a function of ecliptic longitude, λ, and Vr. The data have been filtered for IMF orientation
according to −15◦ ≤ ΘGC ≤ 15◦ and −15◦ ≤ ΦGC ≤ 15◦ (see Sects. 3 and 6), and acceleration sites by requiring wHe2+ ,10% ≤ 1.35 (see Sect. 4.3).
The counts per bin are normalized to the maximum of each λ bin. b) Demonstration of the three cutoff determination techniques performed on
the example of bin λ = 100◦. The upper panel shows the tanh-fit as used in Möbius et al. (2015), the middle panel shows the 50% threshold
method, and the lower panel illustrates the maximization of the correlation coefficient with a reference curve. c) Resulting cutoff speeds from the
threshold method as a function of λ. The interstellar flow longitude is determined by fitting Eq. 5 to the results. d) Mirror-correlation coefficients for
every bin of λ calculated from the cutoff speeds. The interstellar flow longitude is determined by fitting a cos-function to the resulting correlation
coefficients.
every bin of ecliptic longitude and then fit this data with a cos-
function with variable amplitude and phase. The resulting value
for the phase-parameter corresponds to the position of the focus-
ing cone or crescent, respectively. An example of this method
is shown in Fig. 5 d. The main advantage of this method is that
it is completely independent from any model of the radial neu-
tral particle speed as the only assumption is that it is symmetric
about the flow direction. The disadvantage is that it neglects that
the STEREO A orbit is not a perfect circle, which of course af-
fects the symmetry of the measured cutoff speeds and introduces
a systematic error on the order of ∆λflow ≈ 0.1◦, which is dis-
cussed in Möbius et al. (2015).
In Möbius et al. (2015) an analytical model for the radial neutral
particle speed at 1 AU is also given,
v2n,r = 2 +v
2
ISN∞ − (1 − cos λ) −
[
v2ISN∞ sin
2 λ
+ vISN∞ sin |λ|
√
v2ISN∞ sin
2 λ + 4(1 − cos λ)
]
/2, (5)
where vn,r =
Vn,r
VE
and vISN∞ = VISN∞VE is the neutral particle
speed at the observer and infinity, respectively, normalized to
VE =
√
GMS
RE
with the gravitational constant, G; solar mass, MS ;
and Sun–Earth distance, RE = 1 AU. The interstellar flow lon-
gitude, λflow, is connected to λ via λ = λObs − λflow − 180◦. We
note that this equation has been derived under the assumption
that the orbital plane of the neutrals is equivalent to the ecliptic
plane, which means that the latitudinal tilt of the interstellar neu-
tral flow has been neglected.
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Using this equation, one can also perform a three-parameter
least-squares fit of the cutoff speed data with λflow, VISN∞, and an
offset as free parameters. By using the known relation of ecliptic
longitude and solar distance of STEREO A, it is easy to consider
the STEREO A orbit in this fit by renormalizing the parameters.
The model matches the data reasonably, which can be seen in the
example in Fig. 5 c.
We use both of these methods for the determination of the inter-
stellar flow longitude from the He+ cutoff values and compare
the results in Sec. 6.1.
5. Error estimation
Concerning the estimated error that our analysis yields for λflow,
we distinguish between two different errors related to their differ-
ent sources. On the one hand, our analysis has a statistical error
due to the limited He+ counts. On the other hand, varying so-
lar wind conditions that slightly influence the determined cutoff
speeds may lead to a systematic but stochastically distributed er-
ror. Both errors can be estimated using Monte Carlo techniques.
Generally, count rates such as those in the Vr histograms for ev-
ery bin of ecliptic longitude follow Poisson statistics. Thus, we
estimate the statistical error by adding Poissonian noise accord-
ing to the counting statistics for each bin to the Vr histograms
and repeating the analysis N = 1000 times using data sets mod-
ified in this way. The standard deviation of the results for λflow
serves as our estimate for the purely statistical error.
The estimate of the stochastic error is a little more involved.
Here, we exploit that our data consist of seven STEREO A orbits.
Thus, there are seven independent and decoupled measurements
of the cutoff under different solar wind conditions. By discarding
two orbits of data each time, we get 21 different combinations of
five out of seven orbits with sufficient statistics that we can uti-
lize to estimate the error of our analysis that is introduced by
the slight variation of the cutoff due to varying solar wind con-
ditions. This method is closely related to the error estimation for
λflow utilized by Drews et al. (2012). In the approach applied in
this work, variations of the interplanetary conditions introduce
stochastically distributed fluctuations in the PUI flux, which is
utilized to determine the location of the focusing cone and cres-
cent. Consequently, we derive the cutoff in every bin of ecliptic
longitude for all 21 combinations of 5 orbits. Afterwards, we de-
termine λflow N = 1000 times by randomly choosing one of these
21 results in every bin of ecliptic longitude. The standard devia-
tion of the results for λflow serves as our total error estimate that
includes both error sources.
6. Results
In the previous sections, we presented approaches to eliminate
systematic effects that may influence the result for the interstel-
lar flow longitude, λflow, derived from the PUI cutoff and a new
approach for estimating the error of the obtained λflow value.
Now we apply this modified analysis to STEREO A/PLASTIC
He+ PUI observations from 2007 through 2014.
6.1. Updated results for the interstellar flow longitude
First, we compare how the different methods for determining
cutoff and the two different options used to derive the interstellar
flow longitude from the cutoff speeds affect the results. For this,
we take data filtered for IMF configurations where the PUI torus
is supposedly covered by PLASTIC’s velocity space coverage.
To ensure that the torus is inside PLASTIC’s aperture in the lat-
itudinal and longitudinal direction we restrict the data to IMFs
where −15◦ ≤ ΘGC ≤ 15◦ and −15◦ ≤ ΦGC ≤ 15◦, respectively.
The bin width of ecliptic longitude is chosen to be ∆λ = 1◦. To
demonstrate the effect of acceleration sites on the analysis, we
compare how the filter for wHe2+,10% ≤ 1.35 influences the ob-
tained values for λflow and its errors. The results are summarized
in Table 1.
First of all, the result that the observed curve of the cutoff
speeds (Fig. 5 c) fits the predicted behavior of the injection speed
(Fig. 2 b) shows that the assumption that we can relate the PUI
cutoff speed to the injection speed is justified. Furthermore, the
stochastic errors of all methods are significantly smaller than one
bin width and the very high correlation coefficients of the mirror-
correlation imply a high level of symmetry.
Considering the results from the data set, which has not been fil-
tered for acceleration sites, one can see that the results derived
from the different cutoff determination techniques deviate sig-
nificantly from each other. In particular, the λflow values derived
from the tanh-fit and the 50% threshold technique do not agree
within their mutual stochastic errors. Apparently, different cut-
off determination techniques have a different sensitivity to the
impact of acceleration sites. The systematic errors that are intro-
duced, which are stochastically distributed over ecliptic longi-
tude, lead to the differences in the results for λflow.
This is not the case for the data set in which acceleration sites
have been excluded. The 50% threshold method shows a small
deviation (∆λflow ≈ 0.25◦) from the other two methods that
obtain very similar results (∆λflow ≈ 0.04◦). However, all val-
ues agree within their mutual uncertainties, both statistical and
stochastic. Furthermore, a decrease of the stochastic errors is ob-
served when filtering the data for acceleration sites. This is also
supported by the increase in the maximum mirror-correlation co-
efficient, which implies that an enhanced symmetry of the cutoff
speeds is obtained. These results support the conclusion that it
is necessary to exclude acceleration sites from the data. Conse-
quently, we only discuss the results obtained from the filtered
data in the following.
All results for λflow from the filtered data show a significant de-
viation of ∆λflow ≈ −1◦ from the value presented in Möbius
et al. (2016a): λflow = 76.19◦ ± 0.04◦. The statistical error is
in all cases slightly larger than the value of σstat. = 0.15◦ esti-
mated in Möbius et al. (2016b). Furthermore, the tanh-fit method
seems to be most affected by statistical fluctations, while the
maximum correlation method is the most stable with respect
to statistics. Interestingly, this trend is inverted for the stochas-
tic error, which is introduced by the variability of solar wind
conditions. It is about a factor of two larger than the statistical
error. The uncertainty for λflow given in Möbius et al. (2016a)
was highly underestimated as the stochastic error derived with
our approach is about one order of magnitude larger. However,
Möbius et al. (2015, 2016a) explicitly noted that their error esti-
mate was solely based on statistical considerations and that sys-
tematic errors would likely be larger and still needed to be stud-
ied. In any case, the difference between the obtained errors of the
different cutoff determination techniques is on the order of 10%.
While inside the stochastic uncertainties, there seems to be a
consistent difference between the interstellar flow longitude de-
termined from the mirror-correlation and the direct fit with Eq. 5.
The cos-fit of the mirror-correlation coefficients obtained λflow
values that are ∆λflow ≈ 0.2◦ lower than those derived from the
fit of Eq. 5 to the cutoff speeds. To some extent, this may be con-
nected to the non-circular orbit of STEREO A, which is consid-
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Table 1. Results for the interstellar flow longitude, λflow, from the He+ PUI cutoff derived from three different methods to determine cutoff and two
different ways to determine λflow from the cutoff speeds. Furthermore the maximum of the mirror-correlation coefficients, max(Cm), and the errors,
σstat. and σstoch. discussed in Sec. 5 are displayed. The IMF filter was set to −15◦ ≤ ΦGC ≤ 15◦ and −15◦ ≤ ΘGC ≤ 15◦. For the results displayed in
the lower rows, we required wHe2+ ,10% ≤ 1.35 in the data selection to exclude acceleration sites.
Method Mirror-correlation Model-fit
λflow [◦] max(Cm) σstat. [◦] σstoch. [◦] λflow [◦] σstat. [◦] σstoch. [◦]
without wHe2+,10% filter:
tanh-fit 75.33 0.965 0.27 0.45 75.62 0.24 0.45
50% threshold 76.11 0.954 0.18 0.54 76.39 0.16 0.50
max. correlation 75.78 0.968 0.17 0.45 75.98 0.15 0.43
with wHe2+,10% filter:
tanh-fit 75.18 0.975 0.23 0.35 75.41 0.22 0.34
50% threshold 74.88 0.971 0.20 0.36 75.17 0.18 0.35
max. correlation 75.15 0.974 0.18 0.41 75.34 0.16 0.39
ered in Eq. 5 and not in the mirror-correlation approach, but it is
likely not the entire reason because the estimated difference for
the ellipticity is smaller. Furthermore, comparing the statistical
and stochastic errors estimated for the two different λflow deter-
mination methods, it can be seen that both produce comparable
uncertainties.
6.2. Influence of ΦGC on λflow results
The enhanced data quality that is established by the improve-
ments of the method makes it possible to study further syste-
matic influences on the results for λflow. A key parameter that
affects the PUI VDF, and therefore the PUI transport, is the IMF
orientation. As we are only interested in the interstellar flow lon-
gitude, the parameter ΦGC is crucial as a latitudinal transport ef-
fect or the latitudinal orientation of the torus is not supposed to
affect the derived interstellar flow longitude.
Thus, we perform the analysis with data sets filtered for different
IMF configurations and focus on the parameter ΦGC. We require
again that −15◦ < ΘGC < 15◦ to ensure that the ideal torus falls
into PLASTIC’s FoV in the range of −22.5◦ . ΦGC . 22.5◦.
Furthermore, we still exclude sites with enhanced local accel-
eration signatures by filtering the data for wHe2+,10% ≤ 1.35. As
we want to explore the entire range of possible ΦGC angles, this
means that the ideal torus is not necessarily in PLASTIC’s FoV,
in particular in the range |ΦGC| & 22.5◦. For the cutoff deter-
mination method we chose the 50% threshold approach as this
method copes best with low statistics, which can occur due to the
narrow selection of IMF data. For the determination of λflow the
direct model fit was chosen, because of the smaller uncertainties
and the elliptical orbit of STEREO A which is considered in the
model.
In Fig. 6 one can see the results for λflow over the ΦGC range. It is
apparent that for IMF configurations where an ideal torus would
be measured by PLASTIC’s aperture (red shaded area) the re-
sult for λflow depends approximately linearly on the selected ΦGC
range. This trend seems to continue for configurations where an
ideal torus would be just outside PLASTIC’s aperture, which is
probably related to the non-zero width of a real torus VDF. At
magnetic field configurations where the torus is clearly outside
of PLASTIC’s aperture (|ΦGC| & 40◦) no correlation between
the IMF configuration and the result for λflow is observed, al-
though these data points have comparatively large error bars. We
also performed this analysis using the other cutoff determination
methods, which produced similar results and in particular the
same clear trend that can be seen in Fig. 6.
Comparing these results to the values determined from a broad
range of IMF data that are displayed in Table 1, one can see
that these values are slightly lower than the intersection of the
curve in Fig. 6 with ΦGC = 0◦, but within the stochastic un-
certainties. This difference may be caused by the fact that IMF
angles with ΦGC > 0◦ occur more frequently than IMF angles
with ΦGC < 0◦, because angles with ΦGC > 0◦ are closer to the
Parker angle which corresponds to the mean IMF.
Fig. 6. Results of λflow for different selections of IMF orientations in
terms of ΦGC. Due to the small sample size, especially in the |ΦGC| &
40◦ region, a comparatively coarse resolution in ecliptic longitude of
∆λ = 4◦ was chosen for the analysis. The error of λflow corresponds to
the stochastic error, while the errorbars in ΦGC illustrate the selected
ΦGC range. The data points are displayed at the mean ΦGC value for
each range. The red area corresponds to the values where an ideal torus
would be detected by PLASTIC neglecting STEREO A’s eigen-velocity.
7. Discussion
As already mentioned in the previous section, the results listed in
Table 1 deviate considerably from the result presented in Möbius
et al. (2016a), λflow = 76.19◦ ± 0.04◦. This supports the hypoth-
esis that systematic influences like the dependence of the cut-
off speed on the solar wind speed, which we eliminated by de-
riving the cutoff in terms of Vr instead of wsw, or the presence
of acceleration sites may have a strong impact on the result for
λflow, which cannot be neglected. Our error estimate, which now
includes contributions from stochastically distributed variations
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in the interplanetary conditions, is about one order of magni-
tude higher for our results than presented in Möbius et al. (2015,
2016a), which is solely the pure fit error of the cos-fit to the
mirror-correlation coefficients. The errors presented in Table 1
are derived from a totally different approach. On the one hand,
it takes into account the limited counting statistics; on the other
hand, the varying solar wind conditions that can slightly influ-
ence the cutoff are considered. Nevertheless, one can see that
the data quality is improved compared to the previous results.
The maximum of the mirror-correlation coefficients shown in
Möbius et al. (2016a) is clearly below 0.900, while with our in-
troduced improvements mirror-correlation coefficients of up to
0.974 are reached. This implies that the curve of the cutoff speed
versus ecliptic longitude shows an enhanced symmetry which
enables a more precise determination of λflow. Apparently, the
filter for suited IMF directions has a considerable impact on the
result for the interstellar flow longitude derived from the PUI
cutoff. This is turn means that when accumulating the data over
a wide range of IMF configurations, as we did to derive the val-
ues displayed in Table 1 and as was performed in Möbius et al.
(2016a), the result for λflow strongly depends on the mix of IMF
angles. Additionally, this dependence plays a role in the stochas-
tic error. As every orbit consists of a unique mix of IMF config-
urations, the cutoff speed in every orbit varies stochastically.
The reason for this dependence must be connected to the torus
VDF of freshly injected PUIs and its anisotropy. Furthermore,
whatever causes this effect must systematically depend on the
combination of ecliptic longitude and IMF as otherwise no
asymmetry in the cutoff speeds would be introduced. For exam-
ple, an effect that would increase the cutoff speed independently
of the longitudinal position of STEREO A would just affect the
offset parameter in the fit of the model based on Eq. 5 and not
λflow. This argument is, of course, also valid for the fit of the
mirror-correlation coefficients. Only if the cutoff is altered to-
gether with a longitudinal dependence is the result for λflow af-
fected.
One possible process that could produce the observed signature
is longitudinal transport. As PUIs remain gyrotropic at all times
due to the Lorentz-force, their guiding-center velocity depends
on the local IMF orientation. If we assume that PUIs are trans-
ported towards higher ecliptic longitudes between their time of
injection and the time when they are measured, a systematically
lower cutoff is determined at λ ≈ 150◦ and a systematically
higher cutoff is determined at λ ≈ 350◦ (Fig. 5 c). This would
shift the entire cutoff speed curve towards higher ecliptic longi-
tudes and thus an increased value for λflow would be determined.
One might surmise that under a perfectly perpendicular IMF
orientation (ΦGC = 0◦) the nominal λflow would be deter-
mined. However, STEREO A’s eigen-velocity (which affects the
velocity-space coverage of PLASTIC), possible asymmetries of
the PUI torus VDF (Drews et al. 2015), and the unknown his-
tory of the locally measured IMF transform this into a more
involved problem whose individual effects need to be studied
separately before being included either in the data selection or
through appropriate corrections. Furthermore, PLASTIC’s in-
strument function and, in particular, the efficiency of the position
bins that are used to transform the measured speed into the so-
lar wind frame, are complex and not well determined. Hence, we
cannot yet exclude that the signature presented in Fig. 6 is caused
by the interplay of the complexities of the PUI VDF and PLAS-
TIC’s instrument function. For this reason, additional observa-
tional constraints and a better understanding of the PUI trans-
port effects will have to be developed. These investigations go
beyond the scope of this work and will be included in a separate
study in the near future.
8. Conclusion
We have revisited the determination of the interstellar flow lon-
gitude based on the PUI cutoff proposed by Möbius et al. (2015).
In the first part of this work, we focused on the improvement of
the analysis. By using Vr instead of wsw we eliminated a possi-
ble systematic influence caused by solar wind speed variations.
Another problem that we addressed was the impact of local ac-
celeration sites, which constitute a possible source for system-
atic uncertainties in the cutoff determination that are stochasti-
cally distributed over ecliptic longitude. Thus, they can affect
the derivation of λflow and, of course, increase the uncertainty of
the result. By considering the VDF of He2+ we were able to ex-
clude them to a large extent.
For the determination of the cutoff speed, we have proposed two
new methods, which we show are consistent with the previously
used method. A new approach to estimate the error of the analy-
sis was introduced. On the one hand, the statistical error caused
by the limited number of He+ counts was considered; on the
other hand, a stochastic error caused by varying solar wind con-
ditions was taken into account. Both errors were estimated using
Monte Carlo approaches. The results of the modified analysis
deviate by ∆λflow ≈ −1◦ from the result presented in Möbius
et al. (2016a). This illustrates how the systematic errors that we
claim to have minimized, have an impact on the result for λflow.
The resulting stochastic errors of ∼ 0.4◦ are about one order of
magnitude larger than the error presented in Möbius et al. (2015,
2016a) of 0.04◦.
Additionally, we found that a direct fit of a model to the data
yields an error for the interstellar flow longitude comparable
with calculating and fitting mirror-correlation coefficients. The
advantage of the direct fit of the cutoff speeds is that the model
incorporates the non-circular orbit of STEREO A, which intro-
duces a systematic error in the mirror-correlation approach. Nev-
ertheless, the mirror-correlation coefficients calculated for the
cutoff speeds derived from the newly filtered data with the mod-
ified methods imply an improved data quality.
Using these improvements, we were able to uncover an unex-
pected systematic dependence of the derived interstellar flow
longitude from the considered IMF configurations. This depen-
dence is not only crucial for determining the actual interstellar
flow longitude from the PUI cutoff, but is also very interesting
for fundamental PUI transport physics.
This means that the λflow results of this study displayed in Ta-
ble 1 and the value presented in Möbius et al. (2016a) are still
influenced by the mix of IMF orientations that appear in the se-
lection of the data used to derive these values. At this point, we
would like to emphasize that with our current understanding the
value of λflow = 75.41◦±0.34◦ with the lowest stochastical uncer-
tainty should not be taken as the real interstellar flow longitude.
Our understanding of the involved processes is still not thorough
enough to correct for the systematic trend that is introduced by
the IMF orientation. Thus, we plan to investigate possible expla-
nations for this effect in more detail and with a further refinement
in the data selection in a follow-up study.
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5.3.1 Additional Observational Constraints
Figure 18: Further observational constraints related to the variation of the λflow result with
IMF orientation, ΦGC. a) Utilizing data sorted for solar wind speed: compara-
tively slow solar wind (vsw < 400 km s−1) is displayed in black, faster solar
wind (vsw > 400 km s−1) in red. b) Utilizing data sorted for IMF variability: com-
paratively calm IMF (σB < 5.4◦) is displayed in black, variable IMF (σB > 5.4◦) in
red.
To find additional observational constraints for the systematic effect of the IMF ori-
entation on the λflow result presented in Fig. 6 of Taut et al. (2018), the analysis
has been repeated filtering the data for different solar wind conditions. On the
one hand, the data has been split into two ranges of solar wind speed, compara-
tively slow solar wind (vsw < 400 km s−1) and fast solar wind (vsw > 400 km s−1).
The results are displayed in Fig. 18 a. As there is very poor statistics for IMF an-
gles with |ΦGC| > 40◦, the focus is set on IMF configurations, where an ideal
torus would fall into PLASTIC’s FoV. Apparently, the observed effect is more pro-
nounced at low solar wind speeds than at high solar wind speeds. Additionally,
Figure 19: Analysis of the λflow result
as a function of selected IMF
orientation with two different
FoVs: In black with the full FoV
(all available position bins), in
red a restricted FoV (position
bins 12 to 20, see Fig. 20).
it has been tested, if the observed variabil-
ity of the IMF has an impact on the sys-
tematic trend of λflow with ΦGC. We quan-
tified this variability by considering 1-min
mean IMF vectors. For every PLASTIC mea-
surement cycle, the mean angular change
of the IMF vector, σB, has been calculated
in the time range ±15 min of the consid-
ered measurement cycle. According to σB,
the data set has been split in half, which
corresponds to a limit of σB = 5.4◦. The
results of the analysis of λflow vs. ΦGC is
displayed in Fig. 18 b. Again, a clear differ-
ence between the data sets is observed. In
times with a calm IMF the effect is signifi-
cantly more pronounced than in times with
a high variability of the IMF orientation.
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Figure 20: Velocity space sketch of
the FoV of PLASTIC’s SWS
and its position bin res-
olution in azimuthal di-
rection. Inside this FoV
PLASTIC can distinguish
between 32 position bins.
An example of an ideal
torus VDF is illustrated
(torus created from neu-
tral at rest) and the angle
ΦGC is depicted, which
follows from the IMF ori-
entation. Thus for IMF
orientations with 0◦ <
ΦGC < 22.5◦ the ideal
torus VDF would fall into
postion bins < 16.
Another test we can perform is related to the FoV of PLASTIC. Due to its position
sensitive detection system, one can artificially shrink the FoV in azimuthal direc-
tion by just selecting the central position bins. An illustration of the position bin
coverage in velocity space is given in Fig. 20. The result of this restriction in the
data set is displayed in Fig. 19. Compared to the data set, in which all position
bins have been taken into account, the curve of λflow as a function of ΦGC shows a
steeper decrease.
5.3.2 Explanation for the Observed Effect
In Taut et al. (2018) it is surmised that again longitudinal transport of the PUIs leads
to the observed trend of the λflow result as a function of IMF orientation displayed
in Fig. 6 of the publication. The mechanism how this leads to the observed shift
is displayed in Fig. 21. Due to the Lorentz force, PUIs are bound to the IMF line at
any time. This means that the guiding center velocity, which depicts their average
motion along the field line, is not necessarily equal to the radial solar wind velocity.
Consequently, PUIs are transported in longitude, if they preserve their guiding cen-
ter velocity for a prolonged time. In the middle panels of Fig. 21 a positive guiding
center velocity in vy corresponds to transport to increasing ecliptic longitude, a
negative velocity to decreasing ecliptic longitudes. This means that PUIs from the
initial torus VDF are transported to increased ecliptic longitudes at ΦGC > 0◦. In
contrast to that, we observe for these IMF orientations a shift of λflow to decreased
values implying a transport into the opposite direction. However, as indicated by
the shaded hemispheres, more velocity space is covered for PUIs that have the con-
trary sign in the guiding center velocity. We assume that the torus distributed ions
are locally injected and, thus, did not have sufficient time to be transported. How-
ever, the underlying distribution consists of ions that have already undergone a
scattering process and are therefore likely to be older. These ions have had suffi-
cient time to be transported and this transport is directed into the observed direc-
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Figure 21: Illustration of longitudinal transport that is supposed to lead to the observed
shift of the λflow result with IMF orientation. The middle panels show velocity
space sketches for two given IMF orientations. As the PUI motion is bound to
the IMF, the guiding center velocities in vy direction are positive in the white
hemisphere and negative in the grey hemisphere, which leads to longitudinal
transport. The coverage of the FoV of these two areas depends on the IMF orien-
tation, which may lead to the observation of a transport effect.
tion of the λflow shift. This mechanism fits well to the observations of the effect with
respect to solar wind speed and IMF variability displayed in Fig. 18. The fast solar
wind is commonly more turbulent than the slow solar wind (Tu and Marsch, 1995).
Thus, more pitch-angle scattering is assumed to happen in the fast solar wind. For
a transport effect, the PUIs need to preserve their pitch-angle for a prolonged time
and thus pitch-angle scattering would hamper longitudinal transport. This is also
in close relation to the variability of the IMF direction. Only under a stable IMF
orientation the PUIs would be transported efficiently into one direction. In a highly
variable IMF less transport would be observed and also more pitch-angle scattering
would occur. However, the observation of a steeper curve in a narrower azimuthal
FoV displayed in Fig. 19 does not fit this model. With such a restriction in the FoV
only PUIs with a small longitudinal guiding-center velocity are sampled. A smaller
guiding-center velocity would lead to less longitudinal transport and therefore a
less steep signature would be expected from a narrower FoV.
Hence, we suggest an alternative mechanism that could create the observed
trend of λflow with ΦGC. We argue that the orientation of the initial torus VDF
in velocity space and how this VDF is covered by PLASTIC’s FoV may be responsi-
ble for creating this effect. An illustration of the mechanism is provided in Fig. 22.
The torus VDF is not an ideal structure, but it is smeared out in velocity space
and has a non-zero width. Thus, depending on the IMF orientation more or less
freshly injected torus PUIs are measured. This torus is superposed over a back-
ground of isotropic PUIs that have already scattered. Both, the torus PUIs and the
isotropic PUIs have a characteristic shape. Now the interplay of these two shapes,
or more precisely the fraction of PUIs from the initial torus VDF and the isotropic
PUIs, affects the cutoff speed determined by any of our cutoff speed determina-
tion techniques. If more ions from the torus VDF are measured and therefore a
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Figure 22: Illustration of an alternative mechanism that could lead to the observed shift
of the λflow result with IMF orientation, which is not related to transport. The
signature, which is commonly called the torus VDF, is smeared out and it has a
non-zero angular width. Due to the tangential injection velocity, the location of
the torus signature varys in location. Therefore, more or less PUIs from the torus
VDF are sampled depending on ecliptic longitude. The ratio of measured torus
VDF and isotropic background affects the determined cutoff speed. At ecliptic
longitudes, where the tangential injection speed shifts the torus more inside of
the FoV (for example the green torus signature in the top middle panel) a higher
cutoff speed is determined and vice versa. This introduces an asymmetry in the
cutoff speeds, which leads to a shift of the determined λflow.
pronounced torus signature is observed, the determined cutoff speed is increased
and vice versa. Anyhow, if this would only be related to the IMF orientation with
stochastically distributed variations depending on the solar wind conditions, no
shift of the determined λflow would be expected. There has to be a systematic de-
pendence on ecliptic longitude that introduces an asymmetry with respect to the
real λflow. Here, the tangential velocity component of the interstellar neutrals, Vt,
comes into play. The tangential velocity does not systematically influence the injec-
tion speed in the solar wind frame itself, but it has an impact on the location of
the torus VDF in velocity space. For positive tangential velocities, the torus VDF is
"lifted-up" in velocity space, for negative speeds it is "pushed-down" (see middle
panels of Fig. 22). For example, at λ ≈ 135◦ the neutral tangential velocity is neg-
ative and for λ ≈ 30◦ this component is positive. This means, that for a given IMF
orientation the FoV covers more or less PUIs from the torus VDF depending on eclip-
tic longitude. In one half of the orbit, the initial torus is systematically shifted out
of the FoV and vice versa. This introduces an asymmetry of the determined cutoff
speeds with respect to λflow, which could lead to the observed trend of determined
λflow with ΦGC.
The additional observational constraints presented in Sec. 5.3.1 can also be ex-
plained by this mechanism. An increased solar wind speed would weaken the
effect, as the angular shift of the torus VDF in velocity space due to tangential
injection speed is decreased with increasing solar wind speed. Furthermore, an in-
creased pitch-angle scattering rate due to a variable IMF would broaden the torus
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VDF. Then, a shift of the torus VDF in velocity space would have a decreased impact
on the number of PUIs that fall into the FoV. This mechanism also explains the obser-
vation of a steeper trend with a restricted FoV. If the torus is located just at the edge
of the FoV in velocity space, the largest shift of λflow is expected. Then the change of
the tangential injection velocity has the largest impact on the number of PUIs from
the torus that fall into the FoV. Assuming the ideal torus VDF created from neutrals
at rest and neglecting the spacecraft eigen-velocity, the torus would be located just
at the edge of the unrestricted FoV at an IMF orientation with ΦGC = 22.5◦. With a
restricted FoV, this angle is decreased accordingly. Therefore a steeper signature of
λflow as a function of ΦGC is expected.
Two conditions must be fulfilled, so that this mechanism can create the observed
asymmetry of the determined cutoff speeds:
1. The determined cutoff speed must depend on the strength of the observed
torus VDF signature.
2. The tangential injection velocity must have a significant impact on the orien-
tation of the torus VDF in velocity space.
To investigate the first condition, we consider data collected in the crescent range of
ecliptic longitude, 230◦ to 280◦. From previous determinations of λflow, we estimate
the crescent location to be λcr. ≈ 255◦ (Wood et al., 2015; Schwadron et al., 2015).
The main reason, why we choose this range in ecliptic longitude is, that in this
range a very small variation of the cutoff speed (∆Vr < 5 km s−1) with ecliptic
longitude is expected (see e.g. left panel of Fig. 24). Therefore, we can test how
the orientation of the torus VDF that is defined by the IMF orientation affects the
determined cutoff speed. The results are displayed in Fig. 23. On the left hand side,
the IMF orientation has been restricted to orientations close to the ecliptic plane and
the ΦGC angle has been varied. A systematic trend of the determined cutoff speed
with IMF orientation is found, that is asymmetric with respect to ΦGC = 0◦. On
Figure 23: 2D He+ count histograms as a function of Vr and the IMF orientation. The counts
have been normalized to the maximum counts in each bin of IMF orientation.
The ecliptic longitude has been restricted to 230◦ < λ < 280◦ and acceleration
sites have been excluded from the data for both figures. The solid black line
shows the cutoff speed in each IMF orientation bin determined from a tanh-
fit of the histogram. a) Here, IMF orientation lying approximately within the
ecliptic plane are chosen and the variation of ΦGC is considered. Thus, the torus
is running through the aperture in azimuthal direction (see also Fig. 20). b)
IMF orientations approximately normal to the ecliptic plane are chosen and the
variation of ΘGC is considered. The torus is running through the aperture in
latitudinal direction.
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the one hand, this is due to the spacecraft eigen-velocity of vSC ≈ 30 km s−1 which
shifts the FoV in velocity space (see e.g. middle panels of Fig. 21 and 22). On the
other hand, this is due to the sensor’s detection efficiency, which is a function of
incident angle. The position bins and their coverage in velocity space are illustrated
in Fig. 20 and an estimate for the position bin efficiency is given in Sec. 5.3.3 and
Fig. 25. Somehow, the position bins around bin ∼ 12 show an increased efficiency.
Furthermore, also selection effects may play a role in the creation of this structure.
IMF orientation withΦGC < 0◦ preferentially occur in rarefaction regions, where an
enhanced cooling of the PUI VDF is expected that could lead to a decreased cutoff
speed. On the right hand side of Fig. 23, the IMF has been restricted to angles that
are approximately normal to the ecliptic plane and the cutoff has been considered
as a function of ΘGC. Here, a symmetric decrease of the determined cutoff speed
is observed. The advantage of this configuration is that the detection efficiency in
latitudinal direction is anticipated to be symmetric and that no selection effects are
expected to occur. Anyhow, both figures indicate that the determined cutoff speed
is related to the ambient IMF orientation. Therefore, the abundance of measured
PUIs from the torus VDF is very likely to have an effect on the determined cutoff
speeds.
For the investigation of the second condition, we consider ranges of ecliptic lon-
gitute, in which a high tangential velocity of the interstellar neutrals is expected:
100◦ to 200◦ for negative Vt, 310◦ to 360◦ and 0◦ to 50◦ for positive Vt. In these
ranges, the orientation of the PUI torus VDF in velocity space is studied. For this
task, an analysis concept developed by Drews et al. (2015) is utilized. As already
mentioned, PLASTIC has the ability to measure 3D VDFs, because of its position sen-
sitive detection system. However, in particular the efficiency in azimuthal direction
is not sufficiently known to derive these VDFs in a straight-forward way. Neverthe-
less, in Drews et al. (2015) a method has been developed to derive differences of
the 2D PUI VDF as a function of IMF orientation. With the help of this method, one
can compare the 2D VDF under various IMF orientations.
In the two top panels of Fig. 24 the results of this analysis for the two ranges
of ecliptic longitude and various IMF orientations are shown. The displayed color
code is a probability density that indicates how many PUIs were measured in the
given velocity space volume compared to other IMF orientations. One can see that
the main increase in probability density due to the initial torus VDF is shifted with
respect to the expected position according to the considered tangential injection
speeds. In other words: for negative tangential injection speeds, the torus VDF is
located below the expected location in velocity space, for positive speeds above
the expected location. In the bottom panel of Fig. 24, the difference between the
two signs in tangential injection speed is directly shown as a 1D representation of
the plots above. For this plot, only the speed range, in which the torus is expected
(−30 km s−1 < Vr < 60 km s−1) is taken into account, and the probability density is
shown as a function of incident angle in the solar wind frame, β. To guide the eye,
a 3-bin running average has been calculated. The torus signature is clearly shifted
with respect to each other according to the tangential injection speed. This shows,
that this velocity component has a significant impact on the location of the torus
VDF in velocity space.
With both conditions fulfilled, this strongly indicates that the latter mechanism
is the main driver of the observed trend of the determined λflow as a function of
ΦGC.
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Figure 24: Measurements of the location of the torus VDF signature in velocity space. The
panel on the left-hand side, shows the theoretical radial and tangential velocities
of neutral helium at the orbit of STA as a function of ecliptic longitude calculated
from Eqn. 5 of Taut et al. (2018) (λflow = 75◦, vISN,∞ = 26.2 km s−1). The top two
panels show the results for the 2D He+ probability density in velocity space for
different IMF orientations from the analysis developed by Drews et al. (2015).
The red dashed line depicts the expected orientation of the torus VDF of freshly
injected PUIs. The bottom panel shows a 1D projection of the panels above for
the speed range −30 km s−1 < Vr < 60 km s−1 plotted as a function of β,
the azimuthal incident angle in the solar wind frame. The red and black curve
correspond to the ranges of ecliptic longitude marked in the figure on the left-
hand side.
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Figure 25: 2D count histogram of
He+ in parallel IMF ori-
entations (|ΦGC| > 50◦)
as a function of E/Q
step and position bin.
Furthermore accelerated
He+ has been excluded
Vr < 60 km s−1 and solar
wind background is sup-
pressed.
5.3.3 Improved Result for λflow
With an improved understanding of the mechanism creating the effect discussed
in the previous section, we aim to obtain a result for λflow that is not influenced by
this systematic error anymore. Apparently, the location of the torus VDF in velocity
space is crucial for the determined cutoff speeds and this location is always affected
by the tangential injection speed.
One challenge in this task poses the unknown position bin efficiency that needs
to be considered. As we assume that the systematic motion of the torus VDF sig-
nature inside the FoV creates the systematic error that has been adressed in the
previous section, knowledge about the position bin efficiency is required to cor-
rect for this effect. To estimate the position bin efficiency from in-flight data, we
assume that at IMF orientations with |ΦGC| > 50◦ only the isotropic part of the He+
PUI VDF is sampled. As observed in Taut et al. (2016), accelerated PUIs preferentially
stream along the field lines and, thus, introduce an anisotropy at these angles. We
aim to minimize this effect by requiring Vr < 60 km s−1. Furthermore, we expect
the position bin efficiency to depend on the incident ion’s energy. Therefore, we
consider the position bin efficiency of He+ as a function of PLASTIC’s E/Q steps.
If we assume that the VDF that is measured by PLASTIC is isotropic, the observed
count rates of every position bin at a given E/Q step are expected to be equal.
Hence, we can estimate the relative position bin efficiency by considering a 2D
He+ count histogram of the data described above as a function of E/Q step and
position bin normalized to the sum of all counts in each E/Q step. This is shown in
Fig. 25. For each count measured at a given E/Q step and position bin, the inverse
of the corresponding histogram value is taken as weighting, which serves as the
position bin efficiency correction. This is, however, likely to be an oversimplified
approach. The main assumption that at these IMF orientations only an isotropic
VDF is sampled is not necessarily true. In Drews et al. (2015) also signatures of
decelerated PUIs streaming along the IMF were observed, which contradict our as-
sumption. A more sophisticated approach to correct for the position bin efficiency
would involve comparing data before and after July 2015, where the STA spacecraft
was flipped. This means that also the azimuthal position bins are mirrored from
which a more realistic estimate of the position bin efficiency could be derived.
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Another issue that needs to be considered for correcting this effect is the deter-
mination of the expected torus position in velocity space from the IMF orientation.
The angles ΦGC and ΘGC utilized on Taut et al. (2018) denote the orientation of the
torus with respect to the radial direction. But STA moves with a tangential speed
of vSTA ≈ 30 km s−1, which means that for ΦGC = 0◦ the torus is not located in the
center of the FoV (see e.g. Fig. 20). As there is only a shift of the FoV in tangential
direction, the angle ΘGC is not affected. However, knowing the spacecraft and the
solar wind speed, we can calculate Φ ′GC which denotes the location of the ideal
torus with respect to the spacecraft’s eigen-velocity. One problem that arises from
this correction is, that it is only valid for IMF orientations that lie approximately in
the ecliptic plane. In IMF orientations that are approximately normal to the ecliptic
plane the torus VDF itself lies in the ecliptic plane and therefore covers every po-
sition bin even with every possible injection speed. These orientations correspond
to ΦGC ≈ 0◦. Nevertheless, considering the spacecraft velocity for these config-
urations Φ ′GC < 0
◦ is obtained. Although these IMF orientations occur rarely as
the average IMF lies inside the eclitpic plane, they may contribute substantially to
the outcome of the cutoff analysis. Therefore, IMF orientation approximately inside
and normal to the ecliptic plane are considered seperately in the following. One
can easily distinguish between these IMF orientations by considering the Θ angle
of the IMF which is the angle with respect to the normal direction. Consequently,
the data set, preprocessed for IMF orientations in which the torus falls into the FoV
and excluding acceleration sites according to Taut et al. (2018), is divided into two
subsets with the conditions displayed in Tab. 4.
Table 4: Conditions of the IMF angle Θ with respect to the normal direction to divide the
utilized data set into two basic orientations. In the ecliptic case, the IMF lies approx-
imately inside the eclitpic plane and the torus VDF intersects with this plane at two
locations. In the normal case, the IMF is normal to the ecliptic plane and the torus
VDF lies inside the ecliptic plane therefore covering all azimuthal position bins.
Subset Condition
ecliptic 60◦ < Θ < 120◦
normal Θ < 20◦ ∧ 160◦ < Θ
If we expect the torus in the center of PLASTIC’s FoV considering the ecliptic IMF
orientations (Φ ′GC = 0
◦), we expect the shift of the torus location due to the varia-
tion in injection speed to cancel out assuming a symmetric torus structure. Then for
positive tangential injection velocities the torus is moved outside of the aperture in
the same way as for negative injection velocities. Furthermore, we can additionally
utilize the normal data set to obtain λflow as we do not expect any systematic influ-
ence of the injection speed in these IMF orientations. We developed two approaches
to determine an unbiased value of λflow.
In the first approach, we utilize both data subsets, ecliptic and normal. Further-
more, the ecliptic data is filtered for a Φ ′GC range symmetric about Φ
′
GC = 0
◦. The
problem with setting such a restriction is that IMF orientations close to the Parker
orientation are more frequently observed than other orientations, which would sys-
tematically shift the result for λflow to decreased values. Therefore, a Monte-Carlo
technique has been utilized to choose time periods in such a fashion that every
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Figure 26: a) Example of IMF orientation occurences as a function of Φ ′GC in the range
−10◦ < Φ ′GC < 10
◦ for IMF fulfilling the ecliptic condition (see Tab. 4). For the
λflow determination, it is required that every Φ ′GC value occurs equally often.
To ensure this, time periods are excluded randomly from the data set. b) λflow
result as a function of width in the Φ ′GC range. Φ
′
GC,limit = 1
◦ corresponds to
the range −1◦ < Φ ′GC < 1
◦ and so on.
Φ ′GC value (rounded to a precision of 0.2
◦) for IMFs inside the ecliptic plane occurs
equally often. An example for this is displayed in Fig. 26 a. By repeating this ran-
dom selection, also an error estimate for the systematic influence of theΦ ′GC values
is obtained. Furthermore, the stochastic errors are also calculated according to the
method described in Taut et al. (2018). The results for λflow including the combined
stochastic error and the error due to the Φ ′GC angle selection for increasing Φ
′
GC
ranges are displayed in Fig. 26 b.
On the one hand, in an increasing range forΦ ′GC a systematic trend to decreasing
λflow values is observed. This is due to the selection effect which has already been
mentioned in Sec. 5.3.2. In the range Φ ′GC < 0
◦ on average lower cutoff speeds are
determined due to these angles occuring more frequently in rarefaction regions,
where the PUIs appear to be decelerated more efficiently. This means that in a large
Φ ′GC range around 0
◦ the angles with Φ ′GC > 0
◦ dominate, because when two
cutoff spectra are superposed our cutoff speed determination techniques are only
sensitive to the higher cutoff speed. This leads to a decrease of the λflow result. On
the other hand, the stochastic error is of course larger in small Φ ′GC ranges due
to low statistics. A compromise between the stochastical error due to statistics and
the systematic error due to theΦ ′GC range needs to be found. Hence, we choose the
−4◦ < Φ ′GC < 4
◦ range. Beyond this range the systematic trend to decreased λflow
results seems to start and the stochastic error is comparatively small. The result
obtained by this is: λflow = (75.79± 0.59)◦.
The second approach to determine λflow is a fit of the curve of the determined
λflow results as a function of Φ ′GC. For this we consider the ecliptic data set and
sort this data into 16 ranges between −45◦ and +45◦. For the central range, −2◦ <
Φ ′GC < 2
◦, we also add the normal data. The resulting curve is fit with a third-order
polynomial and a 1-σ confidence interval is calculated. In Fig. 27 the results are
displayed.
The interception of the fitted polynomial with Φ ′GC = 0
◦ corresponds to the λflow
result. In this case we find: λflow = (75.60± 0.40)◦. However, for this approach we
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Figure 27: Results for λflow as a function
of Φ ′GC. A third order polyno-
mial is fit to the data and the
1-σ confidence interval is cal-
culated.
made the implicit assumption that the determined λflow follows a smooth curve
as a function of Φ ′GC, which is not necessarily justified. As already mentioned, the
occurence of certain IMF orientations can be related to special solar wind conditions
that have influence on the general shape of the He+ PUI VDF. It is well possible, that
this has an influence on the impact of the systematic error due to the tangential
injection velocity. This in turn means that the individual data points displayed
in Fig. 27 may not follow a smooth curve. Therefore, this approach needs to be
investigated in more detail and, consequently, the obtained value for λflow and
especially its error constitute only a preliminary result that needs to be reviewed
more thoroughly.
In Tab. 5 the results obtained in this section are compared to former results de-
rived from direct neutral particle measurements. Both values for λflow that have
been obtained in this section are in good agreement with the values obtained from
IBEX observations. They also agree well with recent results obtained from a neu-
tral particle detector onboard the Ulysses spacecraft. The error bars of the result
presented by Wood et al. (2015) appear to be underestimated as Bzowski et al.
(2014) utilized the same data set for their analysis and yield errors about one or-
der of magnitude larger. However, as can be seen from the different errors, the
determination of λflow from PUI measurements in its current stage does not nec-
essarily provide a substantially more precise method than direct neutral particle
measurements.
Table 5: Compilation of selected results for λflow for comparison with the results obtained
in this work utilizing PUIs. All other results were obtained from direct neutral
particle measurements by detectors on the IBEX and Ulysses spacecraft.
Work Spacecraft λflow result [◦]
This work - symmetric Φ ′GC range STA 75.79± 0.59
This work - Φ ′GC fit (preliminary) STA 75.60± 0.40
Schwadron et al. (2015) IBEX 75.6± 1.4
Bzowski et al. (2015) IBEX 75.8± 0.5
Bzowski et al. (2014) Ulysses 75.3+ 1.1(−1.2)
Wood et al. (2015) Ulysses 75.54± 0.19
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Additionally, there are further systematic influences that may affect the result
obtained by both approaches related to the PUI cutoff. For example, if we assume
that the cutoff speed varies as a function of present PUIs from the torus VDF, then
the cutoff speed is also influenced by the ambient ionization rate. If the ionization
rate is increased, for example by an increased extreme ultra-violet radiation flux
which is crucial for the photo-ionization rate, then more PUIs are created locally
near the spacecraft. Indeed, the extreme ultra-violet radiation flux is increased in
solar maximum compared to solar minimum which could introduce a systematic
effect on the λflow determination. This effect is likely to be very small, but its impact
needs to be quantified. Furthermore, both approaches presented in this section can
only obtain a valid result for λflow if the torus VDF structure is itself symmetric.
In Drews et al. (2015) observations are reported that show an asymmetric torus
signature and it is argued that this stems from the fact, that more PUIs are injected
at IMF orientations near the Parker angle. However, in Fig. 24 no such signatures
showing a clear asymmetry are observed.
6
C O N C L U S I O N S & O U T L O O K
In this thesis, unresolved issues regarding the two global PUIs populations in the
heliosphere have been investigated. Here, our findings are summarized and eval-
uated in the context of current research. Additionally, an outlook regarding future
research is provided.
The three main questions that have been aimed to answer are introduced in
Sec. 1.1. These questions are now adressed again:
1) What is the nature of the inner source for PUIs?
With the help of CTOF data, the composition of inner-source heavy PUIs has been
investigated in Taut et al. (2015). The observed composition has been compared to
the modeled composition from the solar wind neutralization scenario (Wimmer-
Schweingruber and Bochsler, 2003). All deviations within the composition could
be explained qualitatively. Furthermore, a significant trend of the inner-source
O+/C+ abundance ratio as a function of solar wind speed was found. This trend
was not expected and it poses a significant, additional restriction for inner-source
PUIs production scenarios.
Together with the observation of an O6+-O+ flux correlation presented in Berger
et al. (2015) and the observation of locally produced C+ ions in Drews et al. (2016),
our work provided a significant extension of observational constraints for the inner-
source PUIs production. A summarizing compilation of the observed properties of
inner-source PUIs and their compability with the proposed inner-source PUIs pro-
duction scenarios is provided in Tab. 3. This table is based on the compilation by
Allegrini et al. (2005), but extended and updated for the new observations and the
proposed production scenario by Schwadron and McComas (2010), who argued
that energetic neutrals could also be responsible for the production of inner-source
PUIs. As can be seen from the updated compilation in Tab. 3, especially the solar
wind speed dependend composition and the O6+-O+ flux correlation exclude al-
most all proposed production scenarios as the main origin of inner-source PUIs.
This leaves the solar wind neutralization scenario as the most likely candidate for
the inner-source PUIs production.
However, there are still open questions connected to the observational constraints
and their implications for the inner-source PUIs production. For example, the con-
tamination of the inner-source O+ count rate by the interstellar component needs
to be quantified. It might be possible, that due to higher solar wind speeds the
charge-exchange ionization rate of oxygen decreases (Lindsay and Stebbings, 2005).
This would have the consequence that interstellar oxygen atoms are ionized closer
to the Sun, which means that they have more time to cool. This could significantly
contaminate the measured inner-source O+ count rate, which could also explain
the solar wind speed dependent inner-source O+/C+ abundance ratio. It is un-
likely, that this effect is able to produce a factor of two in this abundance ratio, but
nevertheless it is desirable to quantify its impact. This could be performed with
the help of the EMMREM simulation code. In this thesis, we compared preliminary
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results for the simulated C+ and O+ VDF to measured VDFs derived from CTOF
data. Anyhow, this is an ongoing investigation and the final results will be pub-
lished in Quinn et al. (2018) in the near future. Hopefully, these simulations will
help to better understand the observed properties of inner-source PUIs with respect
to the proposed production scenarios. However, the not well known properties of
interplanetary dust grains pose a limit for the accuracy of such simulations of the
inner-source PUIs production. In turn, this means once a dominant inner-source PUI
production mechanism is identified, inner-source PUIs could serve as a diagnostic
tool to derive the geometry and composition of the dust population in the inner
heliosphere.
2) What is the 3D VDF of PUIs at 1 AU and what are the implication for the stability of a
torus VDF within the dynamic solar wind?
We were able to contribute substantially to the progress of understanding the 3D
VDF of PUIs. Historically, it had been assumed that the highly anisotropic initial PUIs
VDF is almost instantaneously transformed into an isotropic distribution (Vasyliu-
nas and Siscoe, 1976). The instability of such a VDF in the solar wind plasma with
respect to the generation of waves was believed to lead to this rapid isotropization.
Next to this process, fluctuations within the IMF also lead to pitch-angle scattering.
However, first of all Möbius et al. (1998) measured differences in the VDF depend-
ing on the IMF orientation, which was assigned to an incomplete isotropization
only in one hemisphere of velocity space (Isenberg, 1997). Then this picture was re-
vised again by measurements of a torus VDF signature of He+ in Oka et al. (2002),
which was subsequently confirmed by Drews et al. (2013) and Gershman et al.
(2014). In Taut et al. (2016), we complemented on these findings with the observa-
tion of a clear torus-related signature within the He+ VDF observed by CTOF. This
contradicts the theory of a rapid isotropization and also poses challenges for the
cooling mechanism of PUIs. Furthermore an additional anisotropy concerning PUIs
that must have undergone an acceleration mechanism has been observed. Acceler-
ated PUIs seem to preferentially stream along the IMF lines, which means that the
acceleration mechanisms must be more efficient along the field.
Also the findings presented in Chapter 5 are closely connected to the 3D PUI
VDF. We were able to show, that not only the IMF orientation, but also the injection
velocity substantially affects the location of the torus VDF in velocity space. The
consequence of this is, that the result for λflow determined from the PUI cutoff
speeds is shifted according to the selected IMF orientations. The fact that this effect
is less pronounced in faster solar wind and more variable IMF orientations implies
that in these solar wind conditions a more isotropic PUI VDF is observed. This
means that not the instability of the anisotropic VDF is the main driver of the
isotropization, but that it is more likely that wave activity inside the solar wind
and fluctuations of the IMF lead to a gradually more isotropic VDF.
We are just beginning to understand the evolution of the PUI torus VDF and the
anisotropy connected to it. It is planned to investigate the anisotropy of the PUI
VDF with respect to wave activity, that can be derived from high resolution IMF
data. Such studys could also be performed with respect to PUIs in SIRs. SIRs are in
particular interesting, because of the compression that may affect the cooling of
the distribution and the acceleration happening in the turbulent compressed fast
wind.
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3) How can we utilize the PUIs VDF to find the interstellar neutral flow longitude?
We have revisited the approach to determine the interstellar flow longitude, λflow,
from measurements of the He+ VDF provided by PLASTIC presented in Möbius et al.
(2015). We have been able to substantially improve this method, which can be seen
at the significantly higher mirror-correlation coefficients presented in Taut et al.
(2018) compared to the ones reached in Möbius et al. (2015). In general, our im-
provements involved the exclusion of sources for systematic errors that we imple-
mented into the method. However, utilizing the enhanced data quality provided
by our improvements, we were able to uncover another fundamental systematic
influence on the result for λflow that is connected to the mix of measured IMF ori-
entations. As the PUI VDF is closely connected to the ambient IMF orientation, it is
apparent that this systematic influence might be connected to the PUI VDF. In Taut
et al. (2018) it is surmized that again longitudinal transport could be capable to
create these observations.
Within this thesis, we could show that this is most likely not the case. Our ob-
servations indicate that the observed trend of the determined λflow is more likely
due to PLASTIC’s limited FoV and the location of the torus VDF in velocity space.
As shown in Fig. 24 the location of the torus depends on ecliptic longitude due to
the tangential injection velocity. This introduces an asymmetry of the determined
cutoff speeds, which leads to the observed shift of λflow. Having identified and un-
derstood this additional source for systematic errors, we are aiming to provide an
improved value for λflow. For this several corrections had to be performed. Finally,
our new estimate for λflow from PUI measurements reads: λflow = (75.79± 0.59)◦.
However, there is still room for improvements in this method. The correction of
the azimuthal position bin efficiency has been performed assuming the observa-
tion of an isotropic PUI VDF, if the torus does not fall into the FoV, which is likely
to be oversimplified. Therefore, a more elaborate correction should be developed.
The fact that the STA spacecraft has been flipped in July 2015, which means that
also the position bins are mirrored since that day, could help to derive such a cor-
rection. Furthermore, the influence of solar cycle variations needs to be quantified.
Another uncertain point is again the PUI VDF itself. Our correction for the found
systematic error due to the IMF orientation works only, if the torus VDF is a symmet-
ric structure. As the Parker angle is the most frequently observed IMF orientation,
the torus VDF could be asymmetrically smeared out. Drews et al. (2015) reported
on signatures implying this. Anyhow, in our observations presented in Fig. 24 no
such feature can be seen. Finally, we have to admit that we do not yet understand
the PUI VDF in sufficient detail to provide a precision measurement of λflow from
PUI observations.
As shown, PUIs can serve as diagnostic tools in many ways, but the evaluation of
PUI measurements is often complex and challenging. The inner-source PUIs provide
potential information about how the solar wind interacts with interplanetary dust
grains. The evolution of the PUI VDF serves as a tool to understand scattering, cool-
ing, and acceleration processes in the solar wind plasma and interstellar PUIs carry
information about the LISM. All this information is relevant for the understanding
of the heliosphere on a global scale.
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